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1 INTRODUCTION 

The SCAMPI vision is to allow end users to go beyond the set of locally available resources and to 
pool resources available in the environment. To this end, SCAMPI’s opportunistic computing 
paradigm combines elements of pervasive computing/networking with opportunistic networking.  

In SCAMPI vision, the environment is packed with resources that can be exploited, but exploiting 
them requires coping with an inherently dynamic and highly unstable network. SCAMPI users 
cooperate to enable shared services that leverage the collective wealth of hardware and software 
resources. To enable such cooperation, SCAMPI service platform provides services over opportunistic 
networks (OppNets) that do not require the presence of an infrastructure. In SCAMPI, mobile devices 
act as both network providers and network users. By aiming for infrastructure-less operation, SCAMPI 
can cater to an extremely broad user base under all sorts of conditions, including emergencies and 
disaster scenarios.  

WP3 has a central role on enabling shared services, and its key objectives are to make shared services 
available and secure. The positioning of the WP3 activities with regards to overall SCAMPI 
architecture is explained in Figure 3 of D1.1: System Architecture Specification, where WP3 activities 
can be associated to Services block. In the overall architecture, the role of WP3 is to provide key 
supporting services for the service platform and the applications to build their operation on top of. The 
WP3 works in close interaction with WP2, which provides key parameters and characteristics of the 
operational environment to be used as input by the algorithms of WP3. Based upon this input and 
results from the practical experimentation conducted WP4, this work package develops decision 
making engines that can feed to operation of SCAMPI service composition function as well as to 
simplified interfaces that can be exposed for application developers to be used. Finally, the developed 
algorithms serve as an input to continuously evolving system architecture design and development that 
is carried out in WP1 and that produces actual implementations to be further tested and validated in 
WP4. Several of the mechanisms discussed in Section 3 are already integrated to service platform and 
are ready for further experimental evaluation. 

The natural approach of making shared services available is to define mechanisms to enable basic 
service discovery and notification. The network considered within the SCAMPI project, however, is 
highly dynamic, topologically unstable, and seriously resource constrained. Applicable service 
discovery and notification schemes are therefore anything but basic, as they must be sufficiently 
robust to tame the underlying challenges posed by the network. The bottom line remains that services 
must be provided over a challenged network. 

In the SCAMPI scenario, it is certainly not sufficient to make shared services available, unless they are 
also made secure. In a completely distributed networking environment that potentially lacks any kind 
of centralized authority, trust is a scarce resource and privacy is a major concern. 

The goal of the present document is to illustrate the main avenues of research that have been pursued 
in the course of Year 1 by the SCAMPI Consortium toward the ambitious goal of enabling services in 
OppNets.  The remainder of the document is organized as follows. We begin by illustrating and 
discussing strategies for enabling opportunistic communication in Section 2. We delve into the 
challenges of delivering services over a challenged network in Section 3. The detection and 
exploitation of the underlying social structure is the subject of Section 4. Finally, Section 5 focuses on 
content exchange, and Section 6 deals with recommendation systems and privacy preservation. The 
deliverable is complemented by a set of four appendices, each of which contains a key publication 
produced by the SCAMPI Consortium. 
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2 ENABLING OPPORTUNISTIC COMMUNICATION 

To ensure the large success of SCAMPI solutions and services, we should make sure off-the-shelf 
smartphones support opportunistic communications.  

Opportunistic networking offers many appealing application perspectives from local social-
networking applications to supporting communications in remote areas or in disaster and emergency 
situations. Yet, despite the increasing penetration of smartphones, opportunistic networking is not 
feasible with most popular mobile devices. The concept of opportunistic networking and smartphone 
applications leveraging these concepts are since years confined to research labs and small-scale 
testbeds. There are several reasons for this: Firstly, there is still no support for seamless and high 
throughput short to mid-range Ad-Hoc communications in stock phones. WiFi Ad-Hoc is still not 
supported on most popular phones (unless they are rooted or jailbroken) and will probably not be in 
the near future, if ever. Secondly, Bluetooth suffers from its limited bandwidth and the cumbersome 
peering/service detection procedure, not to mention implementation incompatibilities. Thirdly, even if 
some platforms such as Windows Mobile or Symbian support WiFi Ad-Hoc, these suffer from the lack 
of a popular application store and low or decreasing market share. Eventually, WiFi Ad-Hoc is very 
power inefficient, draining the battery in only a few hours. One might claim that WiFi Direct will 
improve this issue, though nothing guards us from mobile OS restrictions (see iPhone WiFi tethering 
mode) or similar Bluetooth-like cumbersome pairing procedures. 

We believe that applications leveraging opportunistic principles currently face a chicken and egg 
problem: As long as opportunistic applications are not popular, smartphone manufactures will not 
implement the APIs required to setup WiFi Ad-Hoc connections. But as long as application developers 
do not have APIs to exploit the advantages of opportunistic networks, how can they create such 
popular applications? 

The SCAMPI consortium has adopted the strategy of designing and implementing a SCAMPI flagship 
application with the inclusion of a new partner, Futurice, a smartphone application development 
company. This application should promote SCAMPI and the principles of opportunistic networking. 
However, this does not guarantee us that high throughput opportunistic communications will be 
supported by mobile operating systems. 

In order to put all the chances on our side, we proposed the following complimentary approach: 
supporting opportunistic communications over WiFi based on the current hardware and API available 
on stock devices. We hence propose WiFi-Opp1, a realistic opportunistic setup relying on (i) open 
stationary APs and (ii) spontaneous mobile APs (i.e., smartphones in AP or tethering mode), a feature 
used to share Internet access, which we use to enable opportunistic communications. We compare 
WiFi-Opp to WiFi Ad-Hoc by replaying real-world contact traces and evaluate their performance in 
terms of capacity for content dissemination as well as energy consumption.  

To summarize, the main contributions are: 

" We propose WiFi-Opp, a simple and energy efficient way of enabling opportunistic networks 
using current smartphones' technology. 

                                            
1 WiFi-Opp will probably be renamed to WLAN-OPP because of trademarks issues with the registered trademark 
“WiFi” (or Wi-Fi). We are about to initiate discussions with the WiFi Alliance to have their consent over the use of 
their trademark. 
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" We evaluate the performance and energy efficiency or WiFi-Opp for content dissemination. 
We show that our approach is up to 10 times more energy efficient than WiFi Ad-Hoc for 
comparable dissemination performance. 

" We present a proof of concept demonstrating WiFi-Opp's feasibility. 

" We discuss the implications of becoming a spontaneous mobile AP, the current device 
heterogeneity in the market and the benefits of WiFi-Opp over WiFi Direct. 

We are currently evolving our proof-of-concept to a fully fledge library and application on Android 
and plan to port it to both the iPhone and Windows Mobile. We are also about to launch a website in 
order to gather the open source community to help us developing and extending WiFi-Opp. 
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3 SERVICES OVER A CHALLENGED NETWORK  

The ultimate goal is to make it possible for SCAMPI users to achieve their intended goals in spite of 
the underlying challenges posed by the network. 

The network is indeed doubly challenged: its topology is inherently unstable and highly dynamic, and 
the resources of the individual nodes are greatly constrained. With these premises in mind, resource 
stability is not to be taken for granted, and techniques to cope with its time-varying behavior must be 
devised. Section 3.1 illustrates the progress in this direction.  

The fundamental building block of service discovery lies at the heart of WP3, and Section 3.2 
describes the main directions that have been and are being followed to achieve its definition. 

3.1 Coping with Varying Levels of Resource Stability  
Resource stability represents SCAMPI’s notion of generalized connectivity. In general, remote 
resources are available with variable stability levels that fluctuate over time and space and across 
different devices. An analogy can be drawn to wireless connectivity, which also varies over time and 
comes in various flavors and degrees of robustness. 

We can think of the network topology, which can be characterized in terms of its time-varying 
physical connectivity, and a concept of soft connectivity, which quantifies how well nodes are able to 
detect one another. Similarly, we can think of a resource topology, which can be characterized in terms 
of its time-varying resource availability, and a concept of resource stability, which quantifies how well 
nodes are able to access resources. 

To tackle the understanding of time-varying resource stability, we begin by analyzing the often elusive 
interplay between resource stability and energy consumption.  

Nodes that provide stable resources may be energy-challenged. In this case, their energy budget can 
only decrease, because such nodes are guaranteed to be popular, and we have a poor gets poorer 
scenario. Note that such nodes are poor in energy terms, but rich in resource terms. We can also think 
of this scenario from the point of view of resources (as opposed to energy), in which case we find that 
the resource-rich nodes get overexploited. Intuitively, the resource-rich pays taxes that are unfairly 
high. 

To begin to understand the implications of the interplay between resource stability and energy 
consumption, we focuses on the most basic as well as elusive of all SCAMPI resources, wireless 
connectivity, and we investigated the tradeoff between energy consumption and wireless connectivity. 

Our publication [1] presents an extensive set of experimental results on two remote-access wireless 
sensor network testbeds that illustrate the interplay between network connectivity and energy 
consumption. Using collection on top of a duty-cycled link layer, we observe that the energy 
consumption of unicast traffic is heavily affected by insufficient connectivity conditions. Specifically, 
the presence of connectivity outliers that require a large number of retransmissions to overcome 
transitional links has a significant impact on the energy consumption of the whole radio neighborhood 
of the outliers. At the other end of the connectivity spectrum, high connectivity may have a significant 
impact on the energy consumption of broadcast traffic, because it is conducive to contention and 
overhearing. To enable fair comparisons between experimental runs, we augment our results with 
quantitative data regarding the network topology during each run. 
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3.2 Service Discovery  
Discovery mechanisms have a critical role in enabling opportunistic communications. We can divide 
discovery into two distinct parts: 1) discovery of nodes that are within communication range, and 2) 
discovery of the services provided by those nodes. The latter can be further divided into discovering 
the application level services (e.g., this node provides video streams) and SCAMPI middleware level 
services (e.g., this node provides bundle forwarding service) provided by the node. 

Discovery mechanisms can be implemented at various layers of the network stack and may require 
different characteristics from the underlying network. For example, Bluetooth specifies its own 
mechanisms for scanning for surrounding nodes (which results in the discovery of hardware 
addresses) and for directly querying other nodes for services they provide. On the other hand, 
mechanisms such as mDNS/DNS-SD (see 3.2.1) can be used on any IP multicast network. 

Beyond the discovery of nodes and services within the immediate network (i.e., nodes to which direct 
connection can be opened) the SCAMPI middleware should be able to discover services offered by 
nodes that can only be reached via store-carry-forward messaging. This can be achieved by a 
dedicated discovery mechanism built on top of such a network (e.g., DTN bundle layer discovery) or 
by transitively aggregating direct discovery information. The following reports several discovery 
mechanisms that we have tested and evaluated as a part of existing software implementation that 
works as a standalone Java application in laptops and desktops as well as a software library integrated 
to an application that runs on an actual Android phone. 

3.2.1 mDNS/DNS-SD 
The combination of multicast DNS (mDNS) and DNS Service Discovery (DNS-SD) is familiarly 
known as Apple’s Bonjour service discovery. Multicast DNS defines mechanisms for performing 
DNS-like operations over a multicast network, while DNS-SD defines mechanisms for using DNS 
messages for service discovery. 

This approach to service discovery is designed for largely fixed networks where services are assumed 
to be relatively long-lived, for example, for finding printers or file servers. These assumptions are 
codified in the protocol design in the form of various timers for mDNS mechanisms and pre-defined 
lifetimes for DNS-SD records. 

3.2.2 DTN IP Neighbor Discovery 
DTN IP Neighbor Discovery (draft-irtf-dtnrg-ipnd-01) defines a mechanism for discovering DTN 
Bundle Agents and services offered by them over IP-multicast networks. It is essentially a more 
lightweight (and limited) version of mDNS/DNS-SD optimized for networks where contacts are 
assumed to be infrequent and short-lived. 

Multiple implementations exist for the protocol. 

3.2.3 Bluetooth Discovery 
Bluetooth specification defines a Service Discovery Protocol (SDP), which can be used by Bluetooth 
devices to discover what services are offered by other devices. The mechanism is based on searching 
for and browsing specific Universally Unique Identifiers (UUID) which map to different services. 

Support for SDP is implemented in the Bluetooth hardware and should be accessible to any 
application on the device through Bluetooth APIs if such exist on the platform. 
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3.2.4 Multi-hop Service Discovery 
There are currently no standardized protocols for service discovery in multi-hop, store-carry-forward 
networks. Such a protocol is being designed within SCAMPI, and is currently part of the ongoing 
design and development process carried out in WP1. 

3.2.5 SCAMPI Discovery Solution 
The approach taken in the SCAMPI middleware allows arbitrary discovery mechanisms to be used. 
This is done by defining a framework that makes minimal assumptions about the capabilities of the 
underlying networks. For example, node discovery only assumes that the discovery mechanism is able 
to report a unique name for discovered nodes that can be used later to open connection to the nodes 
(e.g., ability report hardware addresses). Such a discovery mechanism in its simplest form could be a 
list of pre-configured IP addresses, it could be a fully passive mechanism that discovers nodes by 
listening to the link layer messaging, or an IP-layer multicast/broadcast based query-response 
discovery mechanism. 

The framework includes three parts: 1) peer discovery for finding nodes within direct communication 
range, 2) peer service discovery for discovering services offered by nodes within direct 
communication range, and 3) multi-hop service discovery for finding services offered by nodes that 
are not within direct communication range, but which can be reached through store-carry-forward 
messaging. Each part can be implemented autonomously (e.g., generic one-to-one query mechanism 
for service discovery) or as a combination (e.g., Bonjour discovery that discovers peers and the 
services offered by those peers). 

At first, existing protocols will be used for implementing service discovery, but ultimately a new 
solution can be designed that is specifically tailored and optimized for service and node discovery in 
urban ad-hoc networks. 
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4 LEVERAGING SOCIAL STRUCTURE 

A key strategy to cope with and tame the unprecedented networking challenges that arise within 
SCAMPI is to leverage the underlying social structure of the network. Section 4.1 provides details on 
this promising approach, while Section 4.2 illustrates our work in progress on community-based 
spreading. 

4.1 Detecting Social Structure  
Approaches aimed at discovering dynamic communities of people are fundamental in the context of 
opportunistic scenarios. For example, social information may be exploited to design smart strategies to 
choose the most suitable next hop in forwarding schemes or to efficiently disseminate content. People 
are social individuals that have social ties and form communities to better answer to their needs. Those 
who belong to the same community meet with high probability and regularly. On the contrary, people 
from different communities meet less frequently. Therefore, understanding the human structure and 
the rules which regulate social interactions and aggregations can be a great advantage in the reference 
SCAMPI scenario.  

The objective of this activity is therefore to investigate on-line solutions able to identify communities 
within a mobile social network. Specifically, we are interested in carefully examining existing 
algorithms and in proposing new community detection algorithms able to capture the evolution of 
social communities in dynamic scenarios. With respect to the overall SCAMPI concept, community 
detection algorithms will serve as enabling services for the operation of the SCAMPI platform. On-
line algorithms describing how users can be grouped in social communities can be used, for example, 
to predict which service components will be available to a tagged user, their level of stability, the 
amount of replication, etc. All these information can be used to plan how to opportunistically compose 
the services required by the applications. 

The complete description of the activity is available in [2]. Part of this work has also been published in 
[3]. In the following we summarize the main findings. Specifically, we describe the main lines of 
reasoning behind the three reference community detection algorithms, while we go deep into our 
proposed solution. 

4.1.1 SIMPLE, k-CLIQUE and MODULARITY 
The study started from the analysis of three reference community detection algorithms, i.e.,  SIMPLE, 
k-CLIQUE, MODULARITY. The idea at the basis is that each node determines the composition of its 
community based on the contacts he has with other nodes. This is achieved by storing some 
information which are then exchanged by nodes during the meetings. Upon receiving such 
information, each node makes its decisions independently for including or not the encountered node 
into its social community. Specifically, a node’s social community, here referred to as Local 
Community, includes all those encountered nodes with which that node has spent a sufficient amount 
of time together (long contact duration) or has met regularly (large number of contact). The threshold 
criteria provides a rule to evaluate the cumulative contact duration, i.e, the sum of the duration of all 
the different contacts for a pair of nodes, while the admission criteria provides a way to measure how 
often a node is encountered by the community. Finally, in case of high similarity among different 
communities, the merging criteria gives a method to partially or completely merge communities. 
Among the above criteria, the former is the only one which is common to all the three algorithms. On 
the contrary, the other two (i.e., admission and merging) are specific for each algorithm. In addition, 
the three algorithms differ for the complexity and the richness of features they offer. Specifically, as 
the name suggests, SIMPLE is the simplest solution as it has a low memory usage and low 
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computation cost, while MODULARITY represents the opposite extreme with its huge memory 
requirement and computation cost. k-CLIQUE represents an intermediate solution since it needs the 
same memory usage of MODULARITY but has  a lower computation complexity.     

In this section we present a subset of the performance results of the above community detection 
algorithms. A more extended set of results is available in [2]. We mainly focused at testing their 
ability at identifying the social network community when the underlying moves in different patterns of 
mobility. For this purpose, we considered a mobility model (HCMM) which well reproduces the 
natural patterns of users within a social network. For example, HCMM is able to correctly reproduce 
the statistical figures associated to the user patterns, such as inter-contact times and durations of 
contact. The performance evaluation is mainly based on similarity feature, which is measured by the 
Jaccard index, !Jaccard, as explained by the following expression: 
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Basically, !Jaccard evaluates the similarity of the communities detected by the community detection 
algorithm with respect to those detected by the centralized version of the same algorithm which has 
the complete knowledge of the network. 

Figure 1 shows a comparison of the similarity index among the three algorithms. What is important to 
highlight here is that, with a correct choice of the algorithm parameters, there exists a good match 
between the communities detected by distributed algorithms and the corresponding ones found by the 
centralized version. For example, by reducing the threshold value, the probability that the cumulative 
contact duration for pairs of nodes satisfies the threshold criteria increases. In addition, a fine tuning 
of this parameter should consider also the dynamic of communities, i.e., how much time (on average) 
people spend together. A second important result to highlight is that SIMPLE has equivalent if not 
better performance than the other two approaches, although it has fewer amount of available 
information which are exchanged by nodes. The performance gain reaches up to 25%-30%. This result 
is true for all the scenarios we have investigated.  

Summarizing, from this performance analysis, we have identified SIMPLE to be the more appropriate 
solution for detecting communities of people as it has a low resource consumption, it is 
computationally lightweight (i.e., O(n) vs O(n2)) and it performs better than the other two approaches. 
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Figure 1. Similarity comparison as function of threshold value. 

 

4.1.2 Adaptive Detection SIMPLE (AD-SIMPLE) 
Although the three community-detection algorithms are able to identify the social community in most 
scenarios, but we have highlighted a major common limitation. When the scenario becomes more 
complex and dynamic (e.g., people belong to more than one communities simultaneously and spend 
much time in them), all three algorithms fail: nodes no longer have a consistent vision of the true 
composition of the community, mainly because they keep memory of all the nodes encountered so far. 

To overcome the above issue, we proposed the Adaptive Detection SIMPLE (AD-SIMPLE), a novel 
and computationally lightweight social community detection algorithm which works efficiently also in 
dynamic scenarios. Basically, AD-SIMPLE maintains the basic features of SIMPLE, such as the same 
amount of information exchanged by nodes or the same three criteria for including nodes in 
communities. However, it adds some policies to identify and remove those nodes seen in the past but 
that are not seen anymore with the same frequency.   

A first policy is related to maintaining always updated the Familiar Set of a node. Note that a Familiar 
Set of a node v0 is defined to be the set composed by all the encountered nodes for which the threshold 
criteria holds true, hence constituting a subset of the Local Community. Specifically, a running 
average of the percentage of the total contact duration (i.e., Estimated!T) is maintained for each node 
within the Familiar Set and whenever this percentage falls below a predefined threshold (i.e., FSoutth), 
the corresponding node is removed from it. To this aim, time is divided into slots (i.e., T) and an 
esteem of percentage of the contact duration for each slot time is computed for all the nodes within the 
Familiar Set. Then, the running average value is defined as follows: 

Estimated!T = " · Estimated!T + (1- ") · Sample !T  (2 ) 

The second policy is connected with keeping updated the Local Community of a node. Specifically, a 
timer (i.e, LCouttimer) is associated to each node within the Local Community and whenever it expires, 
the corresponding node is removed from it. In addition, every time two nodes meet directly (e.g., v0 
encounters vi) or indirectly (i.e., vi is stored in the Local Community of a third node vj which is met by 
v0), the corresponding timer is refreshed. The main reason behind a refresh of the timer is to maintain 
in the Local Community all those nodes which are met regularly. 

As first analysis, we evaluated the sensitiveness of AD-SIMPLE on the parameters used by the above 
policies. In the following we focus on the discussion about parameters related to Local Community 
pruning policy. Figure 2 provides relevant examples of different behavior that can be obtained if such 
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parameters are not correctly tuned. Specifically, we refer to a dynamic scenario where nodes may be 
connected to two communities simultaneously, i.e., home and foreign, and move between them for an 
entire reconfiguration interval. At each reconfiguration, such nodes select randomly one foreign 
community to start visiting. Each bar represents a snapshot of the Local Community composition for a 
traveler at the end of two reconfiguration intervals when varying the FSoutth and LCouttimer. Note that the 
number in brackets above the bars indicates the foreign community visited by the traveler during that 
period of time. 

By fixing T (3600sec in this example), LCouttimer (on the x-axis) must be of the same order. In fact, if 
LCouttimer is set too high (e.g., 10800 sec), nodes of a community previously visited may still stored in 
the Local Community. This is apparent for example in Figure 2a at 12h, where some nodes of 
community 2 are present in the Local Community or in Figure 2b at 18h, where nodes of community 1 
are still present. Furthermore, LCouttimer must not set less than T, as this could lead to a too rapid 
emptying of the Local Community (i.e., timer expires too rapidly). For example, in Figure 2a at 18h, 
if, only a small percentage of nodes of community 2 are present in the Local Community in case of 
LCouttimer equal to 1800 sec. This means that the system has not a sufficient time to detect all the nodes 
which belong to the communities. Finally, note that LCouttimer is in part influenced by the value of 
FSoutth as the Familiar Set represents a subset of the Local Community. To be precise,  LCouttimer is 
also influenced by the value of !. From this analysis, we points out that it is important to properly tune 
LCouttimer in order to maintain a consistent view of the social community at each point in time and a 
reasonable value is by setting LCouttimer = T. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 2. Representative cases of the composition of the Local Community for AD-SIMPLE as a function of 
FSoutth and LCouttimer.  

 

Figure 3 shows an example of the obtained results of a comparison between SIMPLE and AD-
SIMPLE in terms of composition of the Local Community. Further results of such analysis are 
available in [2]. The limitation of SIMPLE is apparent: after each reconfiguration interval, the traveler 
adds continuously new nodes to its community, while it maintains memory of all the past encountered 
nodes. As a consequence, the community size reaches the maximum value after some time and 
maintains the maximum size for the rest of the simulation. On the contrary, AD-SIMPLE is able to 
keep always updated the community view of the traveler. Thanks to the two added policies, the 
traveler maintains only nodes belonging to the two communities which are currently visiting, while it 
removes those nodes which are not part of its community anymore. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3. Local Community composition for the traveler for SIMPLE (a) and AD-SIMPLE (b).  

Finally, results confirm that AD-SIMPLE exceeds SIMPLE from point of view of the similarity index. 
Specifically, for SIMPLE, the similarity values fall in the range [0.477-0.66] with a peak of 0.923 at 
18h. On the contrary, for AD-SIMPLE, the similarity values are in the range [0.58-1] and they are 
always higher in each point of reconfiguration interval.  

Summarizing, by an extensive set of simulations, we have demonstrated that AD-SIMPLE accurately 
detects communities and social changes in dynamics scenarios. At the same time, it maintains 
computation and storage requirements low resulting in a very attractive community detection 
algorithm for Opportunistic Networks. 

4.2  Community-Based Spreading  
The publish/subscribe paradigm is particularly suited for content dissemination over opportunistic 
networks as it automates content exchange whenever peers come into wireless contact. However, the 
contact patterns driven by human mobility allows for epidemic spreading of content, which a 
malicious node could exploit to disseminate spam.  

In this work in progress, we investigate how social communities can help securing content distribution 
in opportunistic networks by preventing the dissemination of spam. We propose a community-based 
spreading (CBS) mechanism where social community members exchange white- and blacklists to 
promote or block the spread of content, respectively. CBS is scalable as whitelisting is generated 
implicitly whenever a content is consumed by a user (e.g., watched) and no black-listing follows. 
Besides, the spread of blacklists is constrained to communities thus, blocking spam at the source and 
avoiding to flood the entire network. We prove that with CBS legitimate content spreads with a O(1) 
delay i.e., as fast as basic epidemic spreading, without requiring any explicit user intervention. We 
model and evaluate our approach with stochastic reaction models and confirm results by replaying 
real-world mobility traces. We show that (i) a centralized anti-spam authority can never reach the 
performance of CBS and (ii) that the best spamming strategy is to send only one spam (as opposed to 
flooding) thus reducing its overhead. 

CBS is not a recommendation system in a strict sense as ratings resemble more an objective 
assessment (i.e., legitimate or not) while usual recommendation systems relate to subjective opinions 
(i.e. like or not). As a matter of fact, CBS is complementary to the latter. It solves the cold start 
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problem of author-based recommendations systems or how to deal with new authors. CBS is currently 
under submission. 
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5 CONTENT EXCHANGE SCHEMES 

In Deliverable D2.1 (Section 7.5), we described a model for content exchange among peers in a 
mobile opportunistic network.  In that work, we studied a static-cache policy in a universal-swarm 
scenario.  We now turn to incentive mechanisms that encourage users to store content that is not 
directly useful to them, but might be of interest of mobile peers they meet through contacts.  Our 
analysis in Deliverable D2.1 has identified the optimal stationary points that minimize the average 
sojourn time. However, we have not described a method for leading the system to such points. In this 
section, we present BARON to bridge this gap. BARON dictates how peers should exchange content 
items so that the system converges to optimal points. We also demonstrate BARON’s performance 
using numerical simulations. 

We first review relevant aspects of the model here, then describe our content exchange mechanism, 
BARON. 

5.1.1 Model 
We consider a universal swarm in which content items belonging to a set K, where |K| = K, are shared 
among transient peers. Each peer arrives with a request i " K and a cache of items f " K, where C = |f| 
is the capacity of the cache. We denote by F={f #K:|f|=C} the set of all possible contents of a peer’s 
cache. 

A peer swarm consists of all peers interested in retrieving the same item i " K. We partition the peers 
in the system into classes according to both (a) the item they request and (b) the content in their cache. 
That is, each pair (i,f) " C = K " F defines a distinct peer class. 

Peers requesting item i " K and storing f " F arrive according to a Poisson process with rate #i,f , and 
we assume that arrivals across different classes are independent. By definition, #i,f =0 if i"f. We denote 
by #=$(i,f)"C#i,f the aggregate arrival rate of peers in the system. 

Contact Process.  Opportunities to exchange items among peers occur when two peers come into 
contact. A contact indicates that two mobile peers are within each other’s transmission range.  
Formally, if N(t) is the total number of peers in the system at time t, then a given peer a present in the 
system contacts other peers according to a non-homogeneous Poisson process with rate µ(N(t))1#$, 
$"[0,2].  The peer with which peer a comes into contact is selected uniformly at random from the N(t) 
peers currently present in the system.  Moreover, the above contact processes are independent across 
peers.  The parameter $ is used to capture different communication scenarios that may arise in a 
mobile or online network. We classify these below into contact-constrained, constant- bandwidth, and 
interference-constrained scenarios. 

Contact-constrained communication. When 0 $ $ < 1, the contact rate of a peer grows 
proportionally to the total peer population. This would be the case in a sparse, opportunistic or DTN-
like wireless mobile network, where peers are within each other’s transmission range very 
infrequently. In such cases, the bottleneck in data exchanges is determined by how often peers meet. 
Adding more peers in such an environment can increase the opportunities for contacts between peers. 
This is reflected in the increase of a peer’s contact rate as the population size grows. 

Constant-bandwidth communication. When $ = 1 the contact rate of a peer does not depend on the 
population size. This reflects constant-bandwidth scenarios, where the system population has no effect 
on the bandwidth capabilities of a peer, and is thus a natural model of an online peer-to-peer network. 
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Interference-constrained communication. When $ " (1,2], the contact rate of a peer decreases as the 
total peer population grows. This captures a dense wireless network in which peers share a wireless 
medium to communicate. As the number of peers increases, the wireless interference can become 
severe, degrading the network throughput. This is reflected in our model by a decrease in successful 
contact events and, thus, in a peer’s contact rate. 

If $ > 2, the aggregate contact rate over all peers in the system decreases as the total peer population 
grows. Assuming constant arrival rates, such a system will be trivially unstable; as such, we do not 
consider this case. 

For simplicity of notation, we allow self-contacts. Contacts are not symmetric; when Alice contacts 
Bob, Bob does not contact Alice, and vice versa. This, however, is not restrictive: symmetric contacts 
can be easily represented by appropriately defining symmetric interactions between two peers. 

Under the above assumptions, when the system state is N, the aggregate rate with which users from 
class A contact users from class A% is 

µA,A ' (N ) = µNANA ' / N
! , A,A '!C  

We call µA,A%  the inter-contact rate between A and A%. 

5.1.2 BARON:  Guiding cache replacement via valuations 
BARON is a centralized scheme. In particular, it requires estimating the demand and supply of each 
item i " K, captured by the population of peers requesting and storing i, respectively. In practice, 
individual peers may maintain estimates of these quantities, e.g., either by gossiping or sampling. 
However, we leave the study of decentralized schemes for estimating the demand and supply for 
future work.  As a result, we focus on scenarios in which these quantities are readily monitored 
through at a centralized tracker. 

Valuations.  BARON keeps track of whether an item is currently over-replicated or under-replicated 
in following way. In particular, for each content item i, BARON maintains a real-valued variable vi. 
We will call this variable the valuation of item i. 

Our choice of valuation is inspired by results presented in Deliverable D2.1, Section7.5, which state 
that there is an optimal point where the supply of an item is C times the demand. Motivated by this, 
the valuations are given by: 

Eq.  1 vi (t) =Cni,!(t)" n!,i (t), i #K,  

where ni,! and n!,i are the demand and the supply of item I, respectively.  A positive valuation vi > 0 
indicates that item i is currently under-replicated. Similarly, a negative valuation vi < 0 indicates that 
item i is currently over-replicated.  One appealing property of Eq.  1 is that it requires prior 
knowledge only of the cache capacity C; in particular, it does not require knowledge of the arrival 
rates &i,f of each peer class. Nevertheless, this valuation requires tracking of the supply and demand for 
each item. 

Content exchange guided by valuations.  BARON is a centralized design that relies on a central 
controller to maintain the valuations. In addition, this central controller lists the valuations on a public 
board, and makes them available to all peers.  The content exchanges between peers are guided by 
these valuations following a negative-positive rule. More specifically, during a contact event between 
a peer A with cache f and a peer B with f%, each peer checks if it has any over-replicated items. If so, it 
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further checks whether the other peer has any under-replicated items that it has not already stored in its 
cache. If such a pair of items exists, a replacement takes place. In particular, the first peer A replaces 
the item with the minimal negative valuation in its cache, i.e., peer A removes item i such that i = 
argmin{vx|x " f, vx < 0}.  Then, among the under-replicated items in the peer B’s cache f% yet not in 
peer A’s cache f, peer A replicates the item with the maximal positive valuation, i.e. peer A selects item 
j such that j=argmax{vy|y"f%\f, vy >0}. After retrieving item j from peer B, peer A replaces i with j. 
Hence its cache f changes to (f \ {i}) %{j}. A similar procedure follows for peer B. 

Evaluation.  We evaluate BARON’s fluid trajectories using numerical simulations in MATLAB. Our 
main observation is that, by guiding the content exchanges through valuations, BARON converges to 
the optimal stationary points, which minimize the average sojourn time.  We compare BARON to the 
static-cache policy by the examining system stability and optimality when using each design. 

We simulate the following scenario. Assume there are three items {1,2,3} in the system, and peer’s 
cache size is one. Hence we have six peer classes, where each class of peers requesting item i and 
caching item j (&i) has a normalized arrival rate of &ˆi,j. Peers requesting one item form one swarm, 
leading to three swarms in total. We set the contact process parameters as $ = 0 and µ = 0.002. We 
assume initially no peer is in the system.  We begin with comparing the system stability under 
BARON and the static-cache policy. In particular, we aim to understand under which conditions of 
arrival rates, the system stabilizes when using each design. So we leave &ˆ23 as a free variable, and fix 
the relative ratios of the other five classes as 1/5, 1/15 , 2/15 , 1/5, 2/2, respectively of (1 % &ˆ23). To 
identify the system stability for a given &ˆ23 value, we examine the system’s fluid trajectory over a 
significantly long time (t & 105). 
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Figure 2: Comparing BARON and
static-cache (SC) policy by varying
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Figure 4: Examining the peer popu-
lation under various design options
in BARON.

trast, when using BARON, the system has a much larger
stability region. More specifically, the system is able to sta-
bilize when !̂23 is larger than 0.1145. This demonstrates
BARON’s e!ectiveness of guiding content exchanges.

Optimality. We further examine the stationary state
that the system converges to when using BARON and the
static-cache policy. As shown in Figure 2(a), the system un-
der the static-cache policy converges to a non-optimal state.
Moreover, the closer !̂23 is to the stability boundary 4

19 , the
more peers in the stationary state. In contrast, BARON
is able to guide the system to the optimal stationary state
if the system stabilizes. This demonstrates that BARON
achieves optimality by the use of valuations.

Single swarm instability. Now we examine how peer
classes evolve in time when instability occurs under the static-
cache policy. Figure 2(b) shows the population of each peer
class along the time when !̂23 = 4

19 , demonstrating the con-
clusion in Theorem 4: only one swarm can become unstable.

Recall that peers requesting the same item form one swarm.
Our main observation is that only the swarm requesting item
3 blows up. This is because item 3 is the one that does not
satisfy (11). As this swarm grows, peers in other swarms
can obtain their requested items quickly and depart. Hence
the supply for item 3 further decreases.

6.2.2 Dependence on "

To comprehensively understand BARON’s performance,
we extend to cases with other " values. In particular, we
examine two cases with " = 0.5 and " = 1 respectively. As
shown in Section 3.4, a larger " indicates a smaller contact
rate. The case when " = 1 is the constant-bandwidth com-
munication scenario where a peer’s contact rate is constant
regardless of the peer population. We do not simulate the
case where " > 1, because the optimality result identified in

Section 4.3 does not hold for such ". We configure the other
parameters as in Figure 2 with !̂23 = 1

6 .
Figures 3(a) and (b) show the evolution of the total num-

ber of peers in time. The main observation is that, while the
system does not stabilize when using the static-cache policy,
the system under BARON converges to the optimal in both
cases. This demonstrates the e!ectiveness of the valuations
under various communication settings. Even though the ag-
gregate contact rate decreases as " increases, BARON is
still able to adapt the item supply according to the demand,
guiding the system towards the optimal.

Furthermore, as the contact rate becomes smaller when
" increases, the system with BARON takes longer time to
stabilize to the optimal. This is because the item replace-
ment and replication only occur during contact events. A
smaller contact rate slows down the adjustment of the item
distribution, leading to a slower convergence.

6.3 Comparing to Other Designs
BARON has two design components – the valuations

in (28) and the negative-positive rule. Now we experiment
with other designs for these two components, and examine
their performance in comparison to BARON.

An alternative valuation v!i is

v!i(t) = n"
·,i ! n·,i(t), i " K, (29)

i.e., item i’s valuation is defined as the distance of its cur-
rent supply n·,i to the optimal n"

·,i as given by (15b). Note
that in (29), computing the optimal supply n"

·,i requires the
knowledge of several system parameters, including the ar-
rival rates !i,f , (i, f) " C, and the contact process param-
eters µ and ". Obtaining the values of these parameters
could be di"cult in practice.

Moreover, instead of the negative-positive rule (NPR) in
BARON, another rule of guiding content exchanges via val-
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trast, when using BARON, the system has a much larger
stability region. More specifically, the system is able to sta-
bilize when !̂23 is larger than 0.1145. This demonstrates
BARON’s e!ectiveness of guiding content exchanges.

Optimality. We further examine the stationary state
that the system converges to when using BARON and the
static-cache policy. As shown in Figure 2(a), the system un-
der the static-cache policy converges to a non-optimal state.
Moreover, the closer !̂23 is to the stability boundary 4

19 , the
more peers in the stationary state. In contrast, BARON
is able to guide the system to the optimal stationary state
if the system stabilizes. This demonstrates that BARON
achieves optimality by the use of valuations.

Single swarm instability. Now we examine how peer
classes evolve in time when instability occurs under the static-
cache policy. Figure 2(b) shows the population of each peer
class along the time when !̂23 = 4

19 , demonstrating the con-
clusion in Theorem 4: only one swarm can become unstable.

Recall that peers requesting the same item form one swarm.
Our main observation is that only the swarm requesting item
3 blows up. This is because item 3 is the one that does not
satisfy (11). As this swarm grows, peers in other swarms
can obtain their requested items quickly and depart. Hence
the supply for item 3 further decreases.

6.2.2 Dependence on "

To comprehensively understand BARON’s performance,
we extend to cases with other " values. In particular, we
examine two cases with " = 0.5 and " = 1 respectively. As
shown in Section 3.4, a larger " indicates a smaller contact
rate. The case when " = 1 is the constant-bandwidth com-
munication scenario where a peer’s contact rate is constant
regardless of the peer population. We do not simulate the
case where " > 1, because the optimality result identified in

Section 4.3 does not hold for such ". We configure the other
parameters as in Figure 2 with !̂23 = 1

6 .
Figures 3(a) and (b) show the evolution of the total num-

ber of peers in time. The main observation is that, while the
system does not stabilize when using the static-cache policy,
the system under BARON converges to the optimal in both
cases. This demonstrates the e!ectiveness of the valuations
under various communication settings. Even though the ag-
gregate contact rate decreases as " increases, BARON is
still able to adapt the item supply according to the demand,
guiding the system towards the optimal.

Furthermore, as the contact rate becomes smaller when
" increases, the system with BARON takes longer time to
stabilize to the optimal. This is because the item replace-
ment and replication only occur during contact events. A
smaller contact rate slows down the adjustment of the item
distribution, leading to a slower convergence.

6.3 Comparing to Other Designs
BARON has two design components – the valuations

in (28) and the negative-positive rule. Now we experiment
with other designs for these two components, and examine
their performance in comparison to BARON.

An alternative valuation v!i is

v!i(t) = n"
·,i ! n·,i(t), i " K, (29)

i.e., item i’s valuation is defined as the distance of its cur-
rent supply n·,i to the optimal n"

·,i as given by (15b). Note
that in (29), computing the optimal supply n"

·,i requires the
knowledge of several system parameters, including the ar-
rival rates !i,f , (i, f) " C, and the contact process param-
eters µ and ". Obtaining the values of these parameters
could be di"cult in practice.

Moreover, instead of the negative-positive rule (NPR) in
BARON, another rule of guiding content exchanges via val-
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trast, when using BARON, the system has a much larger
stability region. More specifically, the system is able to sta-
bilize when !̂23 is larger than 0.1145. This demonstrates
BARON’s e!ectiveness of guiding content exchanges.

Optimality. We further examine the stationary state
that the system converges to when using BARON and the
static-cache policy. As shown in Figure 2(a), the system un-
der the static-cache policy converges to a non-optimal state.
Moreover, the closer !̂23 is to the stability boundary 4

19 , the
more peers in the stationary state. In contrast, BARON
is able to guide the system to the optimal stationary state
if the system stabilizes. This demonstrates that BARON
achieves optimality by the use of valuations.

Single swarm instability. Now we examine how peer
classes evolve in time when instability occurs under the static-
cache policy. Figure 2(b) shows the population of each peer
class along the time when !̂23 = 4

19 , demonstrating the con-
clusion in Theorem 4: only one swarm can become unstable.

Recall that peers requesting the same item form one swarm.
Our main observation is that only the swarm requesting item
3 blows up. This is because item 3 is the one that does not
satisfy (11). As this swarm grows, peers in other swarms
can obtain their requested items quickly and depart. Hence
the supply for item 3 further decreases.

6.2.2 Dependence on "

To comprehensively understand BARON’s performance,
we extend to cases with other " values. In particular, we
examine two cases with " = 0.5 and " = 1 respectively. As
shown in Section 3.4, a larger " indicates a smaller contact
rate. The case when " = 1 is the constant-bandwidth com-
munication scenario where a peer’s contact rate is constant
regardless of the peer population. We do not simulate the
case where " > 1, because the optimality result identified in

Section 4.3 does not hold for such ". We configure the other
parameters as in Figure 2 with !̂23 = 1

6 .
Figures 3(a) and (b) show the evolution of the total num-

ber of peers in time. The main observation is that, while the
system does not stabilize when using the static-cache policy,
the system under BARON converges to the optimal in both
cases. This demonstrates the e!ectiveness of the valuations
under various communication settings. Even though the ag-
gregate contact rate decreases as " increases, BARON is
still able to adapt the item supply according to the demand,
guiding the system towards the optimal.

Furthermore, as the contact rate becomes smaller when
" increases, the system with BARON takes longer time to
stabilize to the optimal. This is because the item replace-
ment and replication only occur during contact events. A
smaller contact rate slows down the adjustment of the item
distribution, leading to a slower convergence.

6.3 Comparing to Other Designs
BARON has two design components – the valuations

in (28) and the negative-positive rule. Now we experiment
with other designs for these two components, and examine
their performance in comparison to BARON.

An alternative valuation v!i is

v!i(t) = n"
·,i ! n·,i(t), i " K, (29)

i.e., item i’s valuation is defined as the distance of its cur-
rent supply n·,i to the optimal n"

·,i as given by (15b). Note
that in (29), computing the optimal supply n"

·,i requires the
knowledge of several system parameters, including the ar-
rival rates !i,f , (i, f) " C, and the contact process param-
eters µ and ". Obtaining the values of these parameters
could be di"cult in practice.

Moreover, instead of the negative-positive rule (NPR) in
BARON, another rule of guiding content exchanges via val-
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trast, when using BARON, the system has a much larger
stability region. More specifically, the system is able to sta-
bilize when !̂23 is larger than 0.1145. This demonstrates
BARON’s e!ectiveness of guiding content exchanges.

Optimality. We further examine the stationary state
that the system converges to when using BARON and the
static-cache policy. As shown in Figure 2(a), the system un-
der the static-cache policy converges to a non-optimal state.
Moreover, the closer !̂23 is to the stability boundary 4

19 , the
more peers in the stationary state. In contrast, BARON
is able to guide the system to the optimal stationary state
if the system stabilizes. This demonstrates that BARON
achieves optimality by the use of valuations.

Single swarm instability. Now we examine how peer
classes evolve in time when instability occurs under the static-
cache policy. Figure 2(b) shows the population of each peer
class along the time when !̂23 = 4

19 , demonstrating the con-
clusion in Theorem 4: only one swarm can become unstable.

Recall that peers requesting the same item form one swarm.
Our main observation is that only the swarm requesting item
3 blows up. This is because item 3 is the one that does not
satisfy (11). As this swarm grows, peers in other swarms
can obtain their requested items quickly and depart. Hence
the supply for item 3 further decreases.

6.2.2 Dependence on "

To comprehensively understand BARON’s performance,
we extend to cases with other " values. In particular, we
examine two cases with " = 0.5 and " = 1 respectively. As
shown in Section 3.4, a larger " indicates a smaller contact
rate. The case when " = 1 is the constant-bandwidth com-
munication scenario where a peer’s contact rate is constant
regardless of the peer population. We do not simulate the
case where " > 1, because the optimality result identified in

Section 4.3 does not hold for such ". We configure the other
parameters as in Figure 2 with !̂23 = 1

6 .
Figures 3(a) and (b) show the evolution of the total num-

ber of peers in time. The main observation is that, while the
system does not stabilize when using the static-cache policy,
the system under BARON converges to the optimal in both
cases. This demonstrates the e!ectiveness of the valuations
under various communication settings. Even though the ag-
gregate contact rate decreases as " increases, BARON is
still able to adapt the item supply according to the demand,
guiding the system towards the optimal.

Furthermore, as the contact rate becomes smaller when
" increases, the system with BARON takes longer time to
stabilize to the optimal. This is because the item replace-
ment and replication only occur during contact events. A
smaller contact rate slows down the adjustment of the item
distribution, leading to a slower convergence.

6.3 Comparing to Other Designs
BARON has two design components – the valuations

in (28) and the negative-positive rule. Now we experiment
with other designs for these two components, and examine
their performance in comparison to BARON.

An alternative valuation v!i is

v!i(t) = n"
·,i ! n·,i(t), i " K, (29)

i.e., item i’s valuation is defined as the distance of its cur-
rent supply n·,i to the optimal n"

·,i as given by (15b). Note
that in (29), computing the optimal supply n"

·,i requires the
knowledge of several system parameters, including the ar-
rival rates !i,f , (i, f) " C, and the contact process param-
eters µ and ". Obtaining the values of these parameters
could be di"cult in practice.

Moreover, instead of the negative-positive rule (NPR) in
BARON, another rule of guiding content exchanges via val-

 

( d) Constant-bandwidth communication (" = 1). 

 

Figure 4:  Comparing BARON and static-cache policy (a and b) and BARON under various " (c and d).   

Figure 4(a) shows the rescaled peer population when the system can stabilize as we vary &ˆ23. We see 
that when using the static-cache policy, the system stabilizes only when &ˆ23 is above 4/19.  In contrast, 
when using BARON, the system has a much larger stability region.  More specifically, the system is 
able to stabilize when &ˆ23 is larger than 0.1145.  This demonstrates BARON’s effectiveness of guiding 
content exchanges.  Further, BARON is able to guide the system to the optimal stationary state if the 
system stabilizes, sooner than the static-cache policy.  This demonstrates that BARON achieves 
optimality by the use of valuations.  Figure 4 (b) shows the population of each peer class along the 
time when &ˆ23 = 4/19, demonstrating that only one swarm becomes unstable under the static-cache 
policy. 

To comprehensively understand BARON’s performance, we extend to cases with other $ values. In 
particular, we examine two cases with $ = 0.5 and $ = 1 respectively. As shown in Section 5.1.1 a 
larger $ indicates a smaller contact rate. The case when $ = 1 is the constant-bandwidth 
communication scenario where a peer’s contact rate is constant regardless of the peer population. We 
do not simulate the case where $ > 1, because the optimality result does not hold for such $. Figure 4 
(c) and (d) show the evolution of the total number of peers in time. The main observation is that, while 
the system does not stabilize when using the static-cache policy, the system under BARON converges 
to the optimal in both cases. This demonstrates the effectiveness of the valuations under various 
communication settings. Even though the aggregate contact rate decreases as $ increases, BARON is 
still able to adapt the item supply according to the demand, guiding the system towards the optimal. 

Furthermore, as the contact rate becomes smaller when $ increases, the system with BARON takes 
longer time to stabilize to the optimal. This is because the item replacement and replication only occur 
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during contact events. A smaller contact rate slows down the adjustment of the item distribution, 
leading to a slower convergence. 

Further results and detailed derivations of the theoretical results can be found in [4]. 
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6 RECOMMENDATION SCHEMES AND PRIVACY PRESERVATION 

Section 6.1 focuses on distributed recommendation, while Section 6.2 illustrates opportunistic privacy 
preservation. 

6.1 Distributed Recommendation  
Delivering content to mobile users using a peer-to-peer system is a promising alternative to centralized 
infrastructure for two reasons. First, it can leverage high bandwidth available locally between the 
nodes. Second, it presents a unique opportunity to exploit social relationships between users - as 
manifested through proximity - to discover and promote more relevant content. Unfortunately, these 
two advantages at first seem contradictory: recommender systems can leverage locality of interest and 
user profile, but they appear to require either centralized databases and computation, or significant 
communication exchanges. This has prevented their use in a constrained opportunistic mobile 
environment. 

Here, we prove that these two advantages can be combined.  We propose a new distributed rating 
prediction and recommender system that takes advantage of any peer-to-peer exchange opportunities. 
This algorithm incorporates users feedback implicitly, and does not require for users to provide 
interests a priori, or for content to be classified beforehand.  We rigorously establish the property of 
convergence of this algorithm in terms of minimum prediction error and optimal recommendation.  
Although the algorithm may be used many general ways, we give a specific demonstration using an 
offline benchmark (i.e. the Netflix training data set) and show that it is competitive with current 
centralized solutions.  We demonstrate its fast convergence in practice by conducting an online 
experiment with a prototype recommender system on Facebook. 

Our proposed design has the following properties: 

• It requires minimal feedback from the users.  After users view a piece of content, they inform 
the system whether they liked, disliked or were indifferent to the content they saw. Users 
viewing content do not need to a priori declare their interests. 

• It is fully distributed.  All operations are executed in the absence of a central authority, and 
rely only on information maintained locally at each user.  

• It can operate within an opportunistic mobile environment. In particular, all our algorithms 
work regardless of the type of content available and the frequency with which it arrives at a 
given user.  

• It is adaptive. If a user's interests or mobility change through time, the algorithms employed 
by our system will adapt to these changes. 

6.1.1 System Model 
We consider a set U of mobile users generating and sharing content in an opportunistic manner. A 
subset N U of all the mobile users, whom we call producers, generate a stream of items that they 
exchange opportunistically with other users. For example, producers could maintain a blog, a news-
feed or a twitter-feed on their mobile devices. Occasionally, a producer may generate new blog entries 
or new tweets that are added to her locally maintained feed and subsequently shared with other users 
encountered.  We denote by M U the set of users who receive the content generated and distributed 
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by producers; we call users in M consumers. Note that M and N may intersect, as a user may both 
produce content and consume content generated by producers.  

Our model aims at describing networks with arbitrary connectivity constraints. Hence, we consider a 
very general process of contacts between producers and consumers.  We assume that time is divided 
into timeslots. Timeslots are indexed by k and they all have duration T. Within timeslot k, we denote 
the time of the first encounter between a producer a N and a consumer b M by 

ta!b(k)" [0,T ]#{$}, and by convention t
a!b

( k) = "  denotes that no such encounter takes place. 

Finally, we denote by !a,b = P ta!b <"( ) the probability that such an encounter takes place. 

We assume independence w.r.t. time; i.e., opportunistic contacts between different timeslots occur 
independently, even for the same producer-consumer pair. However, we do not assume that contacts 
are independent between different pairs. This is essential because groups of mobile users tend to have 
correlated behaviors: two consumers Alice and Bob are in a group and hence if Charlie is a producer 
that meets Alice, he is much more likely to meet Bob in the same timeslot. In addition, contacts 
created by mobility exhibit locality: if we assume that Alice is both a producer and a consumer, the 
fact that Charlie meets Alice and that Alice meets Bob in the same timeslot makes it likely that Charlie 
meets Bob. This latter correlation exists even if Alice and Bob follow independent trajectories. 

Producers generate content items that they deliver to consumers whenever they meet. Without loss of 
generality, we assume that every producer generates a content item at the beginning of each timeslot: 
the case where a producer skips a timeslot with some probability can be represented by a lack of 
encounters between this producer and a consumer. After the duration of a timeslot, items expire and 
are not shared anymore. This corresponds, for example, to blog posts or news items becoming stale. 

Although producers may generate diverse content and although consumers’ interests may vary, in 
many applications there exists a small number of characteristics or features that influence how 
consumers perceive the content. As such, content items should not be treated in isolation, but instead 
be grouped by similarity with respect to these features into classes or categories, that form a partition 
of the “content universe” of all possible items. These categories are relevant to how producers 
generate content: a producer may exhibit a bias towards generating content of a certain category. 
However, content categories may also arise due to shared features that are harder to characterize with a 
simple label. For example, blog posts may form a category that spans several topics (e.g., news and 
technology) and be additionally defined by their credibility, whether they are humorous or not, etc.  

We assume the existence of an (undisclosed) set F whose elements we refer to as categories, such that 
every content item exchanged generated by our producer belongs to a single category. Moreover, 
whenever a producer, a"N, creates an item, we assume that the category the new item belongs to is 
drawn independently, and is equal to f"!F  with probability pa,f '0,  where pa, f =1f!F" .  By 

“independently”, we formally mean that the category the item belongs to is independent of (a) the 
categories of other items generated by producer a in the past and (b) the contact process between 
producers and consumers.  

Although we assume that a set F of categories exists, we do not assume that this set is known, nor a 
fortiori that the mapping of items to categories or the bias exhibited by producers and consumers are 
known. In particular, producers never have to disclose the category to which the items they generate 
belong. This paper proves that we can exploit the existence of this structure even if we do not know the 
category set or even its size.  The fact that the category remains unknown differentiates this work from 
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a content-based approach that aims at identifying the set F, which deemed to be more costly and also 
much more sensitive to users’ privacy.  Although we assume that content items belong only to one 
category, this is not restrictive, as our definition of a category is quite abstract: content items 
belonging to multiple categories (“music” and “sports”) can be grouped together to form a new 
category (the category in the intersection of music and sports).  

In general, although the assumption that a set F exists is hard to validate per se, it is commonly used in 
distributed rating prediction. The empirical results that we obtain justify that this assumption is 
effective. 

We denote by O the set of possible feedback provided by the consumer. We denote an element of this 
set by o and refer to it as a rating. In general, ratings are application-dependent. For example, 
consumers may indicate through an appropriate interface whether they liked, disliked or were neutral 
towards the content, so that O = {+,!,"} . Consumers may also indicate their interest on a scale from 
1 (lowest interest) to 5 (highest interest) i.e., O={1,2,3,4,5}. 

We assume that the rating a consumer gives depends on the category of the content in the following 
manner.   Whenever a consumer, b ! M , views a content belonging to category f ! F , b provides 

a rating o ! O  which is drawn independently with probability q
b , f
o ! 0 , where q

b , f
o

o!O" = 1 . By 

“independently”, we formally mean that, conditioned on the item category, the rating given by the user 
is independent of any ratings the consumer has given in the past.  We note again here that the 
consumer never discloses the category to which the content item she views belongs.  

Rating distribution.  As a producer a comes in contact with a consumer b, an item produced by a is 
shown to b who, in turn, provides feedback. Let us denote by !! a,b

o  the probability that the rating 

provided in that case is o ! O . Note that !!
a ,b
o = 1

o!O" . This probability may be computed as 

follows. First, determine the category of the item that was produced by a: this follows a probability 
characterized by ( !pa, f ) f!F . Second, by the assumption of independently drawn content, the category 
to which a content generated by a is independent of the contact process. Hence, conditioned on the 
event that a encounters b, the probability that the content category is f is still !p

a , f
. Third, conditioned 

on the category f, deduce the rating given by b according to the probability !q
b , f
o( )

o!O
. In other words, 

we have  

!!
a ,b
= !p

a , f
!q
b , f
o = !p

a
, !q

b
o

f !F
" , o ! O .    

If, for any o ! O , we denote by !o  the matrix !!
a ,b
o!

"
#
$a%N,b%M

, the equality above may be written in 

matrix form as !o = P Qo( )
T
,  where P = !p

a , f
!
"

#
$a%N, f %F

 and Qo = !q
b , f
o!

"
#
$b%M, f %F

. Note that this 

implies that the matrices !o( )
o"O

 all admit a |F|-rank decomposition and, as a result, that their ranks 

are no higher than | F|. Thus, if the number of undisclosed categories is small, the matrices !o  will 
be low rank. We stress that this is a simple consequence of the independence between the contact 
process and the nature of the content items, as captured by their undisclosed categories. This property 
will play an important role in predicting ratings, as we discuss next.  
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The goal of the rating prediction problem is to correctly estimate, for any producer/consumer pair, the 
probability that the consumer will react to content generated by the producer by providing rating 
o ! O . Such estimations are important because, as they can guide recommendation services for 
optimal content delivery. 

The rating prediction problem amounts to correctly estimating the probability matrices !o , for all 
o ! O , in a distributed fashion.  Our goal is then to devise an algorithm for finding profiles p

i
,q

j
, 

such that the prediction !
i , j
o  is as close to !!

i , j
o  as possible. More formally, we wish to solve the 

following optimization problem: 

Minimize E = !i, j !! i, j !! i, j
o 2

o"O
#

i"N, j"M
#

subject to pi " D1, i "N , and
qj " D2 j "M ,

 

where D1 and D2 are the sets of profiles that satisfy the conditions for the probabilities p and q.  We 
call the objective function E above the error of our estimate. It corresponds to the error of a rating 
selected uniformly at random among ratings within a timeslot. Its minimization is equivalent to 
minimizing a weighted root mean (RMSE), with weights equal to the delivery rates !

i , j
. In particular, 

when !
i , j
= 0  (i.e., when i never delivers content to j), then E does not account for the distance 

between !
i , j
o  and !!

i , j
o . This is not a bug but a useful feature: we never have to predict how j would 

react to content from i unless it receives such content. 

6.1.2 A Distributed Algorithm 

Our distributed algorithm for solving the above optimization problem is specified in Figure 5.  It is 
fully distributed, and ensures that a consumer discloses the rating of a content item only to the 
producer that generated it. Moreover, producers share their profiles only with consumers that 
subscribe to their feeds, and vice-versa.  A detailed analysis on the convergence properties of this 
algorithm is provided in the appendix and in [5]. 
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Producer i at timeslot k:
i generates new content item
! ! !(k)
for every pair i, j s.t. ai,j (k) = 1 :

i sends its item and pi to j.
i receives ri,j and qj from j.
pi ! pi + !(k)

!
o!O( ri,j=o " #pi, qoj $)q

o
j

pi ! !D1
(pi)

Consumer j at timeslot k:
! ! !(k)
for every pair i, j s.t. ai,j (k) = 1 :

j receives item and pi from i.
j rates item with ri,j % O.
j sends ri,j and qj to i.
for every o % O:

qoj ! qoj + !( ri,j=o " #pi, qj$)pi.
qj ! !D2

(qj).

Figure 1: Distributed learning algorithm.

decreases even if the matrices !̃o, o ! O, are not low-rank.
Nevertheless, as discused in Section 4.1, when Assumption 3
fails to hold, profiles under which E is zero may not exist.

Consider the partial gradients

"piE = [!E/!pi,f ]f!F , "qjE =
!

!E/!qoj,f
"

f!F,o!O
,

and the following system of ODEs:

dpi
dt

= #"piE + zD1
, i!N , (10a)

dqj
dt

= #"qjE + zD2
, j!M, (10b)

where zD1
, zD2

, defined formally in [9], are the minimum
forces required to keep the evolution of the system within
the constraint set D1 $ D2. In other words, the ODE (10)
can be viewed as a projected gradient descent for the Rating
Prediction problem.

Let pi(k), qj(k), be the production and consumption pro-
files of i ! N , j ! M, respectively, at timeslot k ! N. We
extend these to continuous-time functions pi : R+ % D1,
qj : R+ % D2 as follows. Let tk =

#k
i=1

"(k) and define for
all i and j the continuous-time interpolated processes:

pi(s) = pi(k), qj(s) = qj(k), for s ! [tk; tk+1[.

Theorem 1 below establishes that after su"ciently long
time, the continuous-time interpolated trajectories of our
system can be arbitrarily well approximated by solutions to
(10). Moreover, any limit points of our system must also be
limit points of the ODE (10).

Theorem 1. Consider the interpolated processes

[pi(t), qj(t)]i!N ,j!M, t ! R+.

Then, for any T > 0 there exist solutions of (10)

[p"i (t), q
"
j (t)]i!N ,j!M, t ! R+,

such that, as k % &, the quantity

sup
tk#!#tk+T

$

%

i

'pi(# )# p"i (# )'$+
%

j

'qj(# )# q"j (# )'$
&

converges to 0, in probability. In addition, [pi, qj ]i!N ,j!M

converge, in probability, to the limit set of ODE (10).

Armed with the above description of system dynamics,
the following theorem establishes that under any solution of
(10) the error E decreases with time.
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Figure 2: (a) RMSE as a function of the training pe-
riod. (b) RMSE evolution through the course of the
Netflix trace. Most of the drop in RMSE occurs in the
first 10% of the trace.

Theorem 2. If, pi(t), qj(t), t ! R+, evolve according to

(10), then dE
dt

( 0.

Hence, the evolution of (10) pushes the system in the right
direction, reducing the error function E. The above result is
true irrespective of whether the user profiles have the same
dimension as the rank of !̃o. Even if the ranks of the prob-
ability matrices are underestimated, the dynamics of (10)
still push towards a decrease.

5. COMPARISON ON NETFLIX DATA SET
In this section, we test our rating prediction algorithm on

the Netflix dataset. The wide use of the dataset as a bench-
mark allows us to implicitly compare the performance of our
algorithm to the one achieved by state-of-the-art algorithms.

5.1 Netflix Data Set
In 2006, Netflix announced a competition for recommen-

dation systems, and released a dataset on which competitors
could train their algorithms. The Netflix dataset consists
of pairs of anonymized movies and anonymized users. Each
trace entry includes a timestamp, the user ID, and the user’s
rating (on an integer scale of 1 to 5).

The dataset includes both publicly-available training data,
for which ratings were provided, and a testing dataset, for
which ratings were not disclosed. If for every movie in the
test set, we simply always predict its average rated value
from the training set, this approach would yield a root mean
square error of 1.0540 on the test set. The winning team of
the Netflix Prize challenge generated predictions with RMSE
of 0.8572 [3], a 10% improvement of the RMSE of Cinematch
(0.9525), the algorithm designed by Netflix engineers.

We apply our algorithm as follows. Each movie is given
a production profile pm ! [0, 1]d. Similarly, each user is
given an consumption profile qu ! [0, 1]5%d, corresponding
to ratings with one, two, three, four, or five stars respectively
(i.e., O = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}). The Netflix dataset is arranged
chronologically and as users rate movies, p for the movie
and q for the user are updated according to (8a) and (8b)
with each rating and are subsequently projected to D1 and
D2 according to (9).

5.2 Evaluating our Predictions on Netflix
We evaluate the performance of our predictions of user

behavior in two ways, as discussed below.

RMSE of rating prediction.
Prior to each rating event, we predict the rating that a

user, u, will give to a movie, m. We make this prediction

 

Figure 5.  Distributed learning algorithm 

6.1.3 Results 

We test our rating prediction algorithm on the Netflix dataset. The wide use of the dataset as a 
benchmark allows us to implicitly compare the performance of our algorithm to the one achieved by 
state-of-the-art algorithms.  

In 2006, Netflix announced a competition for recommendation systems, and released a dataset on 
which competitors could train their algorithms. The Netflix dataset consists of pairs of anonymized 
movies and anonymized users. Each trace entry includes a timestamp, the user ID, and the user’s 
rating (on an integer scale of 1 to 5). The dataset includes both publicly available training data, for 
which ratings were provided, and a testing dataset, for which ratings were not disclosed. If for every 
movie in the test set, we simply always predict its average rated value from the training set, This 
approach would yield a root mean square error of 1.0540 on the test set. The winning team of the 
Netflix Prize challenge generated predictions with RMSE of 0.8572, a 10% improvement of the 
RMSE of Cinematch (0.9525), the algorithm designed by Netflix engineers.  

We apply our algorithm as follows. Each movie is given a production profile p
m
! 0,1"
#

$
%
d

. Similarly, 

each user is given a consumption profile q
u
! 0,1"
#

$
%
5&d

, corresponding to ratings with one, two, three, 

four, or five stars respectively (i.e., O={1,2,3,4,5}). The Netflix dataset is arranged chronologically 
and as users rate movies, p for the movie and q for the user are updated as shown in the algorithm, 
Figure 5. 

RMSE of rating prediction.  Prior to each rating event, we predict the rating that a user, u, will give 
to a movie, m. We make this prediction by reporting the expected rating based on our estimation of the 
rating probabilities, i.e.,  PredictedRating(u,m) = o ! q

u
o , p

m
o"O
# . 

We can then compare our prediction to the user’s rating for this movie as recorded in the dataset, to 
calculate an RMSE.  Our algorithm starts with a randomly selected p for each movie and a random q  
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for each user and adapts them as users rate movies. To account for a training period, we discard some 
of the early predictions before computing the RMSE. More precisely, we compute an RMSE for 
predictions with training period more than k by including predictions for which either the movie or the 
user profile has been adapted at least k times.  In order to evaluate our effectiveness, we compare our 
RMSE against the Cinematch algorithm, the “average” algorithm applied to the training dataset 
(100,480,507 ratings that 480,189 users gave to 17,770 movies). We know the RMSE of this 
“average” algorithm for both training (1.015) and test (1.05) datasets, and so we can compare to these 
numbers. 

 

(a) RMSE vs training time 

 

(b) RMSE evolution 

Figure 6.  RMSE as a function of training period and over time 

Figure 6(a) shows the improvement in RMSE as we vary the training period for different numbers 
of dimensions d of the vectors. Regardless of the length of the training period, the RMSE of the 
“average” method remains at 1.015. Again, though we do not know how the original Netflix algorithm 
(Cinematch) functioned and how it performs on the training dataset, we expect this centralized 
solution to achieve roughly 10% improvement (9.18 RMSE over the training dataset). Our algorithm 
outperforms this value with a training period of only 10 iterations; a 15% improvement can be reached 
with training period of 300 views. Even when the training period is set to zero (i.e., we include all 
predictions in the RMSE), it improves on the “average” method by 8% for all values of d, only slightly 
worse than Cinematch. Thus, our technique performs at least as well as some of the leading systems, 
even though our algorithm functions in a completely distributed manner. 

Figure 6(b) shows how the RMSE evolves throughout the course of the Netflix trace. Our technique 
makes 50% of its improvements in RMSE during the first 10% of the trace, indicating that it performs 
well even in cold start situations. The algorithm consistently tracks the performance of the “average” 
method while demonstrating a consistent improvement of 8%-12%.   More results on varying 
parameters of the algorithm as well as an implementation into a Facebook application are presented in 
the appendix and in [5]. 

We have proposed and validated the first content rating prediction technique that exploits the 
collective behavior of users without users or content producers providing any category information. 
The technique can operate in a fully distributed and asynchronous manner, such as in a mobile 
environment. We also empirically establish that in spite of its generality it performs as well as some of 
the best centralized techniques. 

Our distributed algorithm can easily be used in combination with other techniques as we have shown 
that, no matter its starting point, the prediction error always decreases. As such it can also be thought 
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as a building block, ensuring scalability or helping to mitigate privacy issue. Its main advantage is that 
it applies to any situation of restricted connectivity, such as mobile networks leveraging intermittent 
peer-to-peer connections. Overall, our results greatly expand the scope of recommender systems 
beyond their current use: either by directly implementing it within one of the opportunistic mobile 
architectures that were recently, or inside any mobile architecture as a scalable prediction technique 
that allows exploiting locally relevant content. 

 

6.2  Opportunistic privacy to defeat graph-based attacks  
With the advance of mobile devices, a variety of new networking scenarios and applications are 
emerging with opportunistic networking. These networks are formed by mobile users collaborating 
and taking advantage of any wireless contact opportunity while on the move. In such open networks, 
one of the major issues is to maintain privacy for every user. This is even more true since users do not 
only consume but also provide services and thus may leak usage patterns or other privacy relevant 
data. 

In this context, users get more and more concerned about their personal data being exposed and 
abused. In order to promote these technologies, one of the key challenges is to protect the privacy of 
users. This is even truer since users are mobile and operating on the move in open, possibly adversary, 
public environments (e.g., work, public transports, public places).  

In this work in progress, we investigate ways to anonymize the contact graph i.e., the graph that can be 
observed by collecting all contacts (either through passive listening or exploiting routing information). 
While state-of-the-art anonymization scheme have mostly addressed mobility tracking, we are 
focusing on social network anonymization. Our goal is to increase the resilience graph-based attacks 
targeting more important nodes. Such attacks, depending on the type of graph, can severely disrupt the 
network. Figure 7 shows for both the exponential graph and the scale-free graph, the one-hop edges 
(green) that can be reached through the five highest node degree edges (red). 70% of a scale-free 
network can be reached through these five edges while only 40% in the exponential graph case. In 
other words, Scale-free networks (typically BA) are substantially more robust to the random deletion 
of vertices than ER graph, but, substantially less robust to deletion that specifically targets hubs with 
highest degrees. This is typically the kind of attack we want to avoid. 
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Figure 7 - Exponential vs. Scale-free networks: red edges represent the five edges with the highest node 
degree and the green edges represent their direct neighbors. 

The current questions we are investigating are: 

" What kinds of graphs have the highest entropy? 

" How can we transform the original social contact graph to a more anonymized graph? 

" How can sleep periods and the swapping and/or the random change of identifiers help in 
anonymizing the social graph? 

" How does these schemes degrade the performance of content dissemination? 

For now, we already have preliminary results on evaluating the impact of state-of-the-art privacy 
preserving techniques (i.e., techniques preventing mobility tracking) on the contact pattern and the 
resulting social graph using complex network metrics. The methodology is depicted in Figure 8. We 
can present these results during the Y1 review. 
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Figure 8 - Methodology: comparing the entropy of the original social graph with its anonymized (after 
transformation T) counterpart. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 

Enabling end users to go beyond the set of locally available resources and to pool resources available 
in the environment is the key goal of the SCAMPI Project. WP3 plays a fundamental role in achieving 
this vision, because its goal is to ensure the available of shared services that are secure and trustable. 
Moreover, results of the WP3 serve as central input to design of algorithms and structures of the 
SCAMPI service platform that are investigated and implemented in WP1.   

SCAMPI’s opportunistic computing paradigm is a fundamental component of the overall vision. 
Because it combines elements of pervasive computing/networking with opportunistic networking, we 
have presented strategies to enable opportunistic communication.  

The environment is packed with resources that can be exploited, but exploiting them requires coping 
with an inherently dynamic and highly unstable network. Therefore, we have began to study how 
variable levels of resource stability can be successfully coped with, and we have addressed the basic 
notion of service discovery. 

Moreover, we have sought ways to leverage and exploit the underlying social structure of the 
SCAMPI network. We believe this set of issues to be of the utmost importance for the remainder of 
our research efforts within the SCAMPI project. 

An equally vital component of the overall picture is represented by content exchange schemes, which 
we have analyzed rigorously and thoroughly.  Recommendation schemes and privacy preservation 
techniques complete the mosaic. 
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Abstract. We present an extensive set of experimental results on two
remote-access wireless sensor network testbeds that illustrate the inter-
play between network connectivity and energy consumption. Using col-
lection on top of a duty-cycled link layer, we observe that the energy
consumption of unicast tra!c is heavily a"ected by insu!cient connec-
tivity conditions. Specifically, the presence of connectivity outliers that
require a large number of retransmissions to overcome transitional links
has a significant impact on the energy consumption of the whole radio
neighborhood of the outliers. At the other end of the connectivity spec-
trum, high connectivity may have a significant impact on the energy
consumption of broadcast tra!c, because it is conducive to contention
and overhearing. To enable fair comparisons between experimental runs,
we augment our results with quantitative data regarding the network
topology during each run.

1 Introduction

Low-power wireless networks, such as wireless sensor networks, operate at very
low transmit power levels and typically employ radio hardware with a relatively
low sensitivity. Therefore, low-power wireless networks are exposed to all the
vagaries of wireless propagation [1]. In low-power wireless, the transmit power
typically ranges between -20 dBm and a few dBms, dropping to about -50 dBm
at the standard reference distance of 1m from the signal source. A loss in the
order of 50 dB is su!cient to challenge the radio sensitivity, which typically
lies in the [-110, -100] dBm range. The large-scale path loss alone would only
cause a loss of this order of magnitude over a relatively long distance (tens
to hundreds of meters, depending on the path loss exponent). Nonetheless, in
indoor environments, shadowing and fading e"ects tend to dominate over the
large-scale path loss [2]. Shadowing is caused by any obstacle that blocks the
line-of-sight path, be it a wall, a floor, a ceiling, or a person standing or passing
between wireless terminals (body shadowing); in the latter case, shadowing is
time-varying. Multipath fading is caused by the superposition of reflected paths
and also plays a major role in increasing the power loss with respect to what
would be expected based on the large-scale path loss.

Link dynamics are the deterministic product of the layout of the deployment
area, which in turn determines the amount of large-scale path loss and static
multipath fading that a"ects the nodes. Indeed, multipath fading is a spatial



phenomenon that is solely determined by the layout of the deployment area [2].
In practice, however, the layout of the deployment area cannot be expected to
remain stationary (furniture gets moved around, doors and windows are opened
and closed, ...), and the motion of people and objects across the deployment area
alters the existing fading patterns and produces time-varying induced fading [3].
Time-varying shadowing and fading e!ects, along with time-varying interference,
are the key drivers of the time dynamics of wireless links in the case of stationary
nodes. Variations of one or two orders of magnitude in the received power over
wireless links over relatively short periods of time (of the order of seconds or
less) are commonplace. Due to the transitional nature of wireless connectivity at
received signal strength values in the [-95, -85] dBm range [4][1], such variations
inevitably lead to unstable connectivity.

In this paper, connectivity refers to the ability of a given node to deliver
data to the sink. If a node has poor connectivity, it means that there exist no
stable paths between the node and the sink (and therefore, no stable links to its
neighbors). If a node has good connectivity, the opposite is true: there exists at
least one stable path between the node and the sink. A stable path is a collection
of stable links, and an individual link is considered stable if it has a Required
Number of Packets (RNP) [5] below 2 (on average over the course of a whole
experiment, less than 2 transmissions are required to get a packet across the
link). We use the concept of connectivity because it is more general than other
closely related concepts such as node density and node degree. A node can have
good connectivity even if the network is not dense, and even if it has a low node
degree. Another reason is that it is easy to quantify connectivity in terms of link
stability.

We consider a wireless sensor network data collection scenario with N nodes
attempting to deliver their data to a sink over the necessary number of hops (di-
rectly if possible, over multiple hops if needed). Running a tree collection protocol
over a low-power link layer, we perform an experimental study of the interplay
of low-power wireless connectivity and energy consumption. Duty-cycling is es-
sential to low-power wireless: without it, network lifetime will be measured in
days as opposed to months or years [6]. At the same time, duty-cycling has two
side e!ects:

– It makes it harder to communicate over lossy links, because it may prevent
nodes from exploiting tidbits of fleeting connectivity. If nodes have poor con-
nectivity as a baseline, sleeping may cause them to miss out on connectivity
opportunities.

– It increases the cost of broadcast tra"c with respect to unicast tra"c, be-
cause broadcasts are significantly longer than unicasts and therefore use up
more energy. When radios are duty cycled, one physical transmission cannot
be expected to reach all neighboring nodes, since their radios are switched o!
most of the time. To send a broadcast transmission, the sender needs to make
sure that all its neighbors are awake to receive the broadcast transmission,
and must therefore engage in a longer transmission [6].



These are certainly minor matters compared to the enormous benefits of duty
cycling, but their impact is unclear, and our goal is to quantify it. As it has been
shown in [7], the radio duty cycle correlates well with the energy consumption;
therefore, we estimate the energy consumption by measuring the duty cycle of
the nodes through online software-based estimation [8]. After investigating the
performance of a collection protocol in duty-cycled networks in Section 2, we
employ the protocol as a tool to study the impact of poor connectivity on the
energy footprint of unicast tra!c in Section 3 and the impact of high connectivity
on the energy footprint of broadcast tra!c in Section 4.

2 Collection Performance in Duty-Cycled Networks

To illustrate how collection behaves on top of a duty-cycled link layer, we begin
by showing the results of an extensive set of experiments carried out on MoteLab
[9] and Twist [10] using the Arbutus collection routing protocol [11]. We run
Arbutus on top of a Low-Power-Listening (LPL) [12] link layer called BoX-
MAC [13]. With BoX-MAC, which is informed with the basic principles of B-
MAC [12] and X-MAC [14], all nodes are duty-cycled; the minimum on time
is dictated by the minimum time required by the radio to sample the medium,
while the theoretical sleep time is defined by the programmer. In the absence
of tra!c, all nodes transition between a radio sleep state, in which they remain
for the duration of the prescribed sleep time, and a radio on state, in which
they remain for the minimum on time. Whenever a node wishes to perform
a unicast transmission, it unicasts a train of copies of the outgoing packet (in
principle, a long strobed preamble) over a time window set to slightly exceed the
duration of the sleep time. The train of copies is cut short as soon as a link layer
acknowledgment is received. In the case of broadcast tra!c, the duration of the
train of copies of the outgoing packet must necessarily exceed the duration of the
sleep time to ensure that all nodes within radio range have a chance to receive
the outgoing packet. For this reason, broadcasts take longer than unicasts and
are inherently more energy-costly.

Arbutus [11] is a cost-based collection routing protocol that employs various
mechanisms to boost reliability under tough network conditions. Most notably, it
uses a hybrid form of link estimation [15] that merges Channel State Information
(CSI) with data-driven feedback and sets up a cost field to make routing decisions
that account for the vagaries of real-world low-power wireless propagation [1].
CSI is derived from control beacons that are periodically broadcast by each node,
while data-driven feedback is obtained in the form of RNP.

We assume a standard collection application whereby each node injects data
packets at a constant Inter-Packet Interval (IPI). Because our focus is on low
data rate operation, we use an IPI of 5 minutes. For BoX-MAC, we choose a
sleep time of 1 second. We choose this operating point to replicate one of the
low data rate setups in [16].

Arbutus uses a fixed Inter-Beaconing Interval (IBI) with on-demand extra
control tra!c on top: the inter-beacon interval always stays the same, and the



extra tra!c is injected only when needed. A fixed beaconing interval is, in gen-
eral, not as e!cient as an adaptive beaconing interval [17], but it is useful for
our purposes because we can span the control overhead space by modifying the
beaconing interval. Specifically, we focus on a high overhead point at IBI=IPI
and a low overhead point at IBI=20 IPI (100 minutes), chosen (arbitrarily) to
exceed the upper limit (one hour) of the Trickle adaptive beaconing scheme used
by CTP. Most of our low overhead runs are from Twist because of its looser con-
straints on the usage time windows. In Twist we also span the transmit power
space by using the highest transmit power setting of the CC2420 (0 dBm) and
its lowest setting (-25 dBm). On MoteLab, all experiments are run at 0 dBm be-
cause of the relatively low density of the testbed (lower transmit power settings
are conducive to network partitioning).

For each experiment, we capture the network connectivity by employing the
methodology in [18], which consists in measuring the connectivity matrix of the
network in vivo, i.e., as it is being used by a protocol under test. Passive network
measurements are taken based solely on the protocol’s own tra!c in order to
estimate the expected path delivery from each node to the sink (based on optimal
routing choices that maximize the overall delivery to the sink). We employ the
principal metric from [18], the Expected Network Delivery (END), to distil the
network topology conditions estimated during each run as the average expected
path delivery. The END is computed as the average expected path delivery (over
all nodes). In essence, the END quantifies the connectivity over the achievable
paths to the sink focusing on the key links that keep the network connected
and neglecting the redundant links that might as well not exist. The rationale
behind the END is that not all links were created equal: a few are essential
to keep the network connected, while most of them are redundant. Networks
whose key links are stable result in high END topologies, while networks whose
key links are volatile and unstable result in low END topologies. Note that
the study in [18] only considers an always-on link layer, while in this paper we
focus on a duty-cycled link layer. The END is a normalized value within [0, 1];
a network whose key links are challenged will have a low END value, while a
network with good key link connectivity will have a high END value. The END
makes it possible to tease out the impact of the topology from the impact of the
protocol. If the END is low, then we know that the topology is hostile, and we
cannot draw any conclusions regarding the quality of the protocol under test. If
the END is high, then we know that the topology is benign; if the protocol does
not perform as expected, there must be something wrong in the protocol itself.

Twist has a regular grid-like topology and a much higher node density than
MoteLab. According to our measurements, the average number of neighbors
in Twist is more than four times the number in MoteLab, and the poorest
sink assignment in Twist typically has 30% more neighbors with respect to the
most well-connected MoteLab sink. Due to Twist’s dense connectivity, the sink
placement in Twist does not a"ect the network topology to a significant extent,
and the END is therefore generally insensitive to the sink placement: all the sink
placements in the Twist experiments resulted in high-end END ranges. On the



other hand, because of its complex layout and sparser connectivity, MoteLab
displays the same dichotomy between high-performing (high END) and poorly-
performing (low END) topologies observed in the always-on experiments in [18].

The LPL-based nature of the BoX-MAC link layer requires node to send out
trains of packets whose length must be matched to the sleep time as a baseline
but is cut short upon receipt of an ACK, as in X-MAC [14]. Because on average
individual transmissions take much longer than in the case of an always-on link-
layer, low-power operation implies more contention for reduced channel access.
Even for topologies with an END above 0.9, low power operation increases the
link layer failure rate and takes a toll on reliability. The packet loss averaged over
all our runs is 2%, which compares favorably with the 4.9% reported in Table
4 of [16] that corresponds to the same IPI/sleep operating point on MoteLab
(CTP’s packet loss is higher due to its finite number of retransmissions and the
presence of connectivity outliers).

Testbed END Range Packet Loss Goodput Hops Cost Delay Duty Cycle
[pkts/sec] [s] [%]

mean ! mean mean ! mean ! mean ! mean !

MoteLab [0, 0.7) 0.22 0.13 1.7e-3 3.0 0.7 4.7 1.0 37.1 18.8 6.1 2.8
MoteLab [0.7, 1] 0.02 0.01 3.1e-3 2.8 0.5 3.7 0.6 4.6 3.9 4.3 1.1

Twist [0.8, 0.9) 6.7e-3 3.6e-3 3.0e-3 2.3 0.8 2.6 0.9 3.4 3.1 2.5 0.5
Twist [0.9, 1] 7.7e-3 6.0e-3 3.1e-3 1.8 0.6 2.1 0.7 1.2 2.6 6.5 2.9

Table 1. Performance of Arbutus with BoX-MAC (LPL) at IPI=300s on MoteLab
and Twist averaged over di!erent END intervals. Due to Twist’s regular topology and
dense connectivity, all the sink placements that we used within Twist result in high
END topologies.

Table 1 reports a comprehensive breakdown of our results for specific END
ranges. We note a large discrepancy between the duty cycles on MoteLab and
Twist, also evident in Figure 1, which shows the END vs. the duty cycle. While
the mean duty cycle in MoteLab is 4.3% in the high END regime and 6.1% in low
END regime, the mean duty cycle in the Twist runs (all at high END regime) is
as high as 5.8%. In MoteLab, a higher END means a lower duty cycle; the duty
cycles in high-END Twist, however, are much closer to MoteLab’s low-END duty
cycles than they are to MoteLab’s high-END duty cycles. The reason for this
lies in the interplay between the topology and the overhearing e!ect, a major
duty cycle driver at ultra-light o!ered load points (such as our operating point,
IPI=300s).
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Fig. 1. END vs. duty-cycle in the MoteLab and Twist experiments with BoX-MAC.
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Fig. 2. A handful of connectivity outliers drastically increase the through tra!c (and
the packet loss) in MoteLab.
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Fig. 3. The empirical CDF of the duty cycle for the two runs in Figure 2 confirms the
impact of the outliers in MoteLab, and the empirical CDF for two Twist runs shows
that even a single outlier can have a huge energy impact.
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Fig. 4. A poorly connected leaf can operate the equivalent of a denial-of-sleep attack
to the victim, which may be a well-connected hub. The crosses indicate the low-PRR
links.



3 Poor Connectivity and Energy Consumption

Nodes with no stable links to the rest of the network represent connectivity
outliers. Their poor connectivity has a significant energy footprint, particularly
in the presence of unicast tra!c. When dealing with unicast tra!c, such nodes
may require numerous retransmissions to communicate with any of their radio
neighbors. To study the impact of connectivity outliers on the energy footprint
of unicast tra!c, we performed a set of runs on Motelab with a high END sink
assignment (node 114). We singled out the connectivity outliers based on their
average RNP: nodes that required, on average, at least 10 transmissions per
successful delivery were labeled as outliers. Figure 2 shows the overall amount
of tra!c per time unit (packets/sec) that is sent over the air in the MoteLab
network with and without the connectivity outliers. Figure 2 also displays the
lost tra!c, i.e., the injected packets that are dropped due to a link layer failure.
As shown in [11], Arbutus eliminates all causes of packet loss [19] other than
link layer failures. The di"erence in the total tra!c through the network caused
by the 16 outliers is impressive: with the outliers there are 12.8 injected packets
for every successful delivery, while without them there are only 3. Without the
outliers the total network tra!c decreases drastically, and the packet loss also
decreases by almost 50% (from 1.73% to 0.92%): the outliers make link layer
failures much more likely.

The energy impact of the outliers is also very large, as the duty-cycle dis-
tribution for the two runs shows (Figure 3). The outliers are responsible for an
average increase of the duty-cycle of more than 30%. The average duty-cycle of
the outliers is 6.6%, while the average duty-cycle of the rest of the nodes in the
presence of the outliers is 4.17%, which is an extra 24% with respect to their
average duty cycle in the absence of the outliers. The implication is that the
outliers, in spite of their apparently harmless leaf status, drain a quarter of the
energy reserve of their peers.

By inspecting our logs we found that what makes leaf outliers harmful is
predominantly outbound loss: the outliers flood their upstream peers with du-
plicates. The poorly connected leaves keep their one-hop neighbors listening, thus
creating the equivalent of a denial-of-sleep attack. This is particularly detrimen-
tal in the likely event that one of the neighbors is a well-connected hub or a
bottleneck, as is the case in the example in Figure 4.

We also found a leaf outlier in Twist and turned it on and o" to isolate out
its impact. Figure 3 shows the empirical distribution of a Twist run with the
outlier on and one without it (-1), and we find that a single outlier boosts the
duty cycle by over 5%.

Our experimental evidence makes it clear that connectivity outliers can cause
much harm. Nevertheless, because outliers with predominantly outbound loss
typically have very high duty cycles, a node can easily self-diagnose its outlier
status. Including a drastic measure such as a duty cycle-based auto-shutdown
mechanism in a networking protocol for sensor networks may be an advantageous
tradeo": the outlier is sacrificed to extend the lifetime of its neighbors. Of course,
this is only possible if the outlier is a leaf and no other node depends on it. It is



worth noting that have observed examples of low-END networks where poorly
connected nodes serve as relays because, despite their insu!cient connectivity,
they still o"er better connectivity than their peers. These extreme scenarios
su"er from a general lack of physical connectivity, and in these cases the only
viable option is to deploy additional nodes to improve the general connectivity
of the network.

Testbed Power Overhead Packet Loss Hops Cost Delay Duty Cycle
µ[s] med.[s] [%]

MoteLab (high END) high low 5e-3 2.4 2.9 9.7 0.2 1.4
MoteLab (high END) high high 0.02 2.8 3.7 4.3 0.9 4.4

Twist high low 2.4e-3 1.5 1.6 0.14 0.03 2.9
Twist high high 5.6e-3 1.4 1.7 0.93 0.03 9.0

Twist low low 9.1e-3 2.7 3.0 3.5 0.3 2.4
Twist low high 0.017 2.7 3.2 3.1 0.3 3.9

Table 2. Performance breakdown in the dimensions of transmit power (high corre-
sponds to 0 dBm and low corresponds to -25 dBm) and overhead (high corresponds
to IBI=IPI and low corresponds to IBI=20 IPI). All the runs in this table are in the
END range [0.8, 1].

4 High Connectivity and Energy Consumption

We have seen that connectivity outliers take a toll on the network’s energy
reserve by a"ecting the energy footprint of unicast tra!c. At the other end of
the connectivity spectrum, we find that dense connectivity and redundant links
a"ect the energy footprint of broadcast tra!c.

To study the e"ect of dense connectivity on the energy footprint of the broad-
cast tra!c, we vary the transmit power: lowering the transmit power reduces the
number of available links in the network. In Twist, our measurements indicate
that, when the transmit power is reduced from 0 dBm to -25 dBm, the average
number of stable neighbors drops by 75%. Denser or sparser does not necessarily
mean higher END or lower END, because the END captures the availability of
the key links: a sparse network whose key links are solid may very well have the
same END as a very dense network. A lower transmit power typically means
longer paths and higher costs (more transmissions per successful delivery), but
the performance can be expected to be stable if the END remains high in spite of
the transmit power reduction. On the other hand, the extra energy required by
the longer paths may very well be compensated for by the fact that the nodes
have fewer neighbors and are less exposed to overhearing, which has a direct



impact on the LPL duty cycle. For this reason, although the reduction of the
transmit power does not yield proportional energy savings on the transmitter
side [20], it may be conducive to significant energy savings on the receiver side.
Given the IPI, the overhearing is mostly driven by the control overhead, also
because the broadcast nature of control tra!c makes it more energy-costly as a
baseline [6].

Table 2 provides a breakdown of the parameter space that we explored in our
experiments in the two dimensions of transmit power (high at 0 dBm and low
at -25 dBm) and control overhead (high at IBI=IPI and low at IBI=20 IPI); the
MoteLab results are only broken down in the dimension of control overhead. The
Twist experiments were performed using two di"erent transmit power settings
(high at 0 dBm and low at -25 dBm) and beaconing rates (high at IBI=IPI and
low at IBI=20 IPI). The MoteLab experiments were all performed using one
power setting (high at 0 dBm) and only explore di"erent beaconing rates (the
same two rates as in the Twist runs). All MoteLab experiments are run at 0
dBm because of the relatively low density of the testbed (lower transmit power
settings are conducive to network partitioning). We put the MoteLab results into
the proper topological context by leveraging the methodology in [18]: in order to
ensure a fair comparison between the MoteLab and the high-END Twist runs,
we separate out the MoteLab runs based on the END in Table 2.

The results in Table 2 provide a clear indication of the interplay of overhear-
ing, contention, and connectivity. A higher beaconing rate means higher over-
head, more overhearing, and more contention, while a higher transmit power
means more connectivity but also more overhearing and more contention.

In MoteLab, at high transmit power, the impact of the control overhead (bea-
coning rate) is significant: the duty cycle ranges from just 1.4% at low overhead
to over three times as much at high overhead and almost five times as much
at high overhead and low END. Aside from the duty cycle, the packet loss, the
cost, and the delay also deteriorate at high overhead. In particular, the packet
loss is four times higher at high overhead than it is at low overhead, and the
reason for this is that the extra broadcast tra!c competes with data tra!c for
channel access (a scarce resource in low-power operation) and makes link-layer
failures more likely. In Twist, at high transmit power the impact of the con-
trol overhead is also considerable: the duty cycle ranges from just below 3% at
low overhead to as much as 9% at high overhead. At high overhead, the packet
loss doubles but the other performance dimensions do not su"er considerably
(the mean delay does, but the median delay remains constant). At low transmit
power, the performance is not sensitive to the overhead in the dimensions of
packet loss, cost, and delay; the impact of the overhead on the duty cycle is rel-
atively small compared to its impact at high transmit power. The joint e"ect of
the transmit power and the overhead is the main driver of energy consumption
through overhearing at high END. This result suggests that more connectivity
is not necessarily better. A lower transmit power typically reduces the connec-
tivity and increases the path length, and therefore the number of transmissions
per delivery. However, it also reduces contention and overhearing, resulting in



a lower duty-cycle because overhearing dominates the energy consumption by
the radio on a node, even with a low-power-listening link layer. Control over-
head over stable routes is not only unnecessary, but also detrimental in terms of
energy and reliability.

The side e!ects of Twist’s denser connectivity, exacerbated by the control
overhead, are the reason behind the high duty-cycles recorded at high END
values in Figure 1. Indeed, Table 2 shows that the duty cycle is highest in the
runs at high transmit power and high control overhead, while relatively normal
(below 5%) in all other runs.

5 Related Work

In recent years, low-power wireless connectivity has been the object of extensive
investigations. Transitional connectivity has been studied in [4], and its protocol-
level implications have been investigated in [21] and [22]. The methodology from
[18] that we employ to compute the END value that characterizes the network
topology during our experiments is part of the body of work for the character-
ization of the topology of low-power wireless. The work in [18] is significantly
di!erent from other studies that also pursue a low-power wireless lexicon [23],
such as [24] and [25], because it addresses the in vivo characterization of the
network topology as the network is in use. Collection protocols have been the
object of several investigations [21][16][11]. The behavior of collection on top of
a duty-cycled link layer has been studied in [26], [16], [27], [28], and [29], and
the energy footprint of collection is the specific focus of [7]. The energy footprint
of broadcast in the presence of duty-cycling is illustrated in [6], and the relative
energy footprints of broadcast and unicast tra"c are discussed in [30].

6 Conclusion

We have examined the behavior of a collection protocol on top of a duty-cycled
link layer, and we have investigated the energy footprint of poor connectivity
as well as redundant connectivity. Poor connectivity primarily a!ects unicast
tra"c (data tra"c). Not only do connectivity outliers drain their own resources,
but they also drain the resources of their neighbors. The impact of poor connec-
tivity may be mitigated, but only with drastic measures, such as auto-shutdown
mechanisms for nodes that self-diagnose their connectivity outlier status.

Overly redundant connectivity also has a significant energy footprint, be-
cause it increases the cost of broadcast tra"c (control tra"c). The impact of
excessive connectivity may be mitigated with transmission power control and
the aggressive reduction of unnecessary control tra"c.
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Abstract

In this paper we focus on approaches which aim at discovering communities of people in Opportunistic
Networks. We first study the behaviour of three community detection distributed algorithms proposed in literature
[1], in a scenario where people move according to a mobility model which well reproduces the nature of human
contacts, namely HCMM [2]. By a simulation analysis, we show that these distributed approaches can satisfactory
detect the communities formed by people only when they do not significantly change over time. Otherwise, as
they maintain memory of all encountered nodes forever, these algorithms fail to capture dynamic evolutions of the
social communities users are part of. To this aim we propose AD-SIMPLE, a new solution which captures the
dynamic evolution of social communities. By an extensive simulation analysis, we demonstrate that it accurately
detects communities and social changes while keeping computation and storage requirements low.

I. INTRODUCTION

Opportunistic Networks [3] are self-organising wireless networks formed by mobile devices carried
by people. Due to people mobility, the network is disconnected most of the time and the existence of a
complete path between pairs of senders/destinations cannot be assumed. However, communications among
nodes are still possible since local interactions are exploited to deliver messages in a hop-by-hop fashion.
This can be achieved by means of i) dissemination-based routing protocols, which essentially implement
form of controlled flooding [4], or ii) context-based routing protocols, which aim at maximising the
probability of message delivery searching for the most appropriate relay node. The latter category exploits
information about the context which are used to construct the so-called utility of a node, i.e., the usefulness
of a node to be the best next-hop for a message. To this end, several schemes have been proposed taking
into account the history of encounters [5] [6], or the mobility [7] or a combination of attributes [8].
Among the various classes of context-based routing protocols, those exploiting information about social

relationship between the users are considered very promising. Humans are social individuals that have
social ties and form communities to better answer to their needs. People belonging to the same community
meet with high probability and regularly. On the contrary, people from different communities meet less
frequently. Therefore, understanding the human structure and the rules which regulate social interactions
and aggregations can be a great advantage. An accurate knowledge of local community can be exploited
to increase the performance of forwarding schemes for Opportunistic Networks, as shown for example



in HiBOp [8] and BubbleRAP [9]. As users belonging to the same community share common interests,
social information can be efficiently used to design smart strategies to choose the most suitable next hop.
Complex network analysis has been recently proposed as a efficient way to detect the structure of a

network, and indices such as betweenness, similarity and centrality are defined as a compact representation
of the properties of the nodes. The approaches presented in [10] [11] [12] show to reliably extract the
community structure in real world networks by deriving statistics of communities from traces. They rely on
centralised schemes which require the complete knowledge of the entire structure of the graph. Conversely,
the approach proposed in [13] infers the community structure, named local modularity, without relying
on some centralised points by exploring each vertex at a time. By exploiting such results, in [1] authors
proposed the distributed version of three centralised community detection algorithms (i.e., SIMPLE, k-
CLIQUE and MODULARITY) and show their great potential and their accuracy in identifying social
community wrt the centralised versions.
In this paper, we focus on approaches aimed at discovering dynamic communities of people in an

opportunistic scenario by starting from the three distributed algorithms proposed in [1]. We can summarise
our major contributions as follows:
i) We compare and contrast them in different scenarios in terms of the achieved similarity metric, i.e.,
how similar the detected communities are with respect to those detected by the centralised algorithms.
We differentiate from [1] in the type of traces which are used for running the analysis. We use synthetic
traces generated from a mobility model which well reproduces human movement patterns observed
in real traces, namely HCMM [2]. This allows us also to create different scenarios wrt those in [1]
and thus to make a deeper analysis. Obtained results show that SIMPLE performs better with respect
to k-CLIQUE and MODULARITY.

ii) We also demonstrate that their accuracy in identifying communities decreases with the increase of
the complexity of the scenario. They are not able to correctly represent the dynamic users’ social
behaviour in scenarios with nodes moving across different communities.

iii) We finally propose a new community detection algorithm, namely Adaptive Detection SIMPLE (AD-
SIMPLE), which is able to capture the evolution of social communities in dynamic scenarios, while
keeping computation and storage requirements low. To the best of our knowledge this is the first
attempt proposed in literature that explicitly includes adaptive community detection mechanisms.

The paper is organised as follows. Section II states the problem to be faced, introducing the community
detection algorithms defined in [1] and the mobility model assumptions. Section III presents the simulation
analysis to compare the distributed algorithms proposed in [1], and discusses the obtained results. Section
IV introduces the proposed Adaptive Detection SIMPLE algorithm, while in Section V we provide an
extensive evaluation of the proposed solution by means of simulation. Specifically, first, we show the
sensitiveness of AD-SIMPLE on specific parameters, then we present results of a comparison of AD-
SIMPLE against that of the algorithms in [1] in case of dynamic social communities. Finally, Section VI
concludes the paper.



TABLE I
NOTATION

F0(Fi): Familiar Set of node v0(vi)

C0(Ci): Local Community of node v0(vi)

F̃j : local approximation of the Familiar Set of node vj ! C0

FSoLC0: local approximation of the Familiar Sets
of all vertices in C0

(FSoLC0 = {F̃j | vj ! C0})

II. DISTRIBUTED COMMUNICATION DETECTION ALGORITHMS

In this section we provide the background information necessary to understand the three distributed
algorithms which are used in the simulation analysis to detect social communities. We first provide some
basic definitions and then we report the main characteristics of each algorithm. Interested readers can
refer to [1] for additional details.

A. Definitions

The following definitions are common to all the three algorithms:
• Familiar Set (F): a familiar set of a node v0 is composed by all those encountered nodes for which
the cumulative contact duration1 exceeds a predefined threshold tth.

• Local Community (C): a local community of a node v0 is composed by all the nodes in its familiar
set and the nodes for which criteria, specific to each algorithm, are valid.

Table I summarises the notation used hereafter.
The idea at the basis of all the three community detection algorithms is that each node determines the

composition of its community based on the contacts it has with other nodes. This is achieved by storing
specific information. Specifically, when two nodes meet each other, they first exchange local information
and then take independent decisions about including or not the encountered node into the Familiar Set
(i.e., threshold criteria) 2, or only into the Local Community (i.e., admission criteria). In addition, each
node evaluates if its Local Community can be merged (partially or completely) with the Local Community
of the encountered node (i.e., merging criteria).
The threshold criteria are common to all the the three algorithms.
Threshold Criteria: when two nodes meet, each node evaluates the cumulative contact duration tcum.

If tcum " tth, then the encountered node is added to the Familiar Set (and consequently to the Local
Community).
On the contrary, the admission criteria and merging criteria are specific for each algorithm and they

are carefully described in the next subsections.
1The cumulative contact duration for a pair of nodes (tcum) is the sum of the duration of all the different contacts.
2When a node is added to the Familiar Set it is automatically added to the Local Community



Fig. 1. (a) Example of k-CLIQUE with k=3 and (b) example of Boundary Set for the Modularity algorithm.

B. SIMPLE community detection algorithm

As suggested by the name, in SIMPLE nodes exchange very few information. Suppose that two nodes,
e.g., v0 and vi, make contact. During the contact duration, each node sends to the other node its Familiar
Set and its Local Community. At the end of the contact, each node evaluates the following two criteria
to update the relative data structures. Focusing on v0:
B1. Admission Criteria: in case of failure of the threshold criteria, if the number of nodes shared among

C0 and Fi is higher than ! times the number of nodes in Fi, then the encountered node vi is added
to the Local Community of v0 (i.e., if |C0 ! Fi| > ! · |Fi| =" C0 = C0 # {vi}).

B2. Merging Criteria: in case vi is added to the Local Community of v0 as a consequence of the success
of threshold or the admission criteria, if the number of nodes shared between C0 and Ci is higher
than " times the number of nodes in the set union of C0 and Ci, then the two Local Communities
are merged (i.e., if |C0 ! Ci| > " · |C0 # Ci| =" C0 = C0 # Ci).

C. k-CLIQUE community detection algorithm

k-CLIQUE is the distributed version of the centralised method originally proposed in [10]. Authors
define a community as the union of all k-cliques which can be reached from each other through a series
of adjacent k-cliques, where a k-clique is a complete subgraph of size k while two k-cliques are adjacent
if they share k $ 1 nodes. An example of a 3-clique community is provided in Figure 1a.
In addition to the Familiar Set and Local Community, nodes exchange also their local approximation

of the Familiar Sets of all the nodes within their Local Community (FSoLC)3. Focusing on node v0, the
following two criteria are evaluated at the end of the contact:
C1. Admission Criteria: in case of failure of the threshold criteria, if the Familiar Set of vi contains at

least k$ 1 nodes of the Local Community of v0, then the encountered node vi is added to the Local
Community of v0 (i.e., if |C0 ! Fi| % k $ 1 =" C0 = C0 # {vi}).

C2. Merging Criteria: in case vi is added to the Local Community of v0 as a consequence of the success
of threshold or the admission criteria, if the Familiar Set of each node inside the Local Community

3This is an approximation because it contains information about the Familiar Set of the encountered nodes which are collected during
contacts and may be incomplete and not updated.



of vi (e.g., vj) contains at least k ! 1 nodes of the Local Community of v0, then vj is added to
the Local Community of v0 (i.e., if |C0 " F̃j| # k ! 1 =$ C0 = C0 % {vj}, where vj & Ci and
F̃j & FSoLCi).
In addition, if the merging criteria are satisfied then the local approximation of the Familiar Sets of
all nodes in C0 needs to be updated, i.e., FSoLC0 = FSoLC0 % F̃j .

D. MODULARITY community detection algorithm

MODULARITY is a variation of the method for discovering local community structures which has
been presented in [13]. The original method is based on the concept of Local Modularity (R) and on the
computation of the variation rate of the Local Modularity (!R) when adding a new vertex to an existing
local community.
To define the Local Modularity the concept of Boundary Set should also be introduced. Specifically, the

Boundary Set of a node (B) is defined to be the subset of vertices in a local community whose members
have edges connecting to one or more vertices located outside the local community (see Figure 1b).
Taking into account the above definition, the Local Modularity measures the sharpness of local com-

munity boundary of each node and can be expressed by the quantity:

R =
I

|T |
(1)

where I is the number of edges with no endpoints outside the Local Community and T is the set of
edges with one endpoints in the Boundary Set. If the Boundary Set coincides with the Local Community,
R is equal to 1 by definition.
When a new vertex vi is added to an existing community C0 of vertex v0 with Boundary Set B0, the

variation of the Local Modularity can be computed by the following equation:

!R0 =
x ! R0 · y ! z(1 ! R0)

|T |! z + y
(2)

where x is the number of edges in T that terminate in vi, y is the number of edges that will be added
to T due to the inclusion of vi and z is the number of edges that will be removed from T due to the
inclusion of vi.
The variation to the Modularity algorithm proposed by [1] works as follows. When two nodes meet

they exchange the following information: i) F , ii) C and iii) FSoLC. Once received, each node uses
them to update its local structures. Specifically, v0 first updates its local approximation of F̃i by merging
it with Fi directly received by vi. Then, it updates each local approximation of all the Familiar Sets in
FSoLC0 with the corresponding version in FSoLCi. The same is for vi as well. Afterwards each node
evaluates the following criteria. Referring to node v0:
D1. Admission Criteria: in case of failure of the threshold criteria, if the difference between the Local

Modularity measured before and after including vi into the Local Community of v0 exceeds 0, then the
encountered node vi is added to the Local Community of v0 (i.e., if!R0 # 0 =$ C0 = C0 % {vi}).



D2. Merging Criteria: in case vi is added to the Local Community of v0 as a consequence of the
success of threshold or the admission criteria, the algorithm considers adding to C0 the nodes inside
the set K:
K = {vk | !js.t.vj " C0 # Ci $ vk " F̃j $ vk " Ci \ C0}.
Specifically, the set K consists of the subset of all the nodes of Ci that are adjacent to those nodes
shared between C0 and Ci.
For each node vk in K, if the Familiar Set of vk is a subset of the Local Community of v0, then vk

is added to the Local Community of v0 (i.e., if F̃k % C0 =& C0 = C0 ' {vk}).
In addition, the variation of Local Modularity (!R0) is computed for all the remaining nodes in
K. Nodes with !R0 > 0 are directly added to the Local Community of v0. For those nodes with
!R0 ( 0, the value of !R0 is re-computed and re-checked after each inclusion. This procedure
may be repeated several times and it ends when i) K is empty, or ii) after having added vk to C0,
!R0 ( 0 for all the remaining nodes in K.
Furthermore, after each inclusion, F̃k is merged with the corresponding version in FSoLC0.

Note that the thresholds tth, !, " and k used in the three algorithms are design parameters, thus they
need to be chosen appropriately in order to calibrate the system. For this reason they are objects of
investigation of the paper (see Section III-C).
As come out from the above description, the three community detection algorithms have different

memory and computational requirements. On one hand, the SIMPLE algorithm makes use of low memory
usage and low power computation. On the other hand, the MODULARITY algorithm is the most complex,
both in terms of memory usage as it has to maintain a copy of Familiar Set of all the nodes in the Local
Community and in terms of computation as it has to compute !R at each iteration for all the nodes
belonging to set K. The k-CLIQUE algorithm represents an intermediate solution since it needs the same
memory usage of MODULARITY but has lower computation complexity.

III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section we evaluate the communities detected by the distributed algorithms against the centralised
algorithms, where a centralised algorithm has an a-priori knowledge of the composition of each community.
We developed the described community detection algorithms as part of the OMNeT++ discrete-event
network simulator4. The default scenario is composed of 54 nodes divided into 2 communities. Nodes
move with an average speed of 1.5 m/s (representing a walking person) in a square of 1000mx1000m.
Nodes move according to the HCMM mobility model [2] which is briefly described in the following
subsection. The default parameters are set as in Table II. Despite being a particular and simple scenario,
it is sufficient to highlight the properties of the community detection algorithms that we want to check.

A. Mobility Model: HCMM

HCMM [2] is a mobility model which well reproduces the statistical figures of real human movement
patterns. Each node is initially associated with a specific community (its home community), and has

4http://www.omnetpp.org/



TABLE II
DEFAULT PARAMETERS

Parameter Value Parameter Value
Area 1000mx1000m N 54
Transmission range 20m Community number 2
Average speed 1-1.86m/s Traveller number 1

social ties with all the other members of its home community. Certain nodes (travellers) have also social
links with communities other than the home (foreign community). For each social tie, the specific foreign
community and the specific node inside the foreign community are selected according to a uniform
distribution. The mobility pattern of a node is driven by its social links, i.e., a node located into its home
community moves towards a given community (i.e., home and/or foreign) with a probability proportional
to the number of ties with nodes of that community. In addition, when the node reaches a community
which is not its home, it remains in the foreign community for the next movement with a given probability
(pe) and goes back home with probability 1 ! pe. Hence, HCMM models a realistic scenario in which
users are generally attracted to those people within the same home community, but they are also attracted
to foreign people with whom they spend some time before coming back home.
HCMM permits to periodically re-select the foreign communities for the traveller.

B. Performance metrics

The objective of the simulation analysis is to measure how the distributed approaches proposed in [1]
are able to identify communities formed by people. To this aim, we use the classic Jaccard index [14] as
the metric to evaluate the similarity among the communities detected by the distributed algorithms and
those detected by the centralised algorithms. The Jaccard index is defined by the following quantity:

!Jaccard =

!

!

!G
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"

G
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i

!

!

!
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(3)

where Gi is the set of nodes which belongs to community i and |Gi| is the cardinality of the Gi, while
(c) and (d) indicate that the set is detected by the centralised algorithm and by the distributed algorithm,
respectively. In the following we give an estimation of the local community similarity by averaging the
Jaccard index for all the nodes. Specifically, each simulation is replicated 5 times and the results are
averaged over all the replicas with 95% confidence intervals.

C. Results

The analysis presented in this section refers to the default scenario in Table II which is not subjected to
any reconfiguration. Figure 2 shows the similarity metric as a function of simulation time and threshold
value, respectively, for the three algorithms. Each curve represents, for a fixed threshold value, the
corresponding !Jaccard obtained at different points in time in the simulation. As depicted by the figure,
the similarity value increases with the increase of simulation time for all the three algorithms. This is
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Fig. 2. Impact of the Familiar Set threshold as function of simulation time for SIMPLE (a), k-CLIQUE (b) and MODULARITY (c).

quite obvious since increasing the simulation time corresponds to gather more precise information for the
distributed algorithms.
The similarity also increases when the threshold value becomes lower. By reducing tth the probability

that the cumulative contact duration for pairs of nodes satisfies the corresponding criterion increases. The
threshold should be also set taking into account the nature and the dynamic of the groups. If nodes have
strong social interactions, the corresponding cumulative contact duration will be higher. On the other hand,
if nodes have weak social interactions it is high probable that their cumulative contact duration remains
low. A suitable tuning of the threshold value may guarantee better performance in terms of similarity. For
example, we find out that, for a 6h simulation run, the average cumulative contact times are about 550
sec. In this case, appropriate values are 150 sec for k-CLIQUE and MODULARITY or even 300 sec for
SIMPLE. By setting a threshold of 150 sec, all the three distributed algorithms can reach at least 95%
of the performance of the corresponding centralised algorithm. In addition, SIMPLE is able to have good
performance (around 80%) with a higher threshold (300 sec).
Figure 3 shows the similarity metric for SIMPLE when varying the admission and merging thresholds.

The trend of curves is similar to figure 2(a). The similarity increases with the simulation duration as
the system has more time to correctly detect the communities. However, a variation of ! and " has less
impact in the overall performance. There is a slight difference between curves, especially for values of !

and " greater than 0.6. Note that similar trends are obtained for different values of tth, but here they are
omitted due to space reasons.
Concerning the k parameter of k-CLIQUE, note that it represents the largest community which we

would like to detect. As a consequence, in this scenario it should be set to 27. Changing the scenario
requires setting it to a different value.
A comparison among the three algorithms in terms of similarity is illustrated in Figure 4. It refers to a

simulation running for six hours with the choice of parameters that optimises the behaviour of the three
algorithms. We can see that k-CLIQUE and MODULARITY show almost similar performance while
SIMPLE has better performance. This is more apparent when the threshold is set to 300 sec. In this
case SIMPLE reaches 80% similarity while both k-CLIQUE and MODULARITY do not exceed 55%.
However, the difference between the curves decreases for higher threshold values, where all the algorithms
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result in a very low performance. Note that the same line of reasoning can be applied for all the other
investigated scenarios.
Summarising, from this analysis, SIMPLE results the more appropriate community detection solution

as it is computationally lightweight and it generally performs better than the other two approaches.

IV. TOWARDS AN ADAPTIVE SIMPLE ALGORITHM

Although the three presented algorithms are generally able to detect social communities, they suffer
from a common limitation: during its whole life, each node (the traveller in particular) has not always a
consistent view of its real familiar set and/or local community since it maintains memory of all encountered
nodes.
For example, let’s consider a scenario where a user A spends its time between two social communities:

the work community during the day and the friend community after the working day. Let’s also suppose
that B is a colleague of A. Since A and B meet every day, it is correct to include B into the local
community of A (and viceversa) for the time they meet at work. However, the contact with B becomes
less relevant when A has finished to work and meets his friends for playing football, for example. This is
even more apparent if B changes job or moves to another city. In above situations, no actions are made
by the three algorithms to reflect these changes in the social community structures. On the contrary, B
(A) will always remain in the A’s community (B’s community) even though they will not meet again.
From the above discussion, it turns out that the presented community detection algorithms need to be

improved to well represent the dynamic users’social behaviours. This can be achieved by implementing
some policies which take into account:
i) mechanisms for aging contacts among users;
ii) rules for deleting nodes from communities.
To this aim, in the following we present a novel social community detection algorithm, named Adaptive

Detection SIMPLE (AD-SIMPLE), which is able to dynamically change social structures.



AD-SIMPLE takes inspiration from the original distributed SIMPLE. We focus on it since SIMPLE
represents a good compromise among complexity and performance.
The main idea behind this algorithm is to maintain the basic features of the original SIMPLE for what

concerns the inclusion of nodes while to improve its behaviour with additional policies in order to identify
and remove from communities the nodes which have not be seen for a long period of time. Therefore,
during a contact time, nodes exchange the Familiar Set and the Local Community and update their local
view of social communities by applying the same criteria of SIMPLE (see section II-B). The additional
policies to remove nodes from communities are carefully described in the following subsections.

A. Familiar Set pruning policy

The idea is to keep a running average of the percentage of the contact duration (over the total simulation
time) for each node in the Familiar Set and to decide whether to remove or not a node if this percentage
falls below a given threshold. To this aim, time is divided in slots (i.e., T ) and the node computes the
percentage of the contact duration in each slot for all the nodes in its Familiar Set as a Sample!T . At the
end of the slot, the node computes an Estimated!T as a weighted average value between the previous
estimate and this new sample, as defined by equation 4:

Estimated!T = ! · Estimated!T + (1 ! !) · Sample!T (4)

where ! is a parameter to smooth the Estimated!T . Note that a small ! tracks more quickly changes
in the !T , while a large ! guarantees a more stable value but it is not able to quickly adapt to real
changes.
Finally, a node vi with Estimated!Ti is deleted from the Familiar Set if the following equation is

true:
Estimated!Ti < FSoutth (5)

where FSoutth is the minimum threshold to be kept in the community.

B. Local Community pruning policy

The idea is to keep a timer for each node in the Local Community (i.e., LCouttimer). The timer is set
when a node is inserted into the Local Community (e.g., vi is inserted in C0) and is refreshed when one
of the following conditions occurs:
i) v0 encounters directly vi;
ii) v0 encounters another node (e.g., vj) and vi is stored in the Local Community of vj .
A node is removed from the Local Community when the corresponding timer expires.
If this happens and the node is in the Familiar Set, it is also removed from it. This guarantees to

maintain consistency among the two sets during the pruning process.
In practise, i) and ii) are analogous to the criteria used for including nodes into Local Community. Note

also that criterion ii) guarantees that a node is deleted only if no node of the community has met him for
a long time. In fact, if there exists at least one node in the community with which it has still some social
interactions, the node must still be kept in the Local Community of all the community members.



TABLE III
PARAMETERS USED FOR THE EVALUATION

Parameter Value Parameter Value
Simulation time 172800 sec Traveller number 1
Reconfiguration time 21600 sec tth 150 sec
N 54 ! 0.6
Community number 3 " 0.6

V. RESULTS

In this section we evaluate the performance of the proposed protocol first in isolation and then by
a comparison with the SIMPLE algorithm. We show that AD-SIMPLE results in higher values of the
similarity metric because it identifies and correctly adapts to social changes.

A. Sensitiveness of AD-SIMPLE on !, FSoutth and LCouttimer

As first analysis, we evaluated the sensitiveness of AD-SIMPLE on its parameters.
In scenarios such as those described in the previous section, we find out that the behaviour of AD-

SIMPLE when varying tth, " and # is similar to the original SIMPLE algorithm. This is quite intuitive
since AD-SIMPLE makes use of the same criteria for what concern the inclusion of nodes in social
communities. Specifically, we observe high variability by changing tth (i.e., the similarity increase when
the threshold becomes lower), while we find almost the same behaviour when varying " and #.
Concerning to parameters introduced for the Familiar Set policy, we observe that, for a fixed value of

time slot T , FSoutth should be chosen taking into account also the dynamic of social interactions. In
our case study, where nodes have short social interactions (i.e., the cumulative contact duration is low),
we note that FSoutth should not exceed 5%, otherwise the Familiar Sets would remain empty for most
of the time. Regarding the ! parameter, we note that high values (i.e, more than 0.6) imply that quick
changes at the social level are not reproduced so quickly at the Familiar Set level. Hence, it is important
to maintain ! <= 0.3.
To better investigate how a proper tuning of the LCouttimer parameter affects the performance of the

LC pruning policy, we refer to a dynamic scenario where nodes may be connected to two communities
simultaneously, i.e., home and foreign, and move between them for an entire reconfiguration interval. At
each reconfiguration, such nodes select randomly one foreign community to start visiting. The simulation
parameters are specified in Table III.
Figure 5 provides relevant examples of different behavior that can be obtained if such parameter is not

correctly tuned. Each bar represents a snapshot of the Local Community composition for a traveller at
the end of two reconfiguration intervals when varying LCouttimer and the FSoutth. Note that the number
in brackets above the bars indicates the foreign community visited by the traveller during that period of
time.
By fixing T (3600sec in this example), LCouttimer (on the x-axis) must be of the same order. In fact, if

LCouttimer is set too high (e.g., 10800 sec), nodes of a community previously visited may still stored in
the Local Community. This is apparent for example in Figure 5(a) at 12h, where some nodes of community
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Fig. 5. Representative cases of the composition of the Local Community for AD-SIMPLE as a function of LCouttimer and FSoutth.
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Fig. 6. Representative cases of the composition of the Local Community for AD-SIMPLE for different values of !.

2 are present in the Local Community or in Figure 5(b) at 18h, where nodes of community 1 are still
present. Furthermore, LCouttimer must not set less than T, as this could lead to a too rapid emptying of
the Local Community (i.e., timer expires too rapidly). For example, in Figure 5(a) at 18h, only a small
percentage of nodes of community 2 are present in the Local Community in case of LCouttimer equal
to 1800 sec. This means that the system has not a sufficient time to detect all the nodes which belong
to the communities. From this analysis, we points out that it is important to properly tune LCouttimer in
order to maintain a consistent view of the social community at each point in time and a reasonable value
is obtained by setting LCouttimer = T.
Finally, note that LCouttimer is influenced in part by the value of FSoutth and in part by the value

of !. For example, some nodes of community 2 still remain in LC when FSoutth is set to 5% (see,



TABLE IV
AD-SIMPLE PARAMETERS

Parameter Value Parameter Value
! 0.2 FSoutth 2
T 3600 sec LCouttimer 3600 sec

for example, results of 3rd and 4th bars at 12h in Figure 5(b)). As far as the ! parameter, if it set too
high, not only the Familiar Set is not able to report changes, but Local Community too: a variation of !

impacts also on the social community. This is highlighted by Figure 6 that shows results for two different
value of ! (i.e., 0.2 and 0.8). As it is apparent, it is important to maintain ! low and specifically <= 0.3,
which is also in line with that found earlier for the Familiar Set policy, otherwise this might cause wrong
decisions when deleting nodes from the Local Community.

B. SIMPLE vs AD-SIMPLE: a comparison analysis

As far as the comparison with SIMPLE, we consider the same scenario as before (see Table III),
which is composed of 54 nodes divided into 3 social communities. The simulation lasts for 48 hours with
reconfigurations every 6 hours. This means that, after each reconfiguration, the traveller selects randomly
one of the two foreign communities to start visiting. The rest of simulation parameters for AD-SIMPLE
are summarised in Table IV.
In this scenario we aim at verifying the ability of AD-SIMPLE to correctly detect social communities,

reflecting also any dynamic changes. To this aim, we mainly investigate the number of nodes discovered
by the traveller during each reconfiguration interval.
Figure 7 and 8 show the simulation results of two selected simulation runs (SR), breaking down the

Local Community composition for the traveller. The two simulation runs differ for the exact mobility
actions taken by nodes, as well as for the sequence of foreign communities visited by the traveller during
the simulation.
The limitation of SIMPLE is clearly illustrated by the figures. In both runs, the traveller’s Local

Community increases with the simulation time. After each reconfiguration interval, the traveller adds
continuously new nodes to its community, while maintains memory of all the past encountered nodes.
As a consequence, the community size reaches 54 after some time (i.e., 24h for both scenarios) and
maintains the maximum size for the rest of the simulation. It is worth pointing out a particular behaviour
of SIMPLE between 6h and 12h. Referring for example to SR 1, the number of nodes of community 2
increases even though the traveller is in contact with community 1. This is due to a transient phase which
follows the beginning of each reconfiguration and it is strictly connected with the traveller location. As
explained in Section III-A, if the traveller is visiting nodes of a foreign community, it goes back home
with probability 1!pe while it remains in the foreign community for the next movement with probability
(pe). Thus, if the latter event occurs it will continue meeting nodes of the previous foreign community.
This is the reason behind the highlighted increase at 12h.
As highlighted by Figures 7(b) and 8(b), AD-SIMPLE is able to keep always updated the community

view of the traveller. Thanks to the implemented pruning policies, the traveller maintains in its Local
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Fig. 7. SR 1: Local Community composition of the traveller for SIMPLE (a) and AD-SIMPLE (b).
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Fig. 8. SR 2: Local Community composition of the traveller for SIMPLE (a) and AD-SIMPLE (b).
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Fig. 9. SR1: Local Community evolution of the traveller for SIMPLE (a) and AD-SIMPLE (b).
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Fig. 10. SR3: Local Community evolution of the traveller for SIMPLE (a) and AD-SIMPLE (b).
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Fig. 11. SR4: Local Community evolution of the traveller for SIMPLE (a) and AD-SIMPLE (b).

Community only nodes belonging to its home community and to the foreign community that it is visiting,
while it removes the nodes that are not part of its community anymore. These entries either belong to
the previous visited community (e.g., passing from community 1 to 2, it removes all the entries related
to community 1 and viceversa) or are nodes of the currently visited community that it has not met for
sufficient time. For example, this happens in SR 1 at 30h, where the Local Community size decreases
even though the foreign community is not changed after the reconfiguration.
Note also the high increase of the Local Community from 12h to 18h. In this period, the traveller visits

one of the community already visited. Thus, it is high probable to add more nodes as the correspondent
cumulative durations are close to the threshold tth. Figure 9 shows the evolution of the traveller’s
Local Community during the reconfiguration interval [6h,12h] (note that nodes belonging to the home
community are not included in the graph) for both community detection algorithms. Focusing on the
SIMPLE behaviour (see Figure 9 (a)), at the beginning (21600sec), the Local Community is composed of
only 4 nodes of community 2. Between 21600sec-24000sec (transient phase), the curve of Community 2
increases since the traveller has still some social integrations with community 2. When these interactions
become sporadic and eventually completely disappear, the curve remains constant. At the same time, since
interactions with community 1 become predominant, the curve related to community 1 increases too.
Figure 9 shows the evolution of the traveller’s Local Community during the reconfiguration interval
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Fig. 12. SR5: Local Community evolution of the traveller for SIMPLE (a) and AD-SIMPLE (b).
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Fig. 13. SR6: Local Community evolution of the traveller for SIMPLE (a) and AD-SIMPLE (b).

[6h,12h] (note that nodes belonging to the home community are not included in the graph) for both
community detection algorithms. Focusing on the SIMPLE behaviour (see Figure 9 (a)), at the beginning
(21600sec), the Local Community is composed of only 4 nodes of community 2. Between 21600sec-
24000sec (transient phase), the curve of Community 2 increases since the traveller has still some social
integrations with community 2. When these interactions become sporadic and eventually completely
disappear, the curve remains constant. At the same time, since interactions with community 1 become
predominant, the curve related to community 1 increases too.
Figure 9(b) shows the same simulation period for AD-SIMPLE. The behaviour of the curve of Com-

munity 2 is similar to the previous graph until 26500sec, then the curve decreases reaching 0 at 30000sec
due to the expiration of the timeouts associated with Local Community entries. On the contrary, from
32000sec the curve of Community 1 increases since contacts with community 1 become frequent. At the
end of the interval, the traveller’s Local Community is composed only of nodes belonging to community
1 (and home, of course).
Figures from 10 to 13 provide results for additional simulation runs, here referred to as SR 3 - SR 6. It

is worth noting that they show the same behaviour of SR 1 and SR 2. For what concern SIMPLE, when
the scenario becomes more complex and dynamic (e.g., people belong to more than one communities
simultaneously and spend much time in them), nodes no longer have a consistent vision of the true



TABLE V
SIMILARITY FOR SIMPLE AND AD-SIMPLE IN SR 1

Sim time SIMPLE AD-SIMPLE Sim time SIMPLE AD-SIMPLE
6h 0.611 0.611 30h 0.66 0.88
12h 0.477 0.58 36h 0.66 0.972
18h 0.923 1 42h 0.66 0.972
24h 0.66 1 48h 0.66 0.88

composition of the community, mainly because they keep memory of all the nodes encountered so far. On
the contrary, AD-SIMPLE overcomes such limitation and the traveller maintains only nodes belonging to
the two communities which are currently visiting, while it removes those nodes which are not part of its
community anymore.
We conclude this section with Table V which summarises the similarity results for SR 1. AD-SIMPLE

reaches higher performance while SIMPLE results in very low performance due to its inefficiency of
adapting to social changes. Similarity results of SR 2-6 are aligned with those of SR 1 and are omitted
mainly for sake of space.
To summarise, AD-SIMPLE results a good solution as it performs better that SIMPLE when detecting

social communities and keeps low the computational burden. In addition, its ability to capture the evolution
of social interactions adapting to the changes makes it very attractive.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have evaluated the performance of three distributed community detection algorithms for
Opportunistic Networks. We have compared them by a simulation analysis in scenarios where nodes move
according to a mobility model which realistically reproduces the human mobility patterns. Results from
this analysis have shown a good correspondence degree between the communities detected by the three
distributed algorithms and the corresponding centralised algorithms. We have also highlighted a common
limitation: nodes moving in different social communities may not have a consistent view of their local
community since they maintain memory of all encountered nodes. To this aim, we have also investigated
a new computationally light-weight solution, namely AD-SIMPLE, which overcomes the above problem.
We have shown by simulation that AD-SIMPLE is able to adapt to the dynamic evolutions of social
communities maintaining a consistent view of each user.
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Abstract: Recommender systems predict user preferences based on a
range of available information. For systems in which users generate streams
of content (e.g., blogs or periodically-updated newsfeeds), users may rate
the produced content that they read, and be given accurate predictions
about future content they are most likely to prefer. We design a distributed
mechanism for predicting user ratings that avoids the disclosure of informa-
tion to a centralized authority or an untrusted third party: users disclose
the rating they give to certain content only to the user that produced this
content.
We demonstrate how rating prediction in this context can be formulated
as a matrix factorization problem. Using this intuition, we propose a dis-
tributed gradient descent algorithm for its solution that abides with the
above restriction on how information is exchanged between users. We for-
mally analyse the convergence properties of this algorithm, showing that it
reduces a weighted root mean square error of the accuracy of predictions.
Although our algorithm may be used many di!erent ways, we evaluate it
on the Neflix data set and prediction problem as a benchmark. In addition
to the improved privacy properties that stem from its distributed nature,
our algorithm is competitive with current centralized solutions. Finally, we
demonstrate the algorithm’s fast convergence in practice by conducting an
online experiment with a prototype user-generated content exchange system
implemented as a Facebook application.



1. INTRODUCTION
A considerable portion of web activity today can be at-

tributed to direct interactions between online users. Blogs,
social networks such as Facebook, micro-blogging appli-
cations such as Twitter, and video sharing sites such as
YouTube have provided online platforms through which
users author and share original content, establishing an on-
line following that often overlaps with their real-life social
circles.

The sheer volume of content generated daily in the blogo-
sphere and on social networks makes identifying relevant and
interesting content a challenging task. At present, providers
of these services have deployed rating mechanisms though
which a user can give feedback on content generated by
other users. Facebook and Twitter have expanded their rat-
ing mechanisms to the blogosphere, competing with other
traditional aggregators such as Digg, Reddit and Stumble-
Upon that o!er similar rating interfaces. Access to such
ratings allow such companies to improve their recommenda-
tions but also to profile users; such profiles are a resource
that companies monetize, e.g., through advertising.

On the other hand, the increased monetization of private
data has been met by a sharp rise in privacy concerns within
advocacy groups like the Electronic Frontier Foundation and
regulatory bodies like the US Congress [2]. Privacy in gen-
eral, and online privacy in particular, is recognized as a fun-
damental human right by laws such as the European Direc-
tive on Protection of Personal Data and the Electronic Com-
munications Privacy Act in the U.S. Nevertheless, there are
many reasons why online users readily disclose private infor-
mation to the above companies. Behavioral economists have
identified bounded rationality, immediate gratification, un-
derestimating risk [1] and the paradox of control [5] as some
of them. Nevertheless, the importance of respecting the pri-
vacy of online users has been recognized not only by the
authorities and non-profit organizations but by companies
as well. For example, Google and Microsoft have struggled
to find compromises that respect the privacy of their users
without significantly undermining their profits [29,31].

The challenge thus arising from this state of a!airs is en-
abling users to view and access relevant, interesting, user-
generated content without releasing their private informa-
tion to untrusted third parties. In this paper, we propose
a solution to this problem by designing a distributed rating
prediction mechanism that allows users to restrict informa-
tion sharing only among trusted parties.

More specifically, we consider a general system in which
users generate and share streams of content items. For ex-
ample, a content producer in such a system may maintain a
blog, a Facebook wall or a Twitter feed. Updates generated
by users (i.e., new blog posts, wall entries or tweets) are
shared with select subscribers, who may respond to received
content by rating it. Note that, at present, such systems are
centralized. However, this need not be the case in the sys-
tem we consider here: users may generate and share both
their content as well as their ratings with each other in a
peer-to-peer fashion.

Our goal is to design a fully distributed mechanism that
learns and predicts the ratings of content consumers—i.e.,
the subscribers. More specifically, we would like to devise a
collaborative filtering scheme operating under the constraint
that information is shared only between (a) a content pro-
ducer and (b) its subscribers. For example, a user rating
certain content should share this rating only with the user
that generated the content.

Again, the main reason motivating our focus on distributed

rating prediction is privacy: we wish to avoid the disclosure
of ratings or, in fact, any user information (such as pro-
files), to a central authority or an untrusted third party.
Another reason is scalability, as a distributed approach can
scale as the number of content producers and consumers in-
creases. Furthermore, since ratings are exchanged among
content producer/consumer pairs, our algorithm naturally
exploits the social relationships between them: if two friends
subscribe to each other’s feed, training our predictor based
on content exchanges between them can exploit latent sim-
ilarities between their interests.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We propose a mathematical model of a system for
distributed sharing of user-generated content streams.
Our model captures a variety of di!erent applications,
and incorporates correlations both on how producers
deliver content and how consumers rate it.

• We illustrate that estimating the probability distribu-
tion of content ratings can be naturally expressed as
a Matrix Factorization (MF) problem. This is in con-
trast to standard MF formulations that focus on esti-
mating ratings directly, rather than their distribution.
To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to
apply a MF technique in the context of rating predic-
tion in user-generated content streams.

• Using the above intuition, we propose a decentralized
rating prediction algorithm in which information is ex-
changed only across content producer/consumer pairs.
Producers and consumers maintain their own individ-
ual profiles; a producer shares its profile only with
consumers to which it delivers content, and consumers
share a rating they give to an item, as well as their
profile, only with the producer that generated it.

• In spite of the above restriction on how information
is exchanged among users, our distributed prediction
algorithm optimizes a global performance objective.
In particular, we formally characterize the algorithm’s
convergence properties under our model, showing that
it reduces a weighted mean square error of its rating
distribution estimates.

• We validate our algorithm empirically. First, we use
the Netflix data set as a benchmark to compare the
performance of our distributed approach to o"ine cen-
tralized algorithms. Second, we developed a Face-
book application that reproduces the main features of
a peer-to-peer content exchange environment. Using
a month-long experiment with 43 users we show that
our algorithm predicts ratings accurately with limited
user feedback.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 we briefly describe the relationship of our work
to previous rating prediction mechanisms. In Section 3 we
introduce our mathematical model, and in Section 4 we
present our distributed prediction algorithm as well as our
main results on its convergence. Our numerical evaluation
over the Netflix data set and our case study using a Face-
Book application are in Sections 6 and 7, respectively. Fi-
nally, we conclude in Section 8.

2. RELATED WORK



A traditional approach to distributed rating prediction in
peer-to-peer networks involves computing a similarity met-
ric (e.g., Pearson correlation) among neighboring peers; pre-
dicted ratings are obtained as a function of the ratings in a
peer’s neighborhood, taking into account its similarity to
its neighbors [9, 19, 22, 25, 30]. Neighbor selection is part
of system design, as predictions improve when neighbors
have high similarity scores. We depart considerably from
these works by focusing on dynamic user generated content
(UGC), rather than static content, as well as by providing
formal performance guarantees on the prediction error.

Matrix factorization is popular among collaborative filter-
ing methods due to its ability to scale over large datasets [4,
16,27]. A simple method for obtaining a low-rank factoriza-
tion of a rating matrix is gradient descent on the prediction
RMSE, potentially with added regularization terms (see,
e.g., [27], and the references therein). Assuming that rat-
ings follow the Gaussian distribution, minimizing the RMSE
is equivalent to maximizing the likelihood of observed en-
tries [26]. In this work, we do not rely on a Gaussian as-
sumption; instead, we directly apply MF to the probability
distribution of ratings in dynamic UGC streams. Moreover,
our distributed algorithm behaves as gradient descent over
a weighted RMSE metric, whose weights correspond to con-
tent delivery rates across di!erent consumers.

Recent work on MF has demonstrated that if entries re-
moved from an r-rank matrix are selected uniformly at ran-
dom, the matrix can be reconstructed accurately with high
probability. Candès and Recht [7] show that, under certain
conditions, if at least "(n6/5r log n) entries of an n ! n-
sized matrix are known, the entire matrix can be retreived
w.h.p. by solving a semi-definite problem (a nuclear norm
minimization); Candès and Tao [6] reduce this bound to
"(nr log n). Keshavan et al. [13] propose an alterative ap-
proach that reconstructs the matrix with the same bound
on known entries as [6]: missing entries are replaced by ze-
ros and a low-rank approximation through singular value
decomposition (SVD) is attained; the error on the known
entries is then minimized through gradient descent. In fact,
simply getting a low-rank approximation through SVD on
the matrix padded with zeros is known to reconstruct the
original matrix w.h.p., albeit under looser lower bounds [3].
These methods have been extended to provide guarantees of
matrix recostruction w.h.p. in the presence of noise [14,32].

These approaches yield stronger results than [27] as, due
to the lack of convexity, gradient descent does not always
converge to the original matrix, or even a minimizer of the
prediction error. Nevertheless, gradient descent methods
can reduce the prediction error even when entries are not re-
moved uniformly at random—which is true for the system we
study. Most importantly, the algorithms in [3,6,7,13,14,32]
are centralized and thus cannot be directly applied to the
distributed setting considered in this work.

Although the above traditional MF methods do not fo-
cus on distributed implementations, there exist distributed
algorithms for principal component analysis (PCA) of the
adjacency matrix of a graph that restrict message exchanges
only across adjacent nodes. These algorithms relate to our
work as PCA can be used to construct an optimal low-
rank approximation of the adjacency matrix—though, tech-
nically speaking, a MF need not be ortho-normalized, so
PCA is harder than factorization. Kempe and McSherry [12]
propose such an algorithm based on the power method,
and Korada et al. [15] extend it to PCA over the expec-
tation of the adjacency matrix of a random graph. Tomozei
and Massoulié [28] consider a similar setting as [15] rely-

ing however on Oja’s method [23]. Unfortunately, such ap-
proaches do not apply to our setting as we do not factorize
the random adjacency matrix restricting communication be-
tween nodes/users (matrix A(k) in our model): we factorize
the distribution of ratings, which are decoupled from the
communication process. Moreover, in contrast to our algo-
rithm, the above methods are not fully distributed, as ortho-
normalizing principal components requires broadcasting or
gossiping normalization factors across all nodes.

Privacy in collaborative filtering was previously addressed
using homomorphic encryption [8], randomized perturba-
tion [24] and concordance measure [18] techniques. Our ap-
proach, in contrast, relies on trust between participants: we
restrict information exchanges only between trusted content
producer-consumer pairs. Within this context, secure multi-
party computation is not required to predict ratings without
disclosing user ratings publicly.

3. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, we present the mathematical model that

we use in our analysis.

3.1 Content Sharing
We consider a set U of users generating and sharing con-

tent in a peer-to-peer manner. A subset N " U of all users,
whom we call producers, generate a stream of items. For
example, producers could maintain a blog, a news-feed or
a twitter-feed. Time is divided into timeslots, and in each
timeslot every producer generates a new content item (i.e., a
blog entry or a tweet) that is added to her locally-maintained
feed; this is subsequently shared with other users in a set
M " U , which we call consumers. Note that M and N may
intersect, as a user may both produce and consume content.

Producers share items only with consumers that belong
to their social circle and/or subscribe to their feed. Even
so, items may fail to reach all such consumers, either be-
cause the producer shares them selectively or because the
consumers fail to receive them (e.g., because they do not
observe the feed continuously).

We model this as follows. Let ai,j(k) # {0, 1} be a binary
random variable indicating whether the item generated by
i # N at timeslot k is delivered to j # M, and let A(k) =
[ai,j(k)]i!N ,j!M be the corresponding |N |!|M| matrix. We
make the following assumption:

Assumption 1. {A(k)}k!N is an i.i.d. sequence.

I.e., deliveries are independent and identically distributed
across time. Let !i,j = E[ai,j ] be the probability that i
delivers an item to j. If j does not subscribe to i’s feed,
then !i,j = 0. Di!erent consumers may receive items from
a feed with di!erent probabilities; our model thus allows
heterogeneity in how content is targeted by producers and
how often consumers fail to observe it. Note that Assump-
tion 1 does not imply that deliveries between di!erent user
pairs are independent. E.g., A(k) may be such that an item
delivered to Alice is always also delivered to Bob.

3.2 Content Ratings
Whenever a producer i delivers content to a consumer

j, the consumer provides some feedback to i in the form
of a rating. We denote by O the set of possible ratings
provided by consumers. In general, ratings are application-
dependent. For example, consumers may indicate through
an appropriate interface whether they liked, disliked or were
neutral towards the content, so that O = {+,$,!}. Con-



sumers may also indicate their interest on a scale from 1
(lowest interest) to 5 (highest interest), i.e.,O = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.

Let Ii,j = {k ! N : ai,j(k) = 1} be the set of timeslots
at which i delivers content to j. W.l.o.g., for all k ! Ii,j , j
provides a rating to i within the duration of the timeslot k.
Depending on the application, lack of feedback can be mod-
elled either as a failed delivery (ai,j(k) = 0) or an additional
rating (element in O). For k ! Ii,j , let ri,j(k) ! O be the
the rating given by j to i’s content. We assume that:

Assumption 2. {ri,j(k)}k!Ii,j is an i.i.d. sequence.

Note that ratings need not be independent across users. For
example, Alice and Charlie may always give the same rating
to an item from Bob.

3.3 Rating Distributions
Denote by !̃o

i,j , o ! O, the probability that ri,j(k) = o for
k ! Ii,j . For every rating o ! O, let

!̃o = [!̃o
i,j ]i!N ,j!M. (1)

This is a |N | " |M| matrix; each element corresponds to
a producer/consumer pair i, j, and contains the probability
that j gives rating o to an item from i. Our goal is to
correctly estimate the probability matrices !̃o, for all o ! O.
I.e., for any producer/consumer pair and any rating, we
wish to find the probability that the consumer will react to
content generated by the producer by providing this rating.
Most importantly, we wish to do so in a distributed fashion,
by restricting information exchanges only directly between
producers and consumers.

Note that every time a consumer rates a content item the
rating is in e"ect a sample from the distribution defined by
the matrices !̃o, o ! O. However, due to the heterogeneity
of the process A(k), samples are not obtained at the same
rate. In fact, if "i,j = 0, the distribution of ratings of the
(i, j) producer/consumer pair is never sampled; this relates
the estimation of !̃o to matrix completion, as certain entries
of !̃o are missing and cannot be directly observed.

Contrary to traditional matrix completion, missing entries
of !̃o are not selected uniformly at random—their absence
is determined by, e.g., the feeds to which a consumer sub-
scribes. However, just as in traditional matrix completion,
it is very natural to make the following assumption:

Assumption 3. The probability matrices !̃o are low-rank.

This assumption implies that MF techniques can be applied
to estimate these matrices; indeed our algorithm, presented
in Section 4, exploits this relationship. Note that the low-
rank property holds for the rating distribution, rather than
the ratings themselves—as each producer generates an infi-
nite number of items, this distinction is necessary.

Assumption 3 can be interpreted as a consequence of a
generative latent factor model and the total probability the-
orem. As such, it is indeed very natural in the context of
our system. We illustrate this below.

3.4 A Low-Rank Latent Factor Model
In this section we give an example of how the low-rank

property of the matrices !̃o may manifest by making addi-
tional assumptions on how users generate and rate content.
This is only for the sake of illustration and to motivate our
approach: our main results (Theorems 1 to 3) rely only on
the assumptions we have made so far (in particular, Assump-
tions 1 and 2).

Suppose that content items generated by producers are
grouped by similarity with respect to some features, thus
forming a partition of the “content universe” into categories.
For example, categories may pertain to topics (e.g., news,
music, sports, etc.). Formally, assume the existence of a set
F̃ , whose elements we refer to as categories, such that every
content item generated by a producer belongs to a single
category. When i!N generates new item, this item belongs
to category f ! F̃ with probability

p̃i,f # 0, where
!

f!F̃ p̃i,f = 1, (2)

independently of any categories of items the producer has
generated in the past. Moreover, when j!M views an item
in category f ! F̃ , j provides rating o ! O with probability

q̃oj,f # 0, where
!

o!O q̃oj,f = 1, (3)

independently of any ratings the user has given in the past.
Then, from the total probability theorem, the probability

that j gives rating o when viewing content from i is:

!̃o
i,j =

!

f!F̃ p̃i,f q̃
o
j,f = $p̃i, q̃oj %, o ! O, (4)

or, in matrix form,

!̃o = P̃ · (Q̃o)T , o ! O, (5)

where P̃ = [p̃i,f ]i!N ,f!F and Q̃o = [q̃oj,f ]j!M,f!F . I.e., the

matrices !̃o, o ! O, admit a |F̃ |-rank decomposition and,
as such, their ranks are at most |F̃ |. Thus, if the number of
categories is small, the matrices !̃o are low-rank. Moreover,
the l.h.s. matrix P̃ is the same in all |O| decompositions. The
low-rank property is thus a consequence of the existence of
content categories and the total probability theorem.

4. DISTRIBUTED RATING PREDICTION
The rating prediction problem in the context of this work

is to correctly estimate the probability matrices !̃o, o !
O, in a distributed fashion. Below, we first formulate this
problem as a MF problem and then present our distributed
gradient-descent mechanism for its solution.

4.1 Problem Formulation as Matrix Factor-
ization

To estimate !̃o through MF, we construct low-dimensional
profiles of producers and consumers. The inner product
of two such profiles yields an estimate of the rating prob-
abilities !̃o

i,j . More specifically, let d ! N be a small inte-
ger such that d & min(|N |, |M|) and denote by F the set
{1, 2, . . . , d}. For now, we make no assumptions on how d
relates to the rank of !̃o (i.e., the number of “categories”
|F̃ | in the example given by (5)).

Each producer i ! N maintains a vector pi ! [0, 1]d that
satisfies (2), which we call the production profile of i. Simi-
larly, each consumer j ! M maintains |O| vectors qoj ! R

d
+,

one for every rating o ! O, that satisfy (3). These |O| vec-
tors constitute the consumption profile of j:

qj = (qo1j , qo2j , . . . , q
o|O|

j ).

Given the above profiles, our estimate of the probability
!̃o
i,j (the probability that when j views content generated by

i it gives rating o)—is computed as follows:

!o
i,j =

!

f!F pi,fq
o
j,f = $pi, qoj %, o ! O. (6)

Note the similarity between Equations (6) and (4). The
constraints (2) and (3) immediately imply that the inner



products in (6) are non-negative and
!

o!O !o
i,j = 1, i.e.,

the latter indeed constitute a probability distribution.
Our goal is then to devise an algorithm for finding pro-

files pi, qj such that the prediction !o
i,j is as close to !̃o

i,j

as possible. More formally, we wish to solve the following
optimization problem:

Rating Prediction

Minimize E =
!

i!N ,j!M "i,j
!

o!O |!̃o
i,j ! !o

i,j |
2, (7a)

subject to: pi " D1, i " N , and (7b)

qj " D2, j " M, (7c)

where D1 and D2 are the sets of profiles that satisfy (2) and
(3), respectively. We call the objective function E in (7a) the
error of our estimate. It corresponds to the error of a rating
selected uniformly at random among ratings within a times-
lot. Its minimization is equivalent to minimizing a weighted
root mean square error (RMSE), with weights equal to the
delivery rates "i,j . In particular, when "i,j = 0 (i.e., when
i never delivers content to j), then E does not account for
the distance between !o

i,j and !̃o
i,j . This is not a bug but a

useful feature: we never have to predict how j would react
to content from i unless it receives such content.

Assumption 3 implies that there exists a small dimension,
namely |F̃ |, such that if d # |F̃ | the minimum error will be
zero. When d < |F̃ |, there may not exist profiles yielding
E = 0. In other words, underestimating the number of cat-
egories may preclude achieving a zero error; this is possible
as the number of “categories” is often unknown.

4.2 A Distributed Learning Algorithm
Our distributed algorithm for solving Rating Predic-

tion is specified in Figure 1. It is fully distributed, and en-
sures that a consumer discloses the rating of a content item
only to the producer that generated it. Moreover, produc-
ers share their profiles only with consumers that subscribe
to their feeds, and vice-versa.

In more detail, whenever producer i " N delivers content
to consumer j " M, the following interactions take place.
First, in addition to the content item, i sends to j its profile
pi. Second, the consumer views and rates the content item
with a rating ri,j " O. Third, the consumer reports to the
producer (a) the rating ri,j for this content, as well as (b) its
consumption profile qj . We assume that consumer j reports
its rating and consumption profile to i instantaneously, upon
receipt of the item. Nevertheless, our results can be directly
extended to the case where these are reported with an arbi-
trary delay within the current timeslot (see Appendix A).

Upon exchanging the above information, i and j update
their profiles as follows:

pi $ pi + #
"

o!O

( ri,j=o ! %pi, q
o
j &)q

o
j (8a)

qoj $ qoj + #( ri,j=o ! %pi, q
o
j &)pi, o " O (8b)

where # = #(k) is the learning rate. We assume that #
satisfies the following properties:

#(k) # 0,
"
"

k=1

#(k) = ', and
"
"

k=1

(#(k))2 < ', (9)

which hold, e.g., for #(k) = 1/k.
Finally, at the end of the timeslot, after (8a) and (8b)

have been applied at every encounter the producers and
consumers further update their profiles by forcing them to

Producer i at timeslot k:
i generates new content item
! ! !(k)
for every pair i, j s.t. ai,j(k) = 1 :

i sends its item and pi to j.
i receives ri,j and qj from j.
pi ! pi + !(k)

!
o!O( ri,j=o " #pi, qoj $)q

o
j

pi ! !D1
(pi)

Consumer j at timeslot k:
! ! !(k)
for every pair i, j s.t. ai,j(k) = 1 :

j receives item and pi from i.
j rates item with ri,j % O.
j sends ri,j and qj to i.
for every o % O:

qoj ! qoj + !( ri,j=o " #pi, qj$)pi.
qj ! !D2

(qj).

Figure 1: Distributed learning algorithm.

satisfy (2) and (3):

pi $ !D1(pi), i " N (10a)

qj $ !D2(qj), j " M (10b)

where !D1 : R|F| ( D1, !D2 : R|O|#|F| ( D2 are the or-
thogonal projections to D1 and D2, respectively. Due to the
simple geometry of D1, D2, there are known algorithms that
compute these projections e"ciently [20, 21]. In particular,
!D1 can be computed in O(|F|) steps, while !D2 can be
computed in O(|O||F|) steps.

4.3 Convergence Properties
In this section, we state our main result: the dynamics of

our algorithm always lead to a decrease in E. This impor-
tant property ensures that updating the production and con-
sumption profiles improves our predictions, even if we under-
estimate the number of dimensions (i.e., when d < |F̃ |). We
also characterize the limit points of this system and prove
that it is locally stable around an optimal solution. In the
rest of this section, we state formally the above results. All
proofs are included in the Appendix.

Our argument is as follows. First, we show that the tra-
jectories of the stochastic system we study asymptotically
converge to the solution of a system of ordinary di#erential
equations. Second, we prove that the error E always de-
creases; this, in turn, implies local stability properties. We
note that our results rely on Assumptions 1 and 2 but not
on Assumption 3: in particular, the weighted error E always
decreases even if the matrices !̃o, o " O, are not low-rank.
Nevertheless, as discused in Section 4.1, when Assumption 3
fails to hold, profiles under which E is zero may not exist.

Convergence to the solution of a system of ODEs.
Consider the partial gradients

)piE = [$E/$pi,f ]f!F , )qjE =
#

$E/$qoj,f
$

f!F,o!O
,

and the following system of ODEs:

dpi
dt

= !)piE + zD1 , i"N , (11a)

dqj
dt

= !)qjE + zD2 , j"M, (11b)

where zD1 , zD2 , defined formally in Appendix A, are the
minimum forces required to keep the evolution of the system
within the constraint set D1*D2. In other words, the ODE



(11) can be viewed as a projected gradient descent for the
Rating Prediction problem.

Let pi(k), qj(k), be the production and consumption pro-
files of i ! N , j ! M, respectively, at timeslot k ! N. We
extend these to continuous-time functions pi : R+ " D1,
qj : R+ " D2 as follows. Let tk =

!k
i=1 !(k) and define for

all i and j the continuous-time interpolated processes:

pi(s) = pi(k), qj(s) = qj(k), for s ! [tk; tk+1[.

Theorem 1 below establishes that after su!ciently long
time, the continuous-time interpolated trajectories of our
system can be arbitrarily well approximated by solutions to
(11). Moreover, any limit points of our system must also
be limit points of the ODE (11). Its proof can be found in
Appendix A.

Theorem 1. Consider the interpolated processes

[pi(t), qj(t)]i!N ,j!M, t ! R+.

Then, for any T > 0 there exist solutions of (11)

[p"i (t), q
"
j (t)]i!N ,j!M, t ! R+,

such that, as k " #, the quantity

sup
tk#!#tk+T

"

#

i

$pi(" )% p"i (" )$$+
#

j

$qj(" )% q"j (" )$$
$

converges to 0, in probability. In addition, [pi, qj ]i!N ,j!M

converge, in probability, to the limit set of ODE (11).

Error reduction, local stability.
Armed with the above description of system dynamics,

the following theorem establishes that under any solution of
(11) the error E decreases with time.

Theorem 2. If, pi(t), qj(t), t ! R+, evolve according to
(11), then dE

dt & 0.

Hence, the evolution of (11) pushes the system in the right
direction, reducing the error function E. The above result is
true irrespective of whether the user profiles have the same
dimension as the rank of "̃o. Even if the ranks of the prob-
ability matrices are underestimated, the dynamics of (11)
still push towards a decrease. The proof can be found in
Appendix B.

Moreover, Theorem 2 has an implication regarding the
stability of (11) around the minimizers of the error E. The
following corollary follows immediately from Theorem 2 and
Lyapunov’s stability theorem.

Corollary 1. Let x" = [p"i , q
"
j ]i!N ,j!M be a solution of

the Rating Prediction problem (7). Then, (11) is locally
stable in the sense of Lyapunov around x".

In other words, if the system starts close to a global mini-
mum x", it is guaranteed to never drift away from it. Wher-
ever E is locally convex, we can make a stronger statement:

Theorem 3. Let x" = [p"i , q
"
j ]i!N ,j!M local minimum of

E and assume that E is convex in a neighborhood around
x". Then, there exists a # such that if (11) is within a #-
neighborhood of x", it will converge to a point x s.t. E(x) =
E(x") .

Hence, if the ODE starts from profiles close enough to x",
it is guaranteed the converge to profiles at an error at least
as good as the error of x".

5. SYSTEM EXTENSIONS

5.1 Improving Predictions using Item Profiles
Recall that content items are sent to consumers along with

the production profile of their producer. When an item is
propagated among several consumers, rather than modifying
these profiles, it may be preferable to adapt them as the item
is propagated from one consumer to the next.

In particular, the system can be extended so that content
items generated by a producer a are associated with a profile
vector t ! [0, 1]d, that is initialized to t = pa when the item
is generated. This profile is delivered along with the item
to every consumer that it passes through. However, instead
of remaining static, the item profile is adapted through (8a)
and (10): after the k-th viewing of the item, say at consumer
b, the profile can be adapted as follows

t(k + 1) = "D1

"

t+ !
#

o!O

( ro
a,b

% 't, qb()q
o
b

%

(12)

To gain some intuition as to why this would improve pre-
dictions, recall that each generated item belongs to a certain
category. At the time of its generation, our prediction of
which category an item belongs to is given by p̃a, namely,
the inherent probability distribution its producer. However,
as an item travels through the system, the ratings of users
can be used to enforce our belief on the category the item
belongs to. The update rule (12) aims at exploiting the
additional knowledge gained by consumer reactions.

A formal analysis of joint dynamics of a system in which
publisher, consumer and item profiles are adapted is quite
intricate and beyond the scope of the present paper. Never-
theless, we verified the performance of such a combined evo-
lution through our experimental study in Section 7, where
item profiles are introduced into the system’s design.

5.2 Using Predictions for Recommendations
In this section we show that when the predicted rating

distribution is correctly estimated we can generate optimal
recommendations.

More specifically, we design two recommendation algo-
rithms, each aiming to attain a di#erent objective. The
firs maximizes the fraction of content items that receive a
given rating, subject to a constraint on the number of items
shown to the consumer. The second maximizes the num-
ber of content items shown to the user, given a lower bound
on the fraction of content items that receive a given rat-
ing. Below, we discuss these two objectives in more detail,
and then present the two algorithms that indeed meet these
objectives.

5.2.1 Recommendation Objectives
Assume that a sequence of content items, labeled as k =

1, 2, 3, . . . arrive at a given consumer. When a new item ar-
rives, a recommendation algorithm decides whether to dis-
play (i.e., recommend) this item to the consumer.

Let N(k) be the number of items that the algorithm has
recommended to the consumer up to and including the k-th
item. For o ! O, No(k) is the number of items that were
rated o. Obviously, No(k) & N(k), as the user reacts only
to items recommended by our algorithm. Let

r = lim
k%$

N(k)
k

ro = lim
k%$

No(k)
N(k)

be the fraction of items recommended to the user and the
fraction of these items that receive rating o, respectively.



We will refer to r and ro as the recommendation rate and
the o-rate, respectively.

Constrained Bitrate.
The objective of our first recommendation algorithm is to

maximize ro subject to the constraint that r = !, for some
! ! [0, 1]. We call this the constrained-bitrate objective.

Maximize: ro, (13a)

subject to: r = !, (13b)

for some ! ! (0, 1). Intuitively, the constrained-bitrate
objective is most suitable when the application requires a
steady, controlled rate of items of being presented to the
consumer. This is natural, e.g., in a network where band-
width or the users attention span is limited: given that a
device (or the consumer herself) cannot process more than
a fraction r of all incoming items, (13) aims to maximize the
fraction of displayed items receiving rating o.

Maximum Bitrate.
The constrained-bitrate objective is suitable when the user

desires to see a specific, steady volume of content items.
However, the above objective does not give guarantees on
how good ro can be: it will be the maximum possible, but
that will largely depend on the quality of the content arriving
at the user. In a system where bandwidth or attention span
is not an issue, it makes sense giving guarantees in terms of
ro, rather than r:

Maximize: r, (14a)

subject to: ro " !, (14b)

where, again, ! ! (0, 1). This objective guarantees that
the o-rate of the content shown to the consumer will be at
least !. It is more suitable than (13) when the user prefers
guarantees on the quality—rather than the volume—of the
content recommended to her; subject to these guarantees,
the consumer wishes to see as much content as possible.

5.2.2 Optimal Recommendation Algorithms
In this section we present two algorithms for recommend-

ing items in that achieve objectives (13) and (14), respec-
tively. These recommendation algorithms have access to
a prediction algorithm like the one presented in Section 4:
for every item k, the recommendation algorithm can obtain
"o(k), o ! O, the probability that the consumer gives rating
o to this item.

The recommendation algorithm that solves the optimiza-
tion problem (13) is the following. At each point in time,
the algorithm maintains a threshold # . When a new item
arrives, the recommendation algorithm obtains from the pre-
diction algorithm of Section 4 the quantity "o, i.e., the prob-
ability that the item receives a rating o ! O. The item is
then recommended to the user if and only if "o " # .

The threshold # is updated when the k-th item arrives in
the following manner: it decreases whenever the quantity
"o(k) is below # and increases whenever "o(k) is above # .
In particular, after the viewing of the k-th item,

# (k+1) = # (k)+$(k)
!

!o(k)!"(k)#!
"

(15)

where $(k) is a decreasing gain factor satisfying (9).
The recommendation algorithm that solves (14) is similar.

A threshold # is again used to determine whether an item
with a given "o will be recommended to the user. The di!er-
ence between the two algorithms lies in how this threshold
is updated: here, the threshold increases when the item is

shown and receives rating o, and decreases under other rat-
ings. More specifically, given that an item is shown to the
consumer, denote by r ! O the rating the consumer pro-
vided. Then the threshold # is updated as follows

# (k +1) = # (k)+$(k)
!

!o(k)!"(k)"r(k)=+#! !o(k)!"(k)

"

(16)

where $(k) again a decreasing gain factor satisfying (9). In-
tuitively, the threshold increases when the item is shown and
receives rating o, and decreases under other ratings.

5.2.3 Optimality of Recommendations
We establish in this section the optimality of the recom-

mendation algorithms introduced in Section 5.2.2. We as-
sume here that the prediction algorithm has already con-
verged, and gives perfect predictions of the rating distribu-
tion, i.e., "o = "̃o; an evaluation of the two recommendaiton
algorithms under imperfect predictions can be found in Sec-
tion 6.

The algorithm will be optimal among the class of recom-
mendation algorithms that decide whether to display the
k-th item based on "o(k). Formally, these algorithms can
be defined through a function x("o), which is 1 if the al-
gorithm shows the item given that the approval probability
is "o, and 0 otherwise. We will say that a recommendation
algorithm is a threshold algorithm if x("o) = !o!" for some
threshold # ! [0, 1].

The following theorem states that the algorithm meeting
the constrained bitrate objective is a threshold algorithm;
moreover, the recommendation algorithm (15) eventually
converges to this threshold.

Theorem 4. Assume that the sequence "o(k), k = 1, . . .
is i.i.d. Further assume that the c.d.f. P("o < z) is Lips-
chitz continuous and strictly monotone. Then, the optimal
solution of the constrained-bitrate optimization problem is a
threshold algorithm !o!"! and (15) converges to ## w.p.1.

The proof of this Theorem can be found in Appendix D.
A similar result holds for the iterative algorithm (16). In

this case, the problem (14) may not always be feasible: for
example, if the items submitted never receive the rating o,
the o-ratio cannot be bounded from below. Nevertheless,
provided that the problem is feasible, there exists an optimal
solution that is of a threshold algorithm.

Theorem 5. Assume that the sequence "o(i), i = 1, . . . is
i.i.d.. Further assume that the c.d.f P("o < z) is Lipschitz
continuous and strictly monotone. Then, if (14) is feasible,
it admits an optimal solution that is a threshold algorithm
!o!"! Moreover, if ## is this policy’s threshold and $(k) =

1
k then and (16) converges to ## w.p.1.

This theorem is proved in Appendix E

6. COMPARISON ON NETFLIX DATA SET
In this section, we test our rating prediction algorithm on

the Netflix dataset. The wide use of the dataset as a bench-
mark allows us to implicitly compare the performance of our
algorithm to the one achieved by state-of-the-art algorithms.

6.1 Netflix Data Set
In 2006, Netflix announced a competition for recommen-

dation systems, and released a dataset on which competitors
could train their algorithms. The Netflix dataset consists
of pairs of anonymized movies and anonymized users. Each
trace entry includes a timestamp, the user ID, and the user’s
rating (on an integer scale of 1 to 5).
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Figure 2: (a) RMSE as a function of the training pe-
riod. (b) RMSE evolution through the course of the
Netflix trace. Most of the drop in RMSE occurs in the
first 10% of the trace.

The dataset includes both publicly-available training data,
for which ratings were provided, and a testing dataset, for
which ratings were not disclosed. If for every movie in the
test set, we simply always predict its average rated value
from the training set, this approach would yield a root mean
square error of 1.0540 on the test set. The winning team of
the Netflix Prize challenge generated predictions with RMSE
of 0.8572 [4], a 10% improvement of the RMSE of Cinematch
(0.9525), the algorithm designed by Netflix engineers.

We apply our algorithm as follows. Each movie is given
a production profile pm ! [0, 1]d. Similarly, each user is
given an consumption profile qu ! [0, 1]5!d, corresponding
to ratings with one, two, three, four, or five stars respectively
(i.e., O = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}). The Netflix dataset is arranged
chronologically and as users rate movies, p for the movie
and q for the user are updated according to (8a) and (8b)
with each rating and are subsequently projected to D1 and
D2 according to (10).

6.2 Evaluating our Predictions on Netflix
We evaluate the performance of our predictions of user

behavior in two ways, as discussed below.

RMSE of rating prediction.
Prior to each rating event, we predict the rating that a

user, u, will give to a movie, m. We make this prediction
by reporting the expected rating based on our estimation of
the rating probabilities, i.e.,

PredictedRating(u,m) =
!

o"O o · "qou, pm#.

We can then compare our prediction to the user’s rating for
this movie as recorded in the dataset, to calculate an RMSE.

Our algorithm starts with a randomly selected p for each
movie and a random q for each user and adapts them as
users rate movies. To account for a training period, we dis-
card some of the early predictions before computing the
RMSE. More precisely, we compute an RMSE for predic-
tions with training period more than k by including predic-
tions for which either the movie or the user profile has been
adapted at least k times.

Although we do not know how the Cinematch algorithm
(Netflix’s baseline) performs on the training dataset, we
know that on the test set it performs roughly 10% better
than the näıve algorithm that guesses the average rating
for each movie. Therefore, to evaluate our e!ectiveness, we
compare our RMSE against this “average” algorithm applied
to the training dataset (100,480,507 ratings that 480,189
users gave to 17,770 movies). We know the RMSE of this
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Figure 3: (a) E!ect of dimensionality on the RMSE,
which rapidly decreases until the time is insu"cient to
train all dimensions. (b) Comparison between predicted
and empirical rating distributions.

“average” algorithm for both training (1.015) and test (1.05)
datasets, and so we can compare to these numbers.

Figure 2(a) shows the improvement in RMSE as we vary
the training period for di!erent numbers of dimensions d of
the vectors. Regardless of the length of the training period,
the RMSE of the“average”method remains at 1.015. Again,
though we do not know how the original Netflix algorithm
(Cinematch) functioned and how it performs on the train-
ing dataset, we expect this centralized solution to achieve
roughly 10% improvement (9.18 RMSE over the training
dataset). Our algorithm ourperforms this value with a train-
ing period of only 10 iterations; a 15% improvement can
be reached with training period of 300 views. Even when
the training period is set to zero (i.e., we include all predic-
tions in the RMSE), it improves on the “average”method by
8% for all values of d, only slightly worse than Cinematch.
Thus, our technique performs at least as well as some of the
leading systems, even though our algorithm functions in a
completely distributed manner.

Figure 2(b) shows how the RMSE evolves throughout the
course of the netflix trace. Our technique makes 50% of it’s
improvements in RMSE during the first 10% of the trace, in-
dicating that it performs well even in cold start situations.
The algorithm consistantly tracks the performance of the
“average”method while demonstrating a consistant improve-
ment of 8%-12%. Figure 3(a) shows the e!ect of modifying
the dimensionality of the prediction vectors on the RMSE for
di!erent training periods. As the dimensionality increases,
we see a large drop; the RMSE quickly reaches a plateau be-
tween d = 3 and d = 10, and then increases slowly. We see
the same trend for all training periods, with longer training
periods tending to be flatter.

Thus, choosing the dimensionality is a tradeo!. On the
one hand, a minimum number is needed to capture the di-
versity of the system, while on the other hand, too many
dimensions makes the algorithm slow to learn and requires
a longer training period. In practice, the best number of di-
mensions can be small (typically, 5 or 10), which also means
that very little meta-data (5 to 10 floating-point numbers)
must be transferred with each piece of content.

Predicted vs. empirical rating distributions.
We have seen that our algorithm performs well in terms of

rating prediction RMSE. However, it can also be used to es-
timate the rating probability distribution. We now evaluate
whether our estimated distribution is observed in practice
across all users and movies: e.g., for all events where we pre-
dict that rating o is obtained with probability 0.3, do we
observe that this rating is seen 30% of the time? This is, in
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e!ect, a measure of the precision of the rating predictor.
We measure the goodness of fit of our distribution to the

empirical distribution in Figure 3(b). To compute it, we
first bin our predicted probability into 10 bins (0 to 0.1,
0.1 to 0.2, etc.). We then compare the bin value to the
actual rate of occurrence in the bin, for di!erent ratings.
Note that for all ratings, the square correlation coe"cient
R2 is above 0.98 indicating a very good match. The slope
of the best fit line is thus nearly 1. Another metric is the
distance of our result to the line y = x which would represent
an ideal predictor. Random guessing, for instance, has a
mean distance of 0.415. Our rating predictor brings a large
improvement, with distance errors as small as 6! 10!4.

This accuracy implies that the system can do more than
provide a single estimated rating for a specific movie and
user, it can actually characterize its behavior on a finer grain
which may help provide additional confidence. As an exam-
ple, it is interesting to note that users are more predictable
when they express strong opinions (5 starts, 1 stars), slightly
less predictable when they are neutral, and even less pre-
dictable when they indicate 4 or 2 stars.

6.3 Evaluating Recommendations
Another application of our prediction technique is to apply

a threshold as in Section 5.2 to limit the bytes transferred
to the user while maximizing the fraction of content they
enjoy (here defined as all movies they rated 4 or 5).

Figure 4 plots the ratio of movies viewed and the fraction
of these that are enjoyed for di!erent threshold values. A
low threshold value corresponds to almost all movies being
shown (on the right on the Figure). Using our prediction
probability and a larger threshold allows to both reduce the
volume of movies shown, until about 75% while achieving
a maximum fraction of 63% content enjoyed. However, ap-
plying larger threshold does not improve this fraction since
learning begins to slow.

This indicates that using the rating prediction is e!ective
to select the most pertinent content to display to the user,
providing both an improvement in bandwidth as well as an
improved user experience. On the other hand, it is impor-
tant to make sure that users get exposed to su"cient content
for the algorithm to train.

7. CASE STUDY: WEBDOSE
The evaluation of our rating prediction algorithm on the

Netflix data set demonstrates that it can, indeed, be used to
make accurate predictions. However, it does not illustrate
its behavior in a distributed, heterogeneous environment.

Therefore, we implemented our system as a Facebook ap-
plication (“WebDose”), which allows Facebook users to view,

rate, and share content in the form of web pages. We used
Facebook as a distribution platform to ensure that the ap-
plication would be immediately available to a wide range of
users without requiring extensive development overhead.

7.1 Application Description

Figure 5: Function buttons in the WebDose application.
These buttons are displayed along with the web page to
be rated by the user.

User interface.
When users log into the system, WebDose presents them

with a screenshot of a web page and three rating icons:
“thumbs up,” “thumbs down,” or “next” (see Fig. 5). We
interpret each of these ratings as positive, negative or neu-
tral, respectively (i.e., O = {+,",!}). By design, users are
not shown a new page until they have clicked a button and
thus rated the page they are currently viewing. Addition-
ally, users have the option to “Add” (i.e., produce) content
to the system by typing a url into a text box at the bottom
of their screen. WebDose, thus, follows the same produc-
er/consumer model used throughout this paper.

Emulating Content Sharing.
We emulate content sharing through discrete“contact events”

between users. When a user logs into the application (or re-
freshes the page), she experiences a “contact” with one user
that has also logged in to WebDose within the previous
three hours. If no such user exists, no contact occurs. A
user may experience many contacts during a browsing ses-
sion as other users log in and trigger their own “contact
events.”

To account for social relationships, when multiple peo-
ple have logged in the system in the past 3 hours, we bias
contact events between users that are Facebook friends. If
multiple possible swaps exist, we choose to swap with a ran-
dom friend half the time and the other half of the time we
choose randomly among all users (including friends).

Content is “produced” when a user adds a web page via
the provided interface. Each user is limited to viewing web-
pages in a“cache”whose contents change dynamically. When
two users “meet”, each item in each user’s cache is randomly
reassigned to the other user with probability 0.5. Web pages
thus perform a“random walk”throughWebDose users, and
there is no centralized control dictating how they move.

Behind-the-scenes prediction.
The first time a user u logs into the system, she is assigned

a random production profile pu and a random consumption
profile qu. The dimension of these profiles is set to d = 10;
this will be examined in Section 7.3.

We also incorporate item profiles in WebDose. When an
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Figure 6: CDFs of various facets of user behavior throughout the experiment. In (a) the most active 50% experience
a wide range of contacts. In (b) we see that 20% of users rate more than 50 pages each, indicating high use. In (c)
we observe that no page is viewed more than 11 times but half the pages are viewed more than 4 times. Finally, (d)
indicates that the majority of content is published by a small number of users.

item is propagated among several consumers, rather than
modifying these profiles, it is preferable to adapt them as
the item is propagated from one consumer to the next. The
system is extended so that content items generated by a
producer a are associated with a profile vector t ! [0, 1]d,
that is initialized to t = pa when the item is generated. This
profile is delivered along with the item to every consumer
that it passes through. However, instead of remaining static,
the item profile is adapted through (8a) and (10). A formal
analysis of joint dynamics of a system in which publisher,
consumer and item profiles are adapted is quite intricate
and beyond the scope of the present paper. Nevertheless, we
verify the performance of such a combined evolution through
the WebDose experiment.

As web pages are rated by other users of the system, tw
and qu are updated according to Eq. (8a) and (8b) respec-
tively. Both the predicted as well as the actual rating are
logged. Web pages in the system carry an identifier of the
web page’s producer, i.e., the user that added it to Web-
Dose. When a user rates a page, the system stores the
producer and rating locally. Subsequently, when the two
users meet, the web page consumer informs the web page
producer of the rating given to its content. The producer
then uses this information to update its profile pu according
to Algorithm (8a). All updates are followed by an immediate
projection to D1, D2, as in (10).

Recommendation.
WebDose uses our prediction algorithm to select pages

to show to a user. Each time a page is shown, WebDose
first calculates !+ for each as-yet-unrated web page in the
user’s cache. The page with the highest !+ is then shown to
the user. Once that page has been rated, !+ is recalculated
for each unrated page and the new highest page is shown.
We chose this form of recommendation to ensure that a user
is always able to view all of the content in their cache, and
that WebDose would not be hindered from training user’s
profiles through pages not viewed.

7.2 WEBDOSE Experiment
During a 33 day period, 43 users spanning 12 time zones

registered forWebDose and viewed or added 326 web pages.
Although these small numbers make learning user prefer-
ences di!cult, we will show in Section 7.3 that the system
was able to adapt well. Users were free to log in as fre-
quently as they wished and could rate as many pages as
they wanted. Once a page was rated, it was never shown
to that user again. As an incentive to add quality content
to the system, we provided each user with statistics of the
ratings their content received, as well as their ranking in
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Figure 7: Regions are marked to indicate dominant user
behavior. In (a) users are marked according to their ratio
of thumb ups to thumb downs. Users generally fall into
the thumbs down or neutral areas. However, (b) shows
that this is not a property of the pages themselves as
pages fill the space uniformly.

“thumbs-up” and “thumbs-down” received.

User activity.
Here we examine some of the trends in the way that users

interact with this system. Because users are given few in-
structions beyond “thumb it up if you like it, down if you
don’t, and remember to add pages,” we feel that the broad
trends from this deployment would hold in any application
built with a similar model.

Figure 6(a) provides the CDF of the number of “contact-
events” that users experienced. Half of the users had more
than 10 contacts and 20% had over 50. Figure 6(b) shows
the CDF of the ratings given by each user. The most active
user rated over 180 pages; 25% of users rated more than 20
pages. This is consistent with a real mobile environment:
most users look for web pages occasionally, while an active
few regularly check for pages.

For the system to function as intended the pages must be
viewed frequently enough that the item profile t is trained.
Figure 6(c) shows the frequency with which pages are viewed.
The high number of pages in the system (over 300) compared
to the number of users means that each page is viewed by
only a limited number of users. Over the course of our exper-
iment, no page was viewed more than 11 times. However,
more than half the pages were viewed more than 4 times,
which proves to be su!cient.

Finally, we examine the process by which web pages are
added to the system. Figure 6(d) examines the number of
pages added to the system by each user. The top 20% of
users each produce more than 10 pages with the highest
producer contributing around 50 web pages (16% of all web
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Figure 8: In these boxplots, the ends of the whiskers
denote the 5th and 95th percentiles of users while the
box denotes the 25th and 75th percentiles. The dark bar
is the median and the star is the mean. In (a) we look at
the raw times taken by users to rate a page. (b) examines
the ratio of times taken by a single user. Thumbing down
a page is faster that of thumbs up and neutral, both of
which take roughly the same amount of time.

pages in the system). It is not necessarily true that the high-
est producers are also the highest consumers. The relatively
low number of high producers indicate that it is crucial that
item profiles are introduced, otherwise all pages from the
same producer will have the same profile, which would slow
learning. Item profiles allow the system to learn and distin-
guish di!erent pages from the same producer, accelerating
convergence by training individual web pages while the pro-
duction profiles train.

User rating behavior.
Here, we focus on how users rated the pages in WebDose.

Define the “Thumb up (down)” ratio to be the fraction of all
pages that a user rates positively (negatively). Figure 7
examines these ratios by users and by pages.

Figure 7(a) shows that the majority of users favor neu-
tral ratings, followed closely by those that mostly rate pages
thumbs down. With most people thus being generally am-
bivalent or negative on most content, it is important that
the system makes accurate predictions.

Figure 7(b) shows the rating ratios given to individual
pages. Despite the generally negative user behavior, pages
themselves fill the interest space uniformly. The wide range
of topics serves to train the system as well as demonstrate
the need for accurate recommendation.

We next examine the speed with which users provide rat-
ings to the system. Intuitively, a user will spend more time
looking at a web page that she finds enjoyable and quickly
reject pages that do not interest her. Figure 7.2 shows com-
parisons of the speed with which users make decision about
various ratings.

We define TU ,TD, and TN as the time taken to rate a page
“up,” “down,” or “neutral,” respectively. In Figure 8(a) we
see the distribution of times taken to rate a page. “Thumb
up” indeed takes the longest to select, followed by neutral.
By examining the ratio of these quantities, as in Figure 8(b),
we see that 70% of users thumb a page up slower then they
thumb a page down (i.e. TU

TD
> 1). Thus, one may be able to

judge the relative like or dislike of a page simply by observing
how long the user takes to make a decision. Interestingly, it
may in principle be possible to remove ratings completely,
relying only on time to judge a users interest, or to nuance
the ratings with timing information.

7.3 Predictive Power

a priori convergence
R2 slope R2 slope

Thumb Up 0.43 0.29 0.98 0.95
Thumb Down 0.80 0.63 0.98 1.20

Neutral 0.96 1.07 0.95 1.29

Table 1: R2 values and slopes for thumb rate predictions
both a priori and after convergence.

WebDose Prediction accuracy.
To assess the correctness of predictions in WebDose, we

repeated the evaluation of our predictors with respect to
the two metrics we considered over the Netflix data set, the
RMSE and the goodness of fit of the predicted distribution.

Figure 9(a) displays the RMSE of our predictions as a
function of the dimension d of our profiles. The dimension
10 was used in the actual experiment and other values were
obtained by running our algorithm on the collected trace.

To compute the RMSE, we associate the values -1,0,+1 to
!,!,+ respectively. Before the rating of a web page w by
a user u, we again generate our estimate of the rating as

PredictedRating(u, v) =
!

o!{"1,0,+1} o · "tw, q
o
u#,

where tw, qu the item and consumption profiles, respectively.
As in Netflix, we again observe the error quickly decreases
up to a dimension of 10, after which it remains constant.
We note that the RMSE for d = 10 is 0.819, 42% less than
the RMSE obtained by predictions obtained by the running
average ratio of each rating.

The goodness of fit of our distribution to the empirical dis-
tribution is illustrated in Figure 9(b) (using the same metrics
from Sec. 6.2). The values for R2 and the slope of the best
fit lines are provided in Table 1.

The outcomes “Thumb down” and “neutral” are both pre-
dicted accurately, with slopes above 0.63 and exhibiting
good fits (R2 above 0.8). The “thumbs-up” predictions are
considerably worse, with a slope of 0.29. This is not surpris-
ing, given that most ratings in the system were for “thumbs-
down”and“neutral”: the experiment does not provide enough
data to train quickly enough for “thumbs-up” ratings.

Since WebDose has far more complicated dynamics than
the simple model we analysed, it is interesting to investigate
the convergence of our prediction scheme. For this reason,
we repeated the goodness of fit test using instead the con-
tent and consumption profiles at the end of the experiment.
The result is shown in Figure 9(c), with R2 vales and slopes
again found in Table 1. It is quite clear that the content
and consumption profiles have adapted to fit the empirical
distribution of ratings very well.

8. CONCLUSIONS
User generated content is a primary factor to the success of

the social web as it connects users through content sharing.
It presents unique challenges for collaborative filtering due
to a large volume and the sensitivity of sharing information
beyond one’s immediate circle of acquaintances. This pa-
per proves that information exchange can be deployed only
among trusted pairs while providing strong guarantees on
the rating prediction error, thanks to a fully distributed and
asynchronous learning algorithm.

Our results expand the scope of recommender systems to
operate on top of any social content sharing platform, which
unveils important research questions. The case where trust
is not reciprocal (such as the follower relationship within
Twitter) remains an interesting open case. Our algorithm
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Figure 9: Predictions of the thumb rate of pages. (a) shows the e!ect of the dimension chosen at the outset of the
experiment. As the dimension increases, the error decreases. Our selection of 10 occurs below the knee of the curve.
In (b) and (c) pages are binned according to estimated percentage of “thumbing” them in a given direction. (b) shows
a priori prediction and moderate accuracy, with slopes from 0.29 to 1.07. (c) shows convergence of ! at the end of the
experiment and has slopes from 0.95 to 1.3. In all figures, the green line gives a comparison to other predictors.

could leverage secure multiparty computation, to provide
at a smaller cost the privacy guarantee o!ered by central-
ized schemes. Finally, our model can be used to analyze
how social proximity, captured through “rate of delivery” for
producer-consumer pairs, impacts the e"ciency of learning.
Both questions are interesting open problems.
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APPENDIX

A. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Our proof follows the standard method outlined in Kush-

ner and Yin [17]. Assume that the duration if each timeslot
is T . We denote the time at which the transmission from i
to j by

ti!j(k) ! [0, T ) " {#},

By convention, ti!j(k) = # denotes that no such trans-
mission takes place within the k-th slot. Put di!erently,
{ti!j(k) < #} = {ai,j(k) = 1}.

We first precisely define the “minimum forces” zD1 and
zD2 . Let D $ R

d be a closed convex subset of R
d, and

consider two vectors x ! R
d, p ! D. Following Kushner and

Yin [17], we define zD(p, x) ! R
d as follows.

zD(p, x) = lim
!!0+

"D(p+ !x)% (p+ !x)
!

,

where "D : Rd & D is the orthogonal projection to D. For
D closed and convex, the above limit is guaranteed to exist
(see, e.g., [10]). The quantity zD(p, x) is called the minimum
additional force to maintain p within D because, if “force” x
is applied to p, i.e., dp

dt = x then, for small ! > 0

p+ !x+ !zD(p, x) ' "D(p+ !x).

Using the above notation, ODE (11) can be written as

dpi
dt

= %(piE + zD1(pi,%(piE), a!N ,

dqj
dt

= %(qjE + zD2(qj ,%(qjE). b!M,

Note that, within a timeslot, as users encounter each other,
their profiles change through (8a) and (8b). As a result,
when a producer i encounters a consumer j, their profiles
may di!er from the ones they had in the beginning of the
timeslot. The following lemma however states that, if we as-
sume that during encounters profile had their initial values,
we introduce only a very small error compared to how the
actual process behaves:

Lemma 1. Let pi(" ), qj(" ), " ! [0, T ), the values of the
profiles of users i ! N and j ! M at some time " since the
beginning of the timeslot. Denote by E(" ) = {(ai ! bi) :

tii!bi ) "} the set of all encounter events that have taken
place until time " . Then, for any " ! [O, T ),

pi(" ) = pi(0) + #
!

j:i!j"E("),o

( ri,j=o % *pi(0), q
o
j (0)+)q

o
j (0) + $i,

(17a)

qoj (" ) = qoj (0) + #
!

i:i!j"E(")

( ri,j=o % *pi(0), q
o
j (0)+)pi(0) + $j ,

(17b)

where $i,$j are random variables s.t. ,$i,2, ,$j,2 ) K#2,
where K depends only on the system dimensions |N |, |M|,
|O| and |F|.

Proof. We will prove the lemma by induction on the en-
counters between users. W.l.o.g., we assume that encounters
occur at distinct times: encounters that occur simultane-
ously can be ordered arbitrarily if they do not involved the
same user, or by the order within which (8a) and (8b) take
place, otherwise.

For the induction basis, observe that (17) holds at " = 0,
before any encounters have taken place. Suppose that it also
holds at "#, right before an encounter i$ ! j$ takes place.
Then, it still holds time "+, right after the encounter took
place, for all i -= i$ and all j -= j$. Observe that, because
pi ! D1 and qj ! D2, for all i ! N and all j ! M

| ri,j=o % *pi, q
o
j +| ) 1, ,qoj ,2 ) |F|, ,pi,2 ) 1

As a result, using the induction hypothesis we can show that

|*pi!("
#), qo

!

j! ("
#)+ % *pi!(0), q

o!

j! (0)+| = O(#)

where the constants in O(#) depend only on the system di-
mensions. By (8a) we have that

pi!("
+) = pi!("

#) +
!

o!

( ri!,b!=o! % *pi!("
#), qo

!

j! ("
#)+)qo

!

j! ("
#)

= pi(0) + #
!

j:i!j"E("),o

( ri,j=o % *pi(0), q
o
j (0)+)q

o
j (0)) + $i!+

+ #
!

o!

"

ri!,b!=o! % *pi!(0), q
o!

j! (0)++O(#)
#"

(qo
!

j! (0) +O(#)
#

where the constants in the O(#) terms only depend on the
system dimensions. As, by the induction hypothesis, $i! =
O(#2), the induction step follows; a similar argument can be
made for the consumption profile qoj .

Note that the above proof by induction can be easily ex-
tended to the case where consumers report their ratings and
consumption profiles at an arbitrary time after ti!j .

Lemma 17 implies that the evolution of profiles from one
timeslot to the next can be written as:

pi(k+1) = "D1

"

pi(k) + #(k)Yi(k) + $i(k)
#

,

qj(k+1) = "D2

"

qj(k) + #(k)Yj(k) + $j(k)
#

where

Yi =
!

j

ai,j(k)=1

!

o"O

( ri,j=o(k)% *pi(k), q
o
j (k)+) · q

o
j (k)

and Yj = (Y o1
j , Y o2

j , . . . , Y
o|O|

j ) such that

Y o
j =

!

i

ai,j(k)=1( ri,j=o(k)% *pi(k), q
o
j (k)+) · pj(k).



while !i(k),!j(k) are random variables s.t. !!i(k)!2 =
O("2(k)), !!j!2 = O("2

k). By the independence of propaga-
tion from the content categories, we have that

E[ i!j(k) · ri,j=o(k)] = #i,j · $̃
o
i,j(k).

As a result E[Yi] = "piE and E[Yj ] = "qjE. Moreover,
by the fact that pi # D1 and qj # D2, E[!Yi(k)!22] < $
and E[!Yj!22] < $ uniformly on k. Thus, the assumptions
(A2.1)-(A2.5) of Theorem 2.3 in Chapter 5 of Kushner and
Yin [17] are satisfied, and the theorem follows.

B. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
To prove Theorem 2, we will make use of the following

lemma (Lemma 5 in [11]) concerning the orthogonal projec-
tion on the positive simplex.

Lemma 2. Let D = {x # R
d
+ :

!d
i=1 xi = 1} and, for

x # D, denote by I0(x) = {i : xi = 0} the set of zero-valued
coordinates of x. Then, there exists a set B % I0(x) such
that zD(x, y) = z where

zi =

"

&yi, i # B

& 1
|B̄|

!

j!B̄ yj , i # B̄.

Moreover, for every i # B, yi & 1
|B̄|

!

j!B̄ yj < 0.

We have that

dE
dt

=
#

i

'"piE,
dpi
dt

(+
#

j

'"qjE,
dqj
dt

(

(11)
=

#

i

[&'"piE,"piE(+ '"piE, zD1(pi,&"piE)(]

#

j

$

&'"qjE,"qjE(+ '"qjE, zD2(qj ,&"qjE)(
%

From Lemma 2, for every i # N there exists a Bi ) F such
that '"piE, zD1(pi,"piE)( equals

#

f!Bi

(%E/%pi,f )
2 +

1

|B̄i|

&

#

f!B̄i

%E/%pi,f
'2

.

Similarly, for every j # M and every f # F there exists a
Bj,f % O such that '"qjE, zD2(qj ,&"qjE)( equals

#

f

(

)

#

o!Bj,f

*

%E/%qoi,f
+2

+
1

|B̄j,f |

&

#

o!B̄j,f

%E/%qoi,f
'2

,

- .

Using the above, dE/dt becomes:

dE
dt

=&
#

i

#

f!B̄i

& %E
%pi,f

&
1

|B̄i|

#

f !!B̄i

%E
%pi,f !

'2
(18)

&
#

j,f

#

o!B̄j,f

& %E
%qoi,f

&
1

|B̄j,f |

#

o!!B̄j,f

%E
%qoi,f

'2
*0.

C. PROOF OF THEOREM 3
We begin by stating the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) con-

ditions for Output Prediction. The Lagrangian of (7) is

L =E +
#

i

µi(
#

f

pi,f & 1) +
#

j,f

&j,f (
#

o

qoj,f & 1)

&
#

i,f

'i,fpi,f &
#

j,f,o

(oj,fq
o
j,f

where µi, &j,f , 'i,f , (
o
j,f are the Lagrangian multipliers of the

constraints (7b) and (7c). Thus, the KKT conditions can be
written as

%E
%pi,f

+µi&'i,f =0, 'i,f +0, 'i,fpi,f =0, ,a,f (19a)

%E
%qoi,f

+&j,f&(oj,f =0, (oj,f +0, (oj,fq
o
j,f =0, ,b,f,o (19b)

pi#D1, qj #D2, ,a,b (19c)

The following lemma holds

Lemma 3. Let [p"i , q
"
j ]i!N ,j!M be profiles for which dE/dt =

0. Then, there exist µi, &j,f , 'i,f , (
o
j,f for which the KKT con-

ditions are satisfied.

Proof. From (18) and Lemma 2, if dE/dt = 0 at then
for every i # N there exists a Bi % F such that, for µi =
& 1

|B̄i|

!

f !!B̄i

!E(x")
!pi,f!

p"i,f = 0, E(x")/%pi,f+ µi >0, ,f # Bi,

%E(x")/%pi,f + µi, ,f # B̄i.

Similarly, for every j # M and f # F there exists a Bj,f % O

such that for &j,f = & 1
|B̄j,f |

!

o!!B̄jf

!E(x")
!qo

j,f!

(qoj,f )
" = 0, E(x")/%qoj,f+&j,f >0, ,o # Bj,f ,

%E(x")/%qoj,f+&j,f = 0 ,o # B̄j,f .

It is easy to verify that p"i , q
"
j , along with the above values

µi, &j,f and the values

'i,f =max(0,
%E(x")
%pi,f

+ µi), (oi,f =max(0,
%E(x")
%qoj,f

+ &j,f )

satisfy the KKT conditions (19).

Suppose now that x" is a local minimum and thatE is locally
convex at a )-neighborhood around this minimum. Then,
by Theorem 2, there exists a )# * ) such that if the ODE
(11) starts from a )#-neighborhood of x" it will remain in
this neighborood. Consider now the problem (7) with the
additional constraint !x & x"!2 < )#. From Lemma (3),
that any limit point of (11) will satisfy the KKT constraints
of this problem with a 0 lagrange multiplier for the added
condition. Hence, any limit point of (11) must attain E(x"),
as E is convex in this ) neighborhood.

D. PROOF OF THEOREM 4
We first show that the optimal recommendation policy is

a threshold policy. Let & be the probability measure of $+,
that is, for every Borel set A, P($+ # A) =

.

A
d&(s). Since

the sequence $+(i), i = 1, . . . is i.i.d., the constrained-bitrate
problem is equivalent to maximizing 1

"

. 1

0
sx(s)d&(s) subject

to
/ 1

0

x(s)d&(s) = * (20)

Consider two probability measures &0 and &1 that are ab-
solutly continuous w.r.t. &. Then, by the Radon-Nikodym
theorem, there exist functions +0, +1 such that &0(A) =
.

A
+0(s)d&(s) and &1(A)=

.

A
+1(s)d&(s). The Neyman-Pearson

lemma states the function x that maximizes E1[1 & x($+)],
subj. to E0[x($+)] = ,, has the following form x(s) =
#1(s)>k#0(s), for some k > 0. Take +0(s) = 1 and +1(s) =

s/c, where c =
. 1

0
sd&(s). Then the Neyman-Pearson lemma



gives us that the function x that maximizes 1
c

! 1
0
sx(s)d!(s),

subj. to
! 1
0
x(s)d!(s) = ", is given by x = s!kc, for some

k. Since ", c are positive constants, the above optimization
problem has the same optimal solution as the constrained-
bitrate objective, so a solution to the latter is indeed a
threshold policy. The threshold #" = kc computed by the
constraint (20), which implies that #" is the solution of
the equation

! 1
!! d!(s) = ". Note that, by our hypothesis

P($+!# ) is continuous and strictly monotone in [0, 1], and
the above equation has a unique solution for % " [0, 1).

We now prove that (15) converges to the aforementioned
#". Note that E[ 2

"+!! ] # 1 and let F (# ) = P($+ ! # ),
which is Lipschitz continuous. Hence, by Theorem 2.3 in
Chapter 5 of [17], if &(k) = 1

k the limit points (15) are a
subset of the limit points of the ODE #̇ = F (# )$". Consider
the candidate Lyapunov function L(# ) = (# $ #")2. Then
dL
dt = 2(# $ #")(F (# ) $ ") # 0 by the definition of #" and
the monotonicity of F ; moreover, by the strict monotonicity
of F , the above is an equality i! # = #", hence #%#".

E. PROOF OF THEOREM 5
We first show that there exists a threshold strategy that

is optimal. Let again ! be the probability measure of $+.
Then (14) is equivalent to maximizing

! 1
0
x(s)d!(s) subject

to
" 1

0

sx(s)d!(s)$"

" 1

0

x(s)d!(s)!0 (21)

Suppose that the problem is feasible, and let x"(s) be an
optimal recommendation strategy. Let opt =

! 1

0
x"(s)d!(s).

By Theorem 5 there exists a threshold strategy x s.t.
" 1

0

x(s)d!(s) = opt

and
" 1

0

sx(s)d!(s) !
" 1

0

sx"(s)d!(s) ! " ·opt = "

" 1

0

x(s)d!(s).

Hence, x is also an optimal strategy. The threshold can
again be computed through (21) as the solution of the fol-
lowing equationG(# ) =

! 1
!
(s $ ")d!(s) = 0. Observe (e.g.,

by di!erentiating), that under out assumptions on the c.d.f.
of $+, G(# ) is Lipschitz, strictly increasing for # # " and de-
creasing for # > ". Given that it is zero for # = 1, we deduce
that #" " [0, ") and that G(# ) < 0 for # < #" and G(# ) > 0
for # ! #". Moreover, we also deduce that the necessary and
su"cient condition for the existence of #" and, hence, the
feasibility of (14), is that G(0) # 0. The same arguments
as in the proof of Theorem 4 can be used to show that the
limit points of (16) are, with probability one, a subset of the
limit points of the ODE #̇ = G(# ). Using our above obser-
vations on G, it is easy to show that (# $#")2 is a Lyapunov
function of the above ODE, and that # thus #%#".
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ABSTRACT

Recent work on BitTorrent swarms has demonstrated that
a bandwidth bottleneck at the seed can lead to the under-
utilization of the aggregate swarm capacity. Bandwidth un-
derutilization also occurs naturally in mobile peer-to-peer
swarms, as a mobile peer may not always be within the
range of peers storing the content it desires. We argue
in this paper that, in both cases, idle bandwidth can be
exploited to allow content sharing across multiple swarms,
thereby forming a universal swarm system. We propose a
model for universal swarms that applies to a variety of peer-
to-peer environments, both mobile and online. Through a
fluid limit analysis, we demonstrate that universal swarms
have significantly improved stability properties compared to
individually autonomous swarms. In addition, by studying
a swarm’s stationary behavior, we identify content replica-
tion ratios across di!erent swarms that minimize the average
sojourn time in the system. We then propose a content ex-
change scheme between peers that leads to these optimal
replication ratios, and study its convergence numerically.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

C.2.1 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network
Architecture and Design–distributed networks, store and for-
ward networks; C.4 [Performance of Systems]: Perfor-
mance Attributes

General Terms

Theory, Algorithms

Keywords

Universal swarms, content distribution, peer-to-peer net-
works

1. INTRODUCTION
Peer-to-peer systems have been tremendously successful

in enabling sharing of large files in a massive scale. This
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success has motivated several approaches of modeling Bit-
Torrent swarms [6, 11, 12, 13]. Such models have illuminated
important aspects of swarm behavior, including determining
conditions for swarm stability and minimizing the system’s
average sojourn time. The study of swarm stability amounts
to identifying conditions under which the swarm population
remains finite as time progresses, while the sojourn time
captures the time required until peers retrieve the file they
request and leave the swarm.

Our aim in this work is to provide answers for similar
questions in the context of universal swarms [15]. Rather
than considering swarms as individual autonomous systems,
we study scenarios in which peers from di!erent swarms are
permitted to exchange file pieces (chunks) with each other.
Such inter-swarm exchanges make sense when bottlenecks in
a single swarm lead to bandwidth under-utilization.

One application in which such bandwidth bottlenecks nat-
urally arise is the peer-to-peer distribution of content over
mobile opportunistic networks. Mobile peers wishing to re-
trieve a file can do so by downloading chunks from other
peers they encounter opportunistically. These mobile con-
tent distribution systems have received considerable atten-
tion recently [1, 2, 4, 7, 8, 9, 14], as they alleviate the load
on the wireless infrastructure by harnessing the bandwidth
available during local interactions among mobile peers.

Bottlenecks in such peer-to-peer systems are a result of the
opportunistic nature of the communication between peers:
two peers meeting may not necessarily belong to the same
swarm and may not be interested in the same content. Nev-
ertheless, during encounters with peers from other swarms,
a peer may use its idle bandwidth to obtain pieces of files
in other swarms. Such exchanges can aid the propagation
of under-replicated pieces that are otherwise hard to locate.
If designed properly, such inter-swarm exchanges have the
potential to improve the overall performance in terms of so-
journ times and system stability.

Bottlenecks can also lead to bandwidth underutilization in
online swarms. An example can be found in the recent work
of Hajek and Zhu [6]. The authors considered the stability
of a single BitTorrent swarm comprising a single seed and a
steady stream of arriving peers (leechers). The peers share
pieces they have retrieved while they are in the system but
immediately depart once they download all pieces of a file.
Hajek and Zhu observed that if the arrival rate of peers
exceeds the upload capacity of the seed, the system becomes
unstable in a very specific way: almost all peers arriving in
the swarm very quickly obtain every missing piece except
for one. The seed is unable to serve these peers with the



missing piece fast enough and, as a result, the size of this
set of peers—termed the “one-club” [6]—grows to infinity.

When this so-called“missing piece syndrome”occurs, peers
waiting for the missing piece are e!ectively idle, and their
available upload bandwidth is essentially under-utilized. In
this work we argue that, provided that peers have excess
storage, this idle bandwidth capacity can be exploited in the
presence of other swarms to store and to exchange pieces of
other files. Such inter-swarm exchanges have the potential
of improving the overall stability of the universal swarm sys-
tem, as the peers in the “one-club” may be able to retrieve
their missing piece from collaborating peers in other swarms.
Most importantly, such transactions can be restricted to take
place only when the intra-swarm bottleneck has rendered
the peers idle, so inter-swarm exchanges do not hinder the
delivery of the file in any way.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We propose a novel mathematical model for inter-swarm
data exchange. Our model is simple but versatile enough
to capture several di!erent peer-to-peer file-sharing en-
vironments, both mobile and online.

• Using the above model, we analyze the stability of
a universal swarm in which peers can retrieve items
they miss from other swarms, but otherwise keep their
caches static.

• Studying the stationary points of the data exchange
process, we characterize the optimal replication ratios
of pieces across swarms that minimize the system’s av-
erage sojourn times.

• We propose BARON, a scheme for guiding data ex-
changes to yield optimal replication ratios, and study
its convergence to these ratios numerically.

To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first sys-
tematic study of file sharing in a universal swarm system.
Our results suggest that universal swarms can indeed achieve
considerable performance improvements over independent
autonomous swarm systems.

In particular, we establish the following surprising result:
in a universal swarm where inter-swarm piece exchanges take
place, only one swarm can become unstable. This is an
interesting finding, especially when viewed in the context of
the work of Hajek and Zhu [6]. An intuitive explanation of
this phenomenon is this: a swarm growing to infinity attains
an ever-growing capacity, which can be used to serve the
missing pieces of other swarms. This service suppresses the
growth of other swarms and, as a result, no two “one-clubs”
can exist simultaneously.

Furthermore, our proposed scheme for guiding content ex-
changes can be used to enlarge the stability region for a uni-
versal swarm. Our design raises interesting open questions,
such as the construction of schemes that work, e.g., in fully
distributed or non-cooperative environments. Though our
model is simple, and our analysis is a first attempt at analyz-
ing universal swarm behavior, we believe that these results
are very promising. They indicate that universal swarms
have very appealing stability properties, and certainly merit
further investigation.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. We
begin with an overview of related work in Section 2 and
introduce our mathematical model for universal swarms in

Section 3. We present our main results on convergence, sta-
bility, and optimality in Section 4, and provide their proofs
in Section 5. We further propose BARON, a scheme to guide
the system to the optimal stationary state, and evaluate it
numerically in Section 6. We conclude by presenting future
directions in Section 7.

2. RELATED WORK
Qiu and Srikant [13] were the first to introduce a fluid

model for BitTorrent. Using an ordinary di!erential equa-
tion (ODE) to capture peer dynamics, they study sojourn
times at the fixed points of this ODE, as well as the impact
of incentive schemes. Our work is most similar to Massoulié
and Vojnovic [12] who, contrary to [13], study directly the
dynamics of the stochastic system determined by piece ex-
changes between peers. As in the present work, no seed ex-
ists: peers arrive already storing several pieces of a file, and
exchange pieces by contacting uniformly at random other
peers in the swarm. The authors identify conditions for sys-
tem stability and determine the sojourn time at equilibrium.
Massoulié and Twigg [11] study similar issues in the context
of P2P streaming, which di!ers by requiring that pieces are
retrieved in a certain order. Our work generalizes [12] by al-
lowing piece exchanges across swarms and, as [11, 12], stud-
ies a fluid limit of the resulting system.

Recent work by Hajek and Zhu [6] identifies the “missing
piece syndrome” described in the introduction. Their model
di!ers from [12] in assuming that a single, non-transient
seed exists while all other peers arrive with no pieces. The
bandwidth bottleneck due to the missing piece syndrome
partially motivates our study of universal swarms. We will
further elaborate on the relationship of our work to [6] in
our concluding remarks.

In the context of mobile peer-to-peer systems, BARON,
our scheme for guiding content exchanges, is related to a se-
ries of recent papers on optimizing mobile content delivery.
In general, the goal of these works is to ensure fast delivery
of content to mobile users through opportunistic exchanges
while using as few bandwidth and storage resources as pos-
sible. Schemes studied involve selecting which content to
transmit during contacts [1, 2, 7], which information to cache
in local memory [9, 14], or where to inject new content [8].
Our work di!ers both in considering an open system, where
mobile users depart once obtaining the content they want,
as well as in capturing several di!erent (e.g., contact or in-
terference constrained) communication scenarios.

3. SYSTEM MODEL

3.1 Overview
The system that we model is a universal swarm, consisting

of several peers wishing to retrieve di!erent content items.
Peers share content they store with other peers while they
are in the system; once a peer retrieves the content item
that it is interested in, it exits the system.

Our model describes both mobile and online peer-to-peer
swarms. In both cases, we assume that downloads take place
as in [12]: each peer is idle for an exponentially distributed
time and then contacts a peer selected uniformly at random
from the peers present in the system. During such contacts,
peers may choose to exchange content items they store and
all transfers are instantaneous.



In the wireless mobile case, the above contact process aims
to model mobility. That is, two mobile peers come into
contact whenever they are within each other’s transmission
range. In an online peer-to-peer network, the contact pro-
cess captures random sampling. In particular, peers sample
the system population uniformly at random to find the items
they want. No “universal tracker” exists, and peers do not
know which peers in other swarms may be storing the items
they request, hence the need for random sampling.

We make the following assumptions. First, every peer
entering the system is only interested in downloading a sin-
gle content item; once retrieving this single item, the peer
immediately exits the system. Second, whenever a peer con-
tacts another peer that stores its requested item, it is able
to retrieve the entire item immediately. Third, as in [12],
peers arrive with non-empty caches, and begin to share im-
mediately when they enter the system.

The above assumptions are obviously simplifications of
real-life peer-to-peer system behavior. On one hand, if our
items correspond to the granularity of files, a peer would not
be able to download an entire file within one downloading
session with another peer. If, on the other hand, items cor-
respond to the granularity of chunks, peers would need to
retrieve several items before exiting the system. Neverthe-
less, in spite of these simplifications, our analysis provides
interesting insights in universal swarm behavior, especially
in light of the “missing piece syndrome” observed by Hajek
and Zhu [6]. We will revisit this issue in Section 7.

3.2 Peer Swarms and Classes
We consider a universal swarm in which content items

belonging to a set K, where |K| = K, are shared among
transient peers. Each peer arrives with a request i ! K and
a cache of items f " K, where C = |f | is the capacity of the
cache. We denote by F = {f " K : |f | = C} the set of all
possible contents of a peer’s cache.

A peer swarm consists of all peers interested in retrieving
the same item i ! K. We partition the peers in the system
into classes according to both (a) the item they request and
(b) the content in their cache. That is, each pair (i, f) !
C = K# F defines a distinct peer class.

We denote by Ni,f (t) the number of peers requesting i
and storing f at time t. We use the notation

N(t) = [Ni,f (t)](i,f)!C

for the vector representing the system state, i.e., the number
of peers in each class. We also denote by

N(t) =
!

(i,f)!C

Ni,f (t) = 1T ·N(t)

the total number of peers in the system at time t.

3.3 Peer Arrival Process
Peers requesting item i ! K and storing f ! F arrive

according to a Poisson process with rate !i,f , and that ar-
rivals across di!erent classes are independent. By definition,
!i,f = 0 if i ! f . We denote by ! =

"

(i,f)!C
!i,f the ag-

gregate arrival rate of peers in the system. We also define

!i,· =
!

f!F

!i,f , !·,i =
!

j!K

f:i!f

!j,f , i ! K (1)

as the aggregate arrival rates of peers requesting and caching
item i, respectively.

For some of our results, we require that ! tends to infin-
ity; when doing so, we assume that the arrival rate corre-
sponding to each class increases proportionally to !, i.e., the
normalized arrival rate

!̂i,f = !i,f/! (2)

is constant w.r.t. !.

3.4 Contact Process
Opportunities to exchange items among peers occur when

two peers come into contact. As mentioned in Section 3.1,
contacts model di!erent processes in a mobile network and
an online peer-to-peer network. In the mobile case, a con-
tact indicates that two mobile peers are within each other’s
transmission range. In the online case, contacts capture ran-
dom peer sampling in the universal swarm.

Formally, if N(t) is the total number of peers in the system
at time t, then a given peer a present in the system contacts
other peers according to a non-homogeneous Poisson process
with rate

µ · (N(t))1"!, " ! [0, 2].

The peer with which peer a comes into contact is selected
uniformly at random from the N(t) peers currently present
in the system. Moreover, the above contact processes are
independent across peers.

The parameter " is used to capture di!erent communica-
tion scenarios that may arise in a mobile or online network.
We classify these below into contact-constrained, constant-
bandwidth, and interference-constrained scenarios.

Contact-constrained communication. When 0 $ " <
1, the contact rate of a peer is growing proportionally to the
total peer population. This would be the case in a sparse,
opportunistic or DTN-like wireless mobile network, where
peers are within each other’s transmission range very infre-
quently. In such cases, the bottleneck in data exchanges is
determined by how often peers meet. Adding more peers
in such an environment can increase the opportunities for
contacts between peers. This is reflected in the increase of
a peer’s contact rate as the population size grows.

Constant-bandwidth communication. When " = 1
the contact rate of a peer does not depend on the popula-
tion size. This reflects constant-bandwidth scenarios, where
the system population has no e!ect on the bandwidth capa-
bilities of a peer, and is thus a natural model of an online
peer-to-peer network.

Interference-constrained communication. When
" ! (1, 2], the contact rate of a peer decreases as the to-
tal peer population grows. This captures a dense wireless
network in which peers share a wireless medium to commu-
nicate. As the number of peers increases, the wireless inter-
ference can become severe, degrading the network through-
put. This is reflected in our model by a decrease in successful
contact events and, thus, in a peer’s contact rate.

If " > 2, the aggregate contact rate over all peers in the
system decreases as the total peer population grows. As-
suming constant arrival rates, such a system will be trivially
unstable; as such, we do not consider this case.

For simplicity of notation, we allow self-contacts. Con-
tacts are not symmetric; when Alice contacts Bob, Bob does



not contact Alice, and vice versa. This, however, is not re-
strictive: symmetric contacts can be easily represented by
appropriately defining symmetric interactions between two
peers (c.f. the conversion probabilities appearing below).

Under the above assumptions, when the system state is
N, the aggregate rate with which users from class A contact
users from class A! is

µA,A!(N)=µNANA!/N! , A,A! ! C. (3)

We call µA,A! as the inter-contact rate between A and A!.

3.5 Content Exchanges During Contacts
When a peer in class A ! C = K"F contacts another peer

in class B ! C, the two peers may exchange items stored in
their respective caches. Such exchanges can lead to, e.g.,
(a) the departure of a peer, because it obtains the item it
requests, or (b) the change of its cache contents, as new
items replace old items in the peer’s cache.

In particular, given that the current state of the system is
N(t), when a peer of class A ! C contacts another peer in
A! ! C, the peer in A is converted to a peer in B ! C# {!}
and the peer in A! is converted to a peer in B! ! C # {!}
with the following probability

!A,A!"B,B!(N(t)),

independently of any other event in the history of the process
N(t) so far. In the above, we use the notation ! to indicate
that a peer exits the system. We call the above ! func-
tions the conversion probabilities of the system. Conversion
probabilities depend on the global state N(t) at the time of
contact. We make the following technical assumption:

Assumption 1. For every s > 0, and for every A,A! ! C

and B,B! ! C # {!}, !A,A!"B,B!(N) = !A,A!"B,B!(sN).

In other words, the conversion probabilities are invariant to
rescaling : if all peer classes are increased by the same factor,
the conversion probabilities will remain unaltered. Let

!AA!,A!!"B!,B!! = B!=A + B!!=A $ A!=A $ A!!=A, (4)

be an indicator function capturing how a conversionA!,A!!%
B!, B!! a"ects the population of class A. For example, (4)
states that conversions can increase NA by at most 2, when
both classes A!, A!! are converted to A.

We require that conversions follow what we call the “grab-
and-go” principle: whenever two peers come into contact, if
the first stores the second peer’s requested item, the latter
will retrieve it and exit the system. In other words, con-
tent exchanges that lead to departures are always enforced.
Formally, the “grab-and-go” principle can be defined as:

!

B!#C${!} !(i,f),(i!,f !)"!,B! (N) = 1 if i ! f !, and
!

B#C${!} !(i,f),(i!,f !)"B,!(N) = 1 if i! ! f.
(5)

The simplest interaction that satisfies the “grab-and-go”
principle is the static-cache policy: peers never alter the
contents of their caches for as long as they are in the sys-
tem, other than as dictated by the “grab-and-go” principle.
Formally, the static-cache policy can be stated as:

!(i,f),(i!,f !)"B,B! (N) = 1, where

B =

"

!, if i ! f !

(i, f) o.w.,
and B! =

"

!, if i! ! f

(i!, f !), o.w.

(6)

Table 1: Summary of Notation
K Set of items
C Cache capacity
F Set of possible cache contents

(i, f) Class of users requesting i ! K and storing
f ! F

C The set of classes K" F

Ni,f (t) The number of users in class (i, f)
N(t) The system state
N(t) Number of peers in the system
!i,f Arrival rate of peers in class (i, f)
! Aggregate arrival rate

!̂i,f Normalized arrival rate for class (i, f)
" Decay exponent of the contact rate
µ Contact rate constant

!A,A!"B,B! Conversion probabilities
#AA!,A!!"B!,B!! E"ect of conversionA!, A!!

# B!, B!! on class A
$A!,A!!"B!,B!! Limit points of the conversion probabilities

ni,f (t) Fluid trajectory of class (i, f)
n(t) Fluid trajectories of the system state
n(t) Sum of fluid trajectories

ni,·, n·,i Demand and supply for i ! K

n%
i,·, n

%
·,i Optimal demand and supply for i ! K

Of course, there are many other conversion probabilities
that satisfy the “grab-and-go” principle. In particular, (5)
tells us nothing about how peers interact with each other
when neither of them stores the other’s requested item.
Rather than leaving caches static, as in (6), such events can
be exploited to change the number of replicas in the sys-
tem, e.g., to reach some global optimization objective, like
increasing system stability or reducing the system sojourn
times. We do precisely this in Section 6: we design inter-
actions between peers (i.e., determine the conversion prob-
abilities) in a way that such a global optimization objective
is met.

4. MAIN RESULTS
Having described our system model, we now present our

main results. To begin with, we establish that, for arbitrary
conversion probabilities the dynamics of our system can ar-
bitrarily well approximated by a fluid limit (Section 4.1). We
then describe the stability region of the static-cache policy
(Section 4.2). Finally, we establish conditions under which
interactions that follow the“grab-and-go”principle minimize
sojourn times (Section 4.3).

4.1 Convergence to a Fluid Limit
Our first main result states that the evolution of the uni-

versal swarm through time can be approximated arbitrar-
ily well by the solution of an ordinary di"erential equation
(ODE). This result is very general: we prove convergence
to such a fluid limit for all " ! [0, 2) and all conversion
probabilities satisfying Assumption 1.

We begin by formally defining the notion of a fluid limit
of the universal swarm. We say that the vector

n(t) = [nA(t)]A#C

is a fluid trajectory of the system if, for every class A ! C,
the functions nA : R+ % R+ satisfy the following ODEs:

ṅA(t)= #̂A+
#

A!,A!!"C

B!,B!!"C#{!}

!AA!,A!!"B!,B!!µA!,A!! (n(t))$A!,A!!"B!,B!!(n(t)), (7)
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Figure 1: Comparing the rescaled trajectory of the
original system to the fluid trajectory using the
static-cache policy. We simulated a system where
K = {1, 2, 3}, C = 1, and ! = 0, for "k = 1 and "k = 100
respectively. The rescaled trajectory clearly con-
verges to the fluid trajectory as "k increases.

where "̂A, µA!,A!! , and #AA!,A!!!B!,B!! are given by (2), (3),

and (4) respectively, and $A!,A!!!B!,B!! : R|C|
+ ! [0, 1] are any

functions that satisfy the following property:

$·!·(n) " [lim inf
n
!!n

!·!·(n
"), lim sup

n
!!n

!·!·(n
")].

The $ functions are unique and coincide with the conver-
sion probabilities if and only if the latter are continuous. In
this case, the ODEs (7) also have a unique solution. For

any n# " R
|C|
+ , let S(n#) be the set of all fluid trajectories of

the system with initial condition n(0) = n#. The following
theorem establishes two facts. First, S(n#) is non-empty—
i.e., fluid trajectories exist for all initial conditions. Second,
under appropriate rescaling, a trajectory of the universal
swarm {N(t), t " R+}, can be arbitrarily well approximated
by a fluid trajectory.

Theorem 1. Let % # 1/(2$ !). Consider a sequence of
positive numbers {"k}k$N such that limk!% "k = +%, and
a sequence of initial conditions Nk(0) = [Nk

A(0)]A$C s.t. the
limit limk!% "k

&!Nk(0) = n# exists. Consider the rescaled
process

nk(t) = "&!
k Nk("!&1

k t), t " R+. (8)

Then for all T > 0 and all & > 0,

lim
k!%

P
!

inf
n$S(n")

sup
t$[0,T ]

|nk(t)$ n(t)| & &
"

= 0,

i.e., nk converges to a fluid trajectory in probability.

The above convergence in probability is illustrated in Fig-
ure 1: the rescaled process nk(t) = 1Tnk(t) converges to the
fluid trajectory as we increase the scaling factor "k from 1
to 100. The proof of this theorem can be found in our tech-
nical report [16] and follows closely the argument in [10], so
we omit it for reasons of brevity.

Given a fluid trajectory {n(t)}t$R+
, we denote by

ni,·(t) =
#

f ni,f (t), n·,i(t) =
#

j,f :i$f nj,f (t), i " K (9)

the (rescaled) population of peers requesting and caching
item i, respectively. We call ni,., n.,i the demand and the
supply of item i, respectively.

4.2 Stability of the Static-Cache Policy
Armed with the above system characterization through

its fluid trajectories, we turn our attention to the issue of
system stability. Intuitively, we wish to understand what is
the stability region of our system: what conditions should
the arrival rates "i,f , (i, f) " C, satisfy, so that the total
number of peers in the system remains bounded?

Surprisingly, a universal swarm evolving under the static-
cache policy, arguably the simplest policy satisfying the
“grab-and-go”principle, has a very wide stability region. We
demonstrate this below by studying (a) the stability of the
fluid trajectories of the static-cache policy and (b) the er-
godicity of the original stochastic system.

We begin by stating our main result regarding fluid tra-
jectories. We say that the system of ODEs (7) is stable if
the fluid trajectories {n(t)}t'0 remain bounded for all t & 0
irrespectively of the initial conditions n(0). In other words,
irrespectively of how many peers are originally in the system,
the population never blows up to infinity. Denote by

"i,j =
#

f :j$f "i,f , i, j " K, (10)

the aggregate arrival rate of peers requesting item i and
caching item j.

A su"cient condition for stability of the static-cache pol-
icy is stated in the following theorem, whose proof can be
found in Section 5.1.

Theorem 2. Assume that all rates "i,j are positive and
#

j:j (=i "j,i/"i,j > 1, 'i " K. (11)

Then, for all ! " [0, 2), the system of ODEs (7) under the
static-cache policy is stable.

There are several important conclusions to be drawn from
Theorem 2. To begin with, the stability region remains the
same for all values of ! " [0, 2): this is quite surprising, as it
implies that (7) applies to all the di#erent contact regimes
we reviewed in Section 3.4 (contact-constrained, constant-
bandwidth, and interference-constrained communications).

In addition, recall that "i,· and "·,i, given by (1), are the
aggregate arrival rates of peers requesting and caching item
i, respectively. Inequality (11) implies that the system can
be stable even if "i,· > "·,i for some i, i.e., peers requesting
i arrive at a higher rate than peers storing i. In particu-
lar as long as for every i there exists an item j such that
"j,i > "i,j , then (11) are satisfied, and the system is sta-
ble. Intuitively, if such a j exists, the size of its swarm will
grow large enough to provide the upload capacity necessary
to serve peers requesting item i.

The above theorem has a direct equivalent w.r.t. the stochas-
tic process {N(t)}t$R+

:

Theorem 3. Assume that all rates "i,j are positive and
that (11) holds. Then, for all ! " [0, 2), the stochastic pro-
cess {N(t)}t$R+

under the static-cache policy is ergodic.

We provide a proof of this theorem in Section 5.2.
A very interesting aspect of static-cache stability is in

the manner in which the universal swarm becomes unsta-
ble when (11) is violated. In particular, recall by (9) that
ni,·(t) is the demand for item i, i.e., the size of the swarm
of peers requesting item i (in the fluid limit). The following
theorem then holds:



Theorem 4. Assume that all rates !i,j are positive, and
" ! [0, 2). Then there exists at most one item i ! K for
which

!

j:j !=i !j,i/!i,j < 1. (12)

Moreover, if such an item i exists, there exist initial condi-
tions n(0) such that

lim
t"#

ni,·(t) = ", and lim sup
t"#

nj,·(t)n
1$!
i,· (t) < ", #j $= i.

In other words, for " ! [0, 1], only one swarm can become
unstable. There can be only one item that satisfies (12), and
although the swarm of peers requesting this item grows to
infinity, the product nj,·n

1$!
i,· remains bounded. As a result,

for " ! [0, 1], no other swarm than the one satisfying (12)
can become unstable. This property is very appealing, as it
suggests that even if the arrival rates are outside the stability
region, the stability of all but one swarm remains una!ected.
Note that, when " > 1, i.e., in the interference-constrained
case, the product nj,·n

1$!
i,· is also bounded; however, this

does not imply that other swarms do not grow. Nevertheless,
these swarms grow at a slower rate than ni,·.

This stability property arises precisely because the uni-
versal swarm utilizes available bandwidth for inter-swarm
communication. Intuitively, a swarm that becomes unstable
has unbounded uploading capacity. As a result, as long as
all arrival rates are positive, a fraction of this unbounded
capacity can be used serve to other swarms at a very high
rate; when " ! [0, 1], this rate is in fact high enough to
suppress the growth of any other swarm.

4.3 Optimality Under the “Grab-and-Go”
Principle

Despite the interesting stability properties of the static-
cache policy, it is still tempting to see whether we can design
more sophisticated policies that achieve a wider stability re-
gion. Preferably, given that the system is stable we would
like a design that minimizes average sojourn time. In this
section, we characterize the minimum sojourn time achiev-
able by any system satisfying the “grab-and-go” principle.
We will use this to propose a content exchange policy that
minimizes the average sojourn time in Section 6.

By Little’s Theorem, minimizing the average sojourn time
is equivalent to minimizing N(t), the total number of peers
in the system. We approach this problem by studying the
stationary points of the fluid trajectories. This is a heuris-
tic: by studying the stationary points of (7), we implicitly
assume that the Markov process {N(t)}t%R+

exhibits some
form of concentration around these stationary points. Nev-
ertheless, we believe that there is important intuition to be
gained through our approach; we demonstrate that this is
indeed the case through our numerical study of a sojourn
minimizing system in Section 6.2.

Recall by (9) that ni,. and n.,i are the demand and sup-
ply of item i, respectively. The “grab-and-go” principle (5)
implies that the fluid trajectories given by (7) satisfy the
following set of equations:

ṅi,·(t) = !̂i,· % 2µ · (n(t))$!ni,·(t)n·,i(t). i ! K (13)

The above equations state that the swarm of peers request-
ing i grows with new peer arrivals and decreases at encoun-
ters between peers in the swarm and peers that cache i.
However, they do not specify what type of conversions take

place during other types of encounters between peers. Nev-
ertheless, a stationary point n ! R

|C| of (13) must satisfy:

ni,·n·,i % !̂i,·(2µ)
$1(n)! = 0, #i ! K.

Since peers cache at most C items, the number of cached
items must be no more than the total cache capacity, i.e.,

!

i%K
n·,i & Cn = C

!

i%K
ni,·

We now pose the following problem: among all stationary
points of content exchange policies that satisfy the “grab-
and-go” principle, which stationary point has the minimum
aggregate peer population? More formally, we wish to solve:

Minimize
!

i%K
ni,· (14a)

subj. to: ni,·n·,i %
"̂i,·

2µ (
!

i%K
ni,·)

! = 0, #i ! K (14b)
!

i%K
n·,i & C

!

i%K
ni,· (14c)

ni,· ' 0, #i ! K. (14d)

When " ! [0, 1], the above problem is convex [3] and its
solution is given by the following theorem:

Theorem 5. For " ! [0, 1] and #i = !̂i,·(2µC)$1 the
unique optimal solution to (14) is

n&
i,· =

(
#i(

!

j:j%K

(
#j)!/(2$!) (15a)

n&
·,i = C

(
#i(

!

j:j%K

(
#j)!/(2$!), #i ! K, (15b)

The proof of Theorem 5 can be found in Section 5.4. Note
that the theorem does not hold for " ! (1, 2], as (14) is
not convex for these values of ". Moreover, (15) describes
the optimal steady state demand and supply but not the
size of each individual class. By (15), the optimal supply
is proportional to the square-root of the aggregate arrival
rates of peers requesting this item. This was also observed
in the closed caching system described in [5]; our result can
thus be seen as an extension of [5] for an open system with
peer arrivals and departures. Finally, by (15)

n&
i,· = Cn&

·,i (16)

i.e., the demand is C times the supply. In Section 6, we use
this to propose a sojourn-minimizing item-exchange policy.

5. ANALYSIS

5.1 Proof of Theorem 2
Using (6), the ODE (7) for the fluid trajectories under the

static cache policy assumes the following simple form.

ṅi,f (t)= !̂i,f%2µn(t)$!ni,f (t)n·,i(t), i ! K, f ! F, (17)

where n·,i(t) =
!

j,f :i%f nj,f (t). The above di!erential equa-

tion has an explicit solution in terms of gi(t) := 2µn·,i(t)n(t)
$!,

given by nif (t) =
"

nif (0)+
# t

0
!̂ife

! s
0

gi(u)duds
$

e$
! t
0
gi(u)du.

Consider now the ratio nif (t)/nif !(t) for two distinct indices
f , f '. In the view of the previous formula, it reads

nif (t)
nif !(t)

=
nif (0) +

# t
0
!̂if exp

%# s
0
gi(u)du

&

ds

nif !(0) +
# t

0
!̂if ! exp

%# s

0
gi(u)du

&

ds
.

Since the function gi is non-negative, the argument in the in-
tegrals is lower-bounded by a positive constant. As a result,

it follows by L’Hospital’s rule that
nif (t)

nif! (t)
=

"̂if

"̂if!
+ O(1/t).



This implies that for large t, the individual variables nij(t)
are related by proportionality constraints, and as a result
we can focus on tracking a smaller set of variables. Namely,
we introduce the variables ui(t) := ni·(t)

!̂i·
· Each individual

variable nif (t) verifies nif (t) = !̂ifui(t) +O(1/t), then

u̇i(t) = 1! ui(t)n·i(t)n(t)
!"

= 1! ui(t)
!

!
j !=i !̂jiuj(t)

[
!

j !̂j·uj(t)]
! +O(1/t)

"

,

where !̂ij as in (10) and !̂i· as in (1). Hence, for large enough
T the evolution of ui within a finite interval [T, T + t] can
be arbitrarily well approximated by the ODE:

u̇i = 1! ui
#

j "=i !̂jiuj

$
#

j !̂j·uj

%!"· (18)

We therefore focus on (18)—keeping in mind that our anal-
ysis below holds for large enough T . We will show that if
(11) is satisfied for every i " K, then supi ui(t) is bounded
for all t. In particular, the following lemma holds:

Lemma 1. For M>0 large enough, there exist ">0 and
#>0 s.t. if supi ui(0)=M , then sup ui(M")#M(1! #).

Proof. To show this, for a given M , fix a " > 0. If
supi ui("M) < M(1 ! "), then the lemma obviously holds
for # = ". Suppose thus that there exists an i such that
ui("M) $ M(1!"). By (18), for t " [0, "M ] we have ui(t) #
ui(0)+ t # M + "M and ui(t) $ ui("M)+ t! "M $ M(1!
") ! "M . Hence ui(t) " [M(1 ! 2"),M(1 + ")]. This in
turn implies that, for t " [0, "M ], n(t) = !(M)(1 + O(")),
where the constants involved depend on !̂i but not on t. As
a result, for j %= i, and t " [0, "M ], we have

u̇j(t) = 1! uj!(M1!")(1 + #1(")),

where #1(") = 1 ! 1+O(#)
(1+O(#))!

= O("). Thus for t " [0, "#M ],

where "# < ", we have

uj(t) = [uj(0) +

& t

0

es!(M1"!)(1+$1(#))ds]e!t!(M1"!)(1+$1(#))

= uj(0)e
!t!(M1"!)(1+$1(#)) +

1! e!t!(M1"!)(1+$1(#))

!(M1!")(1 + #1("))
.

Fix a 0 < "# < ", then

uj("
#M) =O(Me!!(##M2"!)(1+$1(#)))+

1!e!!(##M2"! )(1+$1(#))

!(M1!")(1+#1("))

=!(M!(1!"))(1 + #2(M, ", "#)),

where #2 = O(#1(")+M2!"e!!(##M2"! )(1+$1(#))). From this
and (18) we get that for t " ["#M, "M ]

u̇j(t) = 1! uj !̂i,j!̂
!"
i,· M

1!"(1 + #3(M, ", "#)),

where #3 = O("+O(M"!2)+O(M"!2#2) = O(")+O(M"!2)+

O(e!!(##M2"! )(1+$1(#))). From this refined bound on the
ODE, we can repeat the steps above to get that for t "
["##M, "M ], where "# # "## < ", we have

uj(t) = !̂"
i,·!̂

!1
i,j M

"!1(1 + #4(M, ", "#, "##)),

where #4 = O(#3) +O(M2!"e!!(###M2"! )). As a result, for
t " ["##M, "M ],

u̇i(t) = 1! ui

#

k "=i !̂kiuk

n"

= 1! ui(t)

#

k "=i !̂k,i
!̂!
i·

!̂ik
[M"!1(1 + #4)]

[!̂i·M(1 +O(M2!")(1 + #4)]"

= 1! ui

'

k "=i

!̂k,i

!̂i,k

[M(1 + #5(M, ", "#, "##))]!1,

for #5 = O(#4)+O(M2!"). Let $i =
#

k "=i
!̂ki

!̂ik
> 1, by (11).

Then

ui("M) = ui("
##M)e!%i(1+$5)(#!###) +M

1! e!%i(1+$5)(#!###)

$i(1 + #5)
.

By a Taylor expansion, ui("M) becomes

ui("
##M)[1!$i(1+#5)("!"##)+O("2)]+M [("!"##)+O("2)

#M [1 + "## + (" ! "##)[1! $i(1 + #5)] +O("2)]

as ui("
##M) # M(1 + "##) by (18). Assume now that M is

large, and set " = !(M ("!2)/2) and "#, "## to be proportional
to ", such that "# < "## < " and "## + (" ! "##)[1 ! $i] < 0.
It then follows that #5 = O("). Hence for large enough M
(and small enough ") ui("M) = M [1+"##+("!"##)[1!$i]+
O("2)] < 0 and the lemma follows.
Hence, outside a bounded set, supi ui has to decrease (i.e.,
is a Lyapunov function), and the theorem follows.

5.2 Proof of Theorem 3
We now establish that under condition (11), the original

Markov process N(t) is ergodic. To this end, we shall rely
on the fluid limit approach. That is to say, we shall identify
a Lyapunov function F , and establish that, for initial condi-
tion N(0) such that F (N(0)) = M , then , for large enough
M , it holds that

EF (N("M)) # (1! #)M, (19)

for suitable positive constants ", # > 0. Unsurprisingly, the
line of argument parallels that of Theorem 2’s proof, with
some additional elements introduced to take care of the ran-
dom fluctuations in the process.

The Lyapunov function to be considered is

F (N) := supi"=j Nij/!ij .

Define the event "ij = {Nij(M") $ !ijM(1! ")}. We first
establish the following intermediate result.

Lemma 2. On the event "ij , for some positive constants
$, c > 0, for all k %= i, with probability 1! e!!(M) one has

Nij(t) " [!ijM(1! c"),!ijM(1 + c")], t " [0,M"], (20)

Nik(M") " [$M,!ikM(1 + c")], k %= j. (21)

Proof. Let Eik denote the unit rate Poisson processes
used to generate the arrival times of type (ik)-users in the
system. Consider the event "1 = {|Eik(!ikM")!!ikM"| #
M!ik"/2, k %= i}. Then using Cherno# bounds, it is readily
seen that its probability is at least 1! e!!(M).

To establish (20), it su$ces to note that

Nij(M")! Eij(!ijM") # Nij(t) # Nij(0) + Eij(M"),

and on the event "1 & "ij , the left-hand side is at least
!ijM(1!(5/2)") and the right-hand side is at most !ijM(1+
(3/2)"). (20) thus holds with c = 5/2.



Consider next k != j. We introduce now the notationDi(t)
to represent the number of departures of users requesting
object i in time interval [0, t]. On the event !1, necessar-
ily Di(M!) " rM for some suitable constant r. Indeed,
Di(M!) cannot exceed Ni·(0)+

!

k !=i Eij(M!"ij), which in
turn is no larger than

!

k !=i M"ik(1 + (3/2)!) on !1, given
the initial condition F (N(0)) = M .

Introduce now Dik(t) to represent the number of depar-
tures of type (ik)-users during time interval [0, t]. This pro-
cess is generated as follows: at each jump time T of the
counting process Di(·), conditional on the past of the pro-
cess before time T , a type (ik)-user is chosen to leave the
system with probability Nik(T

")/Ni·(T
"). An explicit con-

struction of this selection mechanism can be made by at-
taching a uniform random variable Un to each jump point
Tn of the process Di in [0,M!], and by letting

Dik(t) =
!

n:Tn#t Un<Nik(T!
n )/Ni·(T

!
n ).

As previously established, on the event !1 # !ij , one has
Ni·(t) $ M# for all t % [0,M!], and Di(M!) " rM . This
entails that, on this event, Dik(M!) "

!rM
n=1 Zn, where

Zn := Un<(X"
!n!1

!=1
Z!)/M! , andX := Nik(0)+Eik("ikM!).

Indeed, type (ik)-departures are more likely if arrivals occur
at the beginning of the interval [0,M!].

This yields a first lower bound:

Nik(M!) $ Y := X &
!rM

n=1 Zn. (22)

To simplify this further, one can note that the resulting ran-
dom variable Y is stochastically reduced if one replaces X in
both this expression and the definition of the random vari-
ables Zn by a lower bound. On the event !1, such a lower
bound consists in M$ with $ = "ik!/2.

We now control the probability that the lower bound Y
in (22) is below a threshold %M for some constant % > 0,
taking X = M$. We have the following representation:
P(Y < %M) = P(

!(""#)M
n=0 Vn " rM), where the random

variables Vn are independent, geometrically distributed with
parameter ($M&n)/(#M). We omit details, but Cherno"’s
bounding technique can be used, by evaluating the Laplace
transform of the random variable

!(""#)M
n=0 Vn, to show that,

for small enough constant % > 0, the probability P(Y <
%M) is at most exp(&#(M)). This concludes the proof of
the Lemma.

We next need the following Corollary.
Corollary: On the event !ij , for any !$ < !, with proba-

bility 1& exp(&#(M)), the following holds for all k != i:

Nk·(M!$) " Bin(O(M), e"!(M2!")) + Poi(#(M$"1)),

where Bin denotes a Binomial random variable, Poi a Pois-
son variable, that are mutually independent.

Proof. On !ij , with probability 1&e"!(M) it holds that
Nij(M!$) $ M(1& (5/2)!). The previous Lemma, suitably
modified, therefore applies, and thus, there must exist a con-
stant !$$ < !$ such that with probability 1 & e"!(M), the
following holds: Nik(t) = !(M), t % [M!$$,M!$]. Consider
now the dynamics of (Nk·). Arrivals occur at a rate "k·, and
departures occur at a time-varying rate Nk·(t)N·k(t)N(t)"$.
The product N·k(t)N(t)"$ is at least !(M1"$) on the inter-
val [!$$M, !$M ] by the previous argument. Thus its state at
time M!$ can be upper-bounded by that of a M/M/'/'

queue, with initial state Nk·(M!$$) at time M!$$, arrival
rate "k· and death rate !(M1"$). Now, with probability
1& e"!(M), it holds that Nk·(M!$$) = O(M), and the result
follows.

We are now ready to conclude the proof of the Theorem.
To this end, we place ourselves on the event !ij , and de-
rive bounds on the trajectories Nij(t) for t in the interval
[M!$,M!], relying on the previous results.

As we have just seen, with probability 1 & e"!(M), the
components Nik(M!$) are of order #(M). Furthermore, fol-
lowing the same lines as in the proof of (21), we can deduce
from the fact that Nij(t) = Nij(0)(1 + O(!)), t % [0,M!]
that

Nik(t) = Nik(M!$)(1 +O(!)), t % [M!$,M!]. (23)

Let us now introduce dedicated unit rate Poisson processes
$k% for each user type (k&), and consider the representation

Nk%(t) = Nk%(M!$) +Ek%("k%(t&M!$))
&$k%(µ

" t

M&"
Nk%(s)N·k(s)N(s)"$ds).

Replacing in the above N·k(s) by an upper bound of order
Nik(M!$)(1 + O(!)), and N(s) by a lower bound of order
Ni·(M!$)(1 + O(!)), we obtain a process N+

k%(t) that is an
upper bound to Nk%(t), and that is an M/M/'/' process
with arrival rate "k% and death rateNik(M!$)Ni·(M!$)"$(1+
O(!)).

Subsequently, we can also derive lower-bounding processes
N"

k%(t) by upper-bounding N·k(s) by

N·k(s) $ Nik(M!$)(1 +O(!)) +
!

m!=i,k N
+
mk(s),

and lower-bounding N(s) by N(M!$)(1 + O(!)) in the ar-
gument of $k%. Note now that the processes N+

k% have
a stationary distribution that is Poisson with parameter
O(M$"1). Thus with high probability, their supremum over
[M!$,M!] is small compared to Ni%, itself of order M . Even-
tually, we obtain that with high probability, Nk%(t) admits
lower bounds N"

k%(t) that are M/M/'/' processes with
arrival rate "k% and death rates again equal to

Nik(M!$)Ni·(M!$)"$(1 +O(!)).

These lower bounds in turn will provide upper bounds on
Nik, by writing

Nik(t) " Nik(M!$) + Eik("ik(t&M!$))
&$ik(

" t

M&"
Nik(s)[

!

% !=i N
"
%i (s)]N(s)"$ds.

(24)
The argument of $ik is lower-bounded by

Nik(M!$)Ni·(M!$)"$(1 +O(!))

# t

M&"

$

% !=i

N"
%i (s)ds.

By the ergodic theorem, applied to the M/M/'/' pro-
cesses N"

%i , this integral reads with high probability with
respect to M :

(t&M!$)
$

% !=i

"%i
Ni·(M!$)$

Ni%(M!$)
(1 +O(!)).

Upon simplification, we have with high probability, replacing
in (24) the Poisson processes Eik and $ik by their expecta-
tion, up to some error vanishing as M increases,

Nik(M!)&Nik(M!$) " M(! & !$) ["ik &&(1 +O(!))( . . .

. . . Nik(M!$)
!

% !=i
'!i

Ni!(M&")

%

.



Let aik(t) = !!1
ik Nik(t). The previous equation reads

aik(M")! aik(M"") " M(" ! "")# · · ·
· · ·#

!

1! aik(M"")
"

! #=i
"!i
"i!

1
ai!(M#!) (1 +O("))

#

.

Now, for the index k for which aik(M"") is largest,the right-
hand side of the above is no larger than

M(" ! "")
$

1! (1 +O("))
%

! #=i

!!i

!i!

&

,

itself strictly smaller than !M# for some positive #, if we
chose " small enough, when condition (11) is in force. This
enables to conclude that, with high probability,

sup
i,j

Nij(M")/!ij = F (N(M")) " (1! #)F (N(0)).

The same bound applies to the expectation of the left-hand
side, using a uniform integrability argument. This estab-
lishes the desired contraction property of the Lyapunov func-
tion F and, hence, the ergodicity of the original Markov
process.

5.3 Proof of Theorem 4
To show that there can be at most one i for which (12)

holds, we observe that if it holds for some i, then for any
other j $= i, we have !̂j,i/!̂i,j < 1. This implies that any
other j satisfies (11), so no j $= i can also satisfy (12).

To prove the remainder of the theorem, we use the nota-
tion z = x ± y to indicate that z % [x ! y, x + y]. Suppose
that $i =

"

k #=i !̂ki/!̂ik < 1 for some i and assume that
ui(0) = M > 0, for some large M . Assume further that for

j $= i, uj(0) = u1!$
i

"̂"
i·

"̂i,j
(1 ± #), for some small # > 0. The

following lemma then holds:

Lemma 3. For all # > 0, there exists M0 > 0 s.t. for all
M > M0 there exists " > 0 such that if ui(0) = M and
u1!$
i (0)uj(0) = (1 ± #)!̂$

i·/!̂i,j , then uj(t)u
1!$
i (t) = (1 ±

#)!̂$
i·/!̂i,j for all t % [0, "].

Proof. Fix some # > 0. The lemma follows by the con-
tinuity of the fluid trajectories if u1!$

i uj is in the interior

of
"̂"
i·

"̂i,j
(1± #). Suppose thus that it is at the boundary. We

consider the upper boundary case, i.e., uju
1!$
i =

"̂"
i·

"̂i,j
(1+ #)

and show that d
dtuju

1!$
i is negative, so that uju

1!$
i is forced

in the interior; the same argument can be used to show that
the derivative is positive when at the lower boundary, so we
omit this case. Indeed

d
dt

u1!$
i uj = (1! %)u̇iu

!$
i uj + u1!$

i u̇j

=(1! %)u!$
i uj(1!ui

"

k #=i !̂kiuk

n$
)+u1!$

i (1!uj

"

k #=j !̂kjuk

n$
).

Note that uj(0) = !(u$!1
i (0)), where the asymptotic nota-

tion is as M & '. Observe that, since !̂i!,j! > 0 for all

i", j" % K, we have that at time t = 0, 0 <
!

k "=i "̂kiuk

n" =

!(uju
!$
i ) = !(u!1

i ), and 0 <
!

k "=j "̂kjuk

n" = u1!$
i

"̂i,j

"̂"
i,·

(1 +

o(1)). We thus have that, at t = 0,

d
dt

u1!$
i uj =

!̂$
i·

!̂i,j

(1 + #)
' 1
uj

!u1!$
i

!̂i,j

!̂$
i,·

(1 + o(1)) +O(u!1
i )

(

=
!̂$
i·

!̂i,j

(1 + #)
' 1
uj

!u1!$
i

!̂i,j

!̂$
i,·

(1 + o(1)))
(

as u!1
i = o(u1!$

i ) for % < 2. On the other hand as uju
1!$
i =

"̂"
i·

"̂i,j
(1 + #) implies that u!1

j = u1!$
i

"̂"
i·

"̂i,j

1
1+% < u1!$

i
"̂"
i·

"̂i,j
, so

for M large enough the above quantity is negative.

Consider now a fluid trajectory in which ui(0) = M and

u1!$
i (0)uj(0) =

"̂"
i·

"̂i,j
(1± #). Then we have that

u̇i = 1! ui

"

k #=i !̂kiuk

n$
= 1! ui

"

k #=i !̂ki
"̂"
i,·

"̂i,k
u$!1
i 1± #

(
"

k !̂k,·uk)$

= 1! ui

"

k #=i
"̂k,i

"̂i,k
!̂$
i·u

$!1
i (1± #)

!̂$
i·u

$
i (1 + o(1))

,

which for large enough M and a small enough # becomes

1 !
"

k #=i
"̂ki

"̂ik
(1 + o(1)) > 0. This, along with Lemma 3

implies we can select an # > 0 such that, for large enough

M , if ui(0) = M and u1!$
i (0)uj(0) =

"̂"
i·

"̂i,j
(1± #), then there

exists a " > 0 s.t. u"
i(0) is positive and bounded away from

zero uniformly in M and u1!$
i (t)uj(t) =

"̂"
i·

"̂i,j
(1± #), for all

t % [0, "]. This in turn implies that the above is true for all
t ( 0, and, in particular, that ui diverges to infinity.

5.4 Proof of Theorem 5
Let us define xi = ni,· and &i = !̂i,·(2µC)!1, i % K.

By (14b), we have

n·,i = C&i(
"

j:j$K
xj)

$/xi. (25)

Using (25), we can rewrite (14) as the following equivalent
convex optimization problem involving only xi:

Minimize
"

i$K
xi

subj. to:
"

i$K
(&ix

!1
i ) " (

"

i$K
xi)

1!$ , i % K (26a)

xi ( 0, i % K. (26b)

We can write its Lagrangian function as

"(x,',w) =
"

i$K
xi + 'h(x) +

"

i$K
wig(xi),

where ' and w = [wi]i$K are Lagrangian multipliers, x =
[xi]i$K, h(x) =

"

i$K
&ix

!1
i ! (

"

i$K
xi)1!$, and g(xi) =

!xi. Hence, any x̃ = {x̃1, ..., x̃K} is optimal if and only if it
satisfies the following KKT conditions [3]:

h(x̃) " 0, g(x̃i) " 0, i % K, (27a)

' ( 0, wi ( 0, i % K, (27b)

'h(x̃) = 0, wig(x̃i) = 0, i % K, (27c)

d"
dxi

(x̃,',w) = 0, i % K. (27d)

We know that xi > 0, )i % K from (26a) and (26b). Thus
condition (27c) requires wi = 0,)i % K and (27d) needs
' $= 0. Then by 'h(x̃) = 0 in (27c) and condition (27d), any
optimal solution x̃ must satisfy the following two equations:

h(x̃) = 0,
d"
dxi

(x̃,', [0]) = 0



Solving these two equations leads to the unique solution

xi =
!
!i(

!

j:j!K

!
!j)

!
2!! , i " K, as shown in (15a), and

the Lagrangian multiplier " = (
!

i!K

!
!i)

2!
2!! (2# #)"1.

By plugging xi into (25), we can derive the value of n#
·,i

as (15b), and (15) is the unique optimal solution of (14).

6. BARON: GUIDING CACHE REPLACE-
MENT VIA VALUATIONS

Our analysis in Section 5.4 has identified the optimal sta-
tionary points that minimize the average sojourn time. How-
ever, we have not described a method for leading the system
to such points. In this section, we present BARON to bridge
this gap. BARON dictates how peers should exchange con-
tent items so that the system converges to the optimal points
defined in Theorem 5. We also demonstrate BARON’s per-
formance using numerical simulations.

BARON is a centralized scheme. In particular, it requires
estimating the demand and supply of each item i " K, cap-
tured by the population of peers requesting and storing i,
respectively. In practice, individual peers may maintain es-
timates of these quantities, e.g., either by gossiping or sam-
pling. However, studying decentralized schemes for estimat-
ing the demand and supply is beyond the scope of this paper.
As a result, we focus on scenarios in which these quantities
are readily monitored through at a centralized tracker.

6.1 Designing BARON
To lead the system to the optimal point, one intuitive

way is to first identify which items are over-replicated and
which are under-replicated. Whenever two peers come into
contact, if one has an over-replicated item i and the other has
an under-replicated item j, then the first peer replaces its
item i with item j. This replacement increases the current
supply n·,i of the under-replicated item.

Valuations in BARON. BARON keeps track of whether
an item is currently over-replicated or under-replicated in
following way. In particular, for each content item i, BARON
maintains a real-valued variable vi. We will call this variable
the valuation of item i.

Our choice of valuation is inspired by (16), which states
that at an optimal point the supply of an item is C times
the demand. Motivated by this, the valuations are given by

vi(t) = Cni,·(t)# n·,i(t), i " K. (28)

A positive valuation vi > 0 indicates that item i is currently
under-replicated. Similarly, a negative valuation vi < 0 in-
dicates that item i is currently over-replicated.

One appealing property of (28) is that it requires prior
knowledge only of the cache capacity C; in particular, it
does not require knowledge of the arrival rates $i,f of each
peer class. Nevertheless, this valuation requires to track the
supply and demand for each item.

Content exchange guided by valuations. BARON
is a centralized design that relies on a central controller to
maintain the valuations (28). In addition, this central con-
troller lists the valuations on a public board, and makes
them available to all peers.

The content exchanges between peers are guided by these
valuations following a negative-positive rule. More specifi-
cally, during a contact event between a peer A with cache

f and a peer B with f $, each peer checks if it has any over-
replicated items. If so, it further checks whether the other
peer has any under-replicated items that it has not already
stored in its cache. If such a pair of items exists, a replace-
ment takes place. In particular, the first peer A replaces the
item with the minimal negative valuation in its cache, i.e.,
peer A removes item i such that

i = argmin{vx|x " f, vx < 0}.

Then, among the under-replicated items in the peer B’s
cache f $ yet not in peer A’s cache f , peer A replicates the
item with the maximal positive valuation, i.e. peer A selects
item j such that

j = argmax{vy |y " f $ \ f, vy > 0}.

After retrieving item j from peer B, peer A replaces i with
j. Hence its cache f changes to (f \ {i})

"

{j}. A similar
procedure follows for peer B.

Clearly, there are other ways to design valuations and the
rules for guiding content exchanges via valuations. In Sec-
tion 6.3, we will examine other options for these two design
components of BARON.

Based on the above definitions, the conversion probabili-
ties of BARON satisfy Assumption 1 because of the positive-
negative rule. As a result, by Theorem 1, we can study the
dynamics of BARON through its fluid trajectory.

6.2 Evaluating BARON
We evaluate BARON’s fluid trajectories using numerical

simulations in MATLAB. Our main observation is that, by
guiding the content exchanges through valuations, BARON
converges to the optimal stationary points defined in (15),
which minimize the average sojourn time.

6.2.1 BARON vs. Static-Cache Policy
We compare BARON to the static-cache policy by the

examining system stability and optimality when using each
design. Then we further use the static-cache policy as an
example to demonstrate that only one swarm becomes un-
stable when instability occurs.

We simulate the following scenario. Assume there are
three items {1, 2, 3} in the system, and peer’s cache size
is one. Hence we have six peer classes, where each class of
peers requesting item i and caching item j ( $= i) has a nor-
malized arrival rate of $̂i,j . Peers requesting one item form
one swarm, leading to three swarms in total. We set the
contact process parameters as # = 0 and µ = 0.002. We
assume initially no peer is in the system.

Stability. We begin with comparing the system stability
under BARON and the static-cache policy. In particular, we
aim to understand under which conditions of arrival rates,
the system stabilizes when using each design. So we leave
$̂23 as a free variable, and fix the relative ratios of the other
five classes as 1

5 ,
1
15 ,

2
15 ,

1
5 ,

2
5 , respectively of (1 # $̂23). To

identify the system stability for a given $̂23 value, we ex-
amine the system’s fluid trajectory over a significantly long
time (t % 105).

Figure 2(a) shows the rescaled peer population when the
system can stabilize as we vary $̂23. We see that when using
the static-cache policy, the system stabilizes only when $̂23 is
above 4

19 . This verifies the conclusion in Theorem 2 since 4
19

is the arrival rate $̂23 that violates condition (11). In con-
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Figure 2: Comparing BARON and
static-cache (SC) policy by varying
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Figure 4: Examining the peer popu-
lation under various design options
in BARON.

trast, when using BARON, the system has a much larger
stability region. More specifically, the system is able to sta-
bilize when !̂23 is larger than 0.1145. This demonstrates
BARON’s e!ectiveness of guiding content exchanges.

Optimality. We further examine the stationary state
that the system converges to when using BARON and the
static-cache policy. As shown in Figure 2(a), the system un-
der the static-cache policy converges to a non-optimal state.
Moreover, the closer !̂23 is to the stability boundary 4

19 , the
more peers in the stationary state. In contrast, BARON
is able to guide the system to the optimal stationary state
if the system stabilizes. This demonstrates that BARON
achieves optimality by the use of valuations.

Single swarm instability. Now we examine how peer
classes evolve in time when instability occurs under the static-
cache policy. Figure 2(b) shows the population of each peer
class along the time when !̂23 = 4

19 , demonstrating the con-
clusion in Theorem 4: only one swarm can become unstable.

Recall that peers requesting the same item form one swarm.
Our main observation is that only the swarm requesting item
3 blows up. This is because item 3 is the one that does not
satisfy (11). As this swarm grows, peers in other swarms
can obtain their requested items quickly and depart. Hence
the supply for item 3 further decreases.

6.2.2 Dependence on "

To comprehensively understand BARON’s performance,
we extend to cases with other " values. In particular, we
examine two cases with " = 0.5 and " = 1 respectively. As
shown in Section 3.4, a larger " indicates a smaller contact
rate. The case when " = 1 is the constant-bandwidth com-
munication scenario where a peer’s contact rate is constant
regardless of the peer population. We do not simulate the
case where " > 1, because the optimality result identified in

Section 4.3 does not hold for such ". We configure the other
parameters as in Figure 2 with !̂23 = 1

6 .
Figures 3(a) and (b) show the evolution of the total num-

ber of peers in time. The main observation is that, while the
system does not stabilize when using the static-cache policy,
the system under BARON converges to the optimal in both
cases. This demonstrates the e!ectiveness of the valuations
under various communication settings. Even though the ag-
gregate contact rate decreases as " increases, BARON is
still able to adapt the item supply according to the demand,
guiding the system towards the optimal.

Furthermore, as the contact rate becomes smaller when
" increases, the system with BARON takes longer time to
stabilize to the optimal. This is because the item replace-
ment and replication only occur during contact events. A
smaller contact rate slows down the adjustment of the item
distribution, leading to a slower convergence.

6.3 Comparing to Other Designs
BARON has two design components – the valuations

in (28) and the negative-positive rule. Now we experiment
with other designs for these two components, and examine
their performance in comparison to BARON.

An alternative valuation v!i is

v!i(t) = n"
·,i ! n·,i(t), i " K, (29)

i.e., item i’s valuation is defined as the distance of its cur-
rent supply n·,i to the optimal n"

·,i as given by (15b). Note
that in (29), computing the optimal supply n"

·,i requires the
knowledge of several system parameters, including the ar-
rival rates !i,f , (i, f) " C, and the contact process param-
eters µ and ". Obtaining the values of these parameters
could be di"cult in practice.

Moreover, instead of the negative-positive rule (NPR) in
BARON, another rule of guiding content exchanges via val-



uations is replacing one item with another as long as the
other item has a higher valuation and the item is not al-
ready stored. We refer to it as the lower-higher rule (LHR).

We examine all four combinations of these design options,
where BARON is the combination of NPR with valuations
vi defined in (28). We use the same configuration as Sec-
tion 6.2.2, and assume initially 16 peers request item 3.

Figures 4(a) and (b) plot the trajectories of peer popu-
lation under various design combinations. We observe that
none of the other combinations performs better than BARON.

In addition, in terms of the comparison of design options
for each component, we make the following observations.
First, the two valuations perform similarly, and vi performs
better than v!i under LHR. Second, the system with NPR
converges to the optimal faster than LHR. This is inter-
esting because NPR is stricter than LHR, and one would
expect that LHR leads to a faster convergence by enabling
more frequent replications and replacements. Indeed, from
Figures 4(a) and (b), we observe that the peer population
stays around its peak (!35) for a longer time when using
NPR. Nonetheless, NPR is able to catch up later. While this
demonstrates the e!ciency of restricting the replacement to
over-replicated item only, the analytical reason beneath is
worthwhile to further explore.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we made the first attempt towards a system-

atical understanding of universal swarms, where peers share
content across peer-to-peer swarms. We have rigorously
proved that such content exchange across swarms signifi-
cantly improves stability compared to a single autonomous
swarm. We also have proved convergence to a fluid limit
for a general class of content exchanges; our theorem thus
paves the way for the analysis of more complicated exchange
schemes than the one described in the present work.

An important future research direction lies in further in-
vestigating the parallels between our work and“missing piece
syndrome” in single swarms [6]. In particular, once a “one-
club” forms in a swarm, each “one-club” peer has idle band-
width capacity. It can thus contact uniformly at random
peers and seeders at other swarms to obtain C items and
place them in its cache, and subsequently continue to sample
other swarms to see if it can retrieve and/or o"er a missing
piece. From this point on, our model applies: peers wish
to retrieve one item (their “missing piece”), and leave the
system immediately once they retrieve it (corresponding to
the “grab-and-go” principle).

This is of course a simplification of the above system, as it
ignores the“growing” phase when peers acquire all chunks of
a file but the last one, as well as the cache-filling phase. How-
ever, in light of the stability properties we observed in this
work, understanding if, e.g., the stability region increases
through such exchanges, is an interesting open question.

Our analysis leaves several additional open questions, in-
cluding formally characterizing the stability conditions of
BARON, and analytically studying BARON’s convergence
to optimal stationary points. Our model can also be ex-
tended in various ways, including multi-item request, het-
erogeneous cache sizes and contact rates. The case where
arrival rates are not strictly positive, and peers arrive with
a partially-filled cache are also worth considering.

Finally, while our model assumes peers are cooperative, it

would be interesting to investigate the strategic behavior of
peers in universal swarm systems.
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